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Abstract 
 
The report summarizes results of the NKS-SPARC project. The ROAAM+ 
framework addresses accident progression from initial plant damage 
states to ex-vessel melt-coolant interactions and debris coolability. De-
tailed mechanistic full models (FM) have been developed. A set of compu-
tationally efficient surrogate models (SM) has been developed using the 
databases of FM solutions. Uncertainty in the containment failure probabil-
ity has been quantified according. An approach has been developed and 
demonstrated for using obtained in ROPAAM+ data on the failure probabil-
ity for different combinations of scenario parameters in a large scale PSA 
model. Results of the pilot study show clear benefits for PSA improvement 
in more realistic understanding and modeling of the risks. Main findings of 
the analysis of effectiveness of SAM strategy in Nordic BWRs using 
ROAAM+ framework and main results are presented using failure domain 
maps. The project outcomes enhance completeness and consistency of 
safety analysis and modelling methods for level 2 PSA; presentation of 
results in level 2 PSA, and related risk criteria. 
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Introduction 
This report summarizes the results achieved within the NKS-SPARC project. The project is 

motivated by apparently high sensitivity of effectiveness of severe accident management 

(SAM) strategy to the uncertainties in physical phenomena (deterministic) and accident 

scenarios (stochastic). Furthermore, scenarios, including timing of events, and physical 

phenomena are also important sources of uncertainty for estimation of the consequences of 

containment failure, i.e. characteristics of the fission product release. Adequate approaches are 

necessary in order to address both deterministic (epistemic) and stochastic (aleatory) sources of 

uncertainty for a consistent assessment of the effectiveness of the accident mitigation strategy 

and environmental impact. 

 

The project aims at integrating probabilistic and deterministic methods to improve risk 

analyses. Ideally, a risk analysis would at all point consider all challenges that can occur at that 

particular point in time. The process could be thought of like a dynamic event tree covering all 

possible failures (aleatory) and uncertainties associated with the lack of knowledge about 

system response (epistemic uncertainty). As much this is an appealing approach, the state space 

that would need to be analyzed to cover all possible scenarios and epistemic uncertainties is 

enormous and it will not be feasible to perform this analysis. 

 

To make it possible to analyze the problem in a PSA framework, the problem can be viewed 

upon from two angles: deterministic and probabilistic viewpoints. From a deterministic analysis 

point of view a few simultaneous failures are considered during a sequence and the failures may 

be represented by “super components”. This would allow for a simplified process like the 

dynamic event tree. The merit would be that the approach would consider all possible effects, 

known and unknown, of the represented failures. To further limit the state space, consideration 

needs to be taken to the probability of failures, in such a way that negligible failure 

combinations are omitted. This approach would hence give a complete picture of the scenarios 

studied, and not only a few defined scenarios as in the current deterministic calculations. 

 

From a probabilistic point of view all possible failure combinations should be covered by the 

PSA model. The simplifications therefore need to be regarding grouping of sequences (failure 

combinations that have similar effect) and simplified treatment of timing of failure 

combinations. The dynamic approach would give enhanced input about which scenarios that 

should be studied separately (where epistemic uncertainty can be quantified and eventually 

reduced), and also information about timing of events of importance. This information is 

expected especially relevant regarding PSA-L2. The enhanced information requires 

improvements in the PSA quantification methods to include the information in the PSA model. 

The project employs the two above mentioned concepts in order to provide consistent treatment 

of the uncertainties.  

 

The report is organized as follows: In paragraph Chapter 1 the state of the art review of the 

Probabilistic, Deterministic and Integrated Safety Analyses is presented. We mainly focus on 
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Risk Oriented Accident Methodology (ROAAM+) as a tool for quantifying conditional threats 

to containment integrity, with emphasis on a Nordic type BWR.  

The framework addresses all stages of the accident progression from initial plant damage states 

(defined in PSA level 1), through core degradation (paragraph 3.3) and vessel failure 

(paragraphs 3.3.5, 3.4), melt ejection mode (paragraph 3.6) to ex-vessel melt-coolant 

interactions (paragraph 3.8) and debris coolability, which is presented in Chapter 3, together 

with implementation details of ROAAM+ framework itself. 

 

In Chapter 4 we present main findings of the analysis of effectiveness of SAM strategy in 

Nordic BWRs using ROAAM+ framework, considering threats of ex-vessel steam explosion 

and ex-vessel debris coolability. We present main results as failure domain maps in terms of the 

most influential parameters (based on full and surrogate model sensitivity analysis results). 

 

In Chapter 5 we outline a conceptual approach for combined use of Probabilistic Safety 

Assessment (PSA) and Integrated Probabilistic Deterministic Safety Assessment (IDPSA), 

considering Nordic BWR severe accident issues for illustration. Methodological enhancements 

of PSA analysis, based on PSA and DSA integration are proposed, in particular – improved 

sequence definitions for PSA L2 analysis, estimation of probabilities of phenomena and 

consequences and improved method for integration of timing in the normally static fault tree 

method. 

 

Main conclusions and suggestions for future research are presented in Chapter 6. 

The main benefits of the project are: 

 Better understanding of the modelling pre-requisites in current PSA (level 1 

input to level 2 and level 2 design). 

 New methods for combined deterministic-probabilistic analysis and 

 Practical experience in using them in combination with existing PSA models. 

The project outcome will allow the end users to enhance understanding, completeness and 

consistency of safety analysis dealing with risk analysis in: 

 management of severe accident issues; 

 improved reliability analysis modelling methods for level 2 PSA; 

 presentation of results in level 2 PSA, and related risk criteria; 

 handling of modelling uncertainties. 

Not being the main focus of the proposed project, but the methodology could also be used for 

(for example): identify safety vulnerabilities (scenarios of safety importance which can threaten 

safety barriers) in active and passive safety systems. 

 

Experiences from performed studies are summarized in the report as well as suggestions of 

areas which need further investigations. 
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Chapter 1. State of the Art Review of the 

Probabilistic, Deterministic and Integrated 

Safety Analysis. 
Over the past decades, methods of Probabilistic Safety/Risk Analysis (PSA/PRA) have emerged 

as important tools to examine safety of complex, potentially hazardous, engineered systems 

such as Nuclear Power Plants (NPP). As safety requirements become increasingly stringent, 

requirements for quality and completeness of PSA models also increase. However further 

increase of the PSA models complexity is not necessarily an effective way to increase accuracy 

of PSA methods. 

 

Deterministic analyses are the basis for construction of a nuclear power plant. The analyses are 

based on the single failure criterion and a number of conservative assumptions such as loss of 

offsite power and no credit for non-safety systems. The initiating events considered in the 

analyses are divided in different event categories, ranging from likely events (once or several 

times/year) down to residual risks. The more likely the event category is the higher the margins 

(conservatisms) against core damage must be. Thus, there are already some probabilistic 

considerations in the deterministic analyses. 

 

The core damage frequency for both existing and advanced future plants is calculated to be in 

the range from 10-5/reactor year to 10-8/reactor year. However, the plant operation is sometimes 

hit by “improbable” (defined in PSA as very low probability) events, which can surprise, 

revealing a potential vulnerability in the complex plant system. We recognize that state of the 

art PSA methods provide numbers to quantify probability of what is already known as an 

“issue”, but are not capable of revealing what, and to what extent, is not known (i.e. scenarios 

that are not prescribed in the PSA input). PSA is based on a set of assumptions about possible 

accident scenarios believed to be conservative. Such “decomposition” of a complex problem 

into a set of pre-defined sequences can be prone to false conservatism in the PSA or 

deterministic analysis, rendering possibility of potentially dangerous scenarios being missed or 

underestimated. 

 

Standard PSA and deterministic approach has fundamental problems with resolving the 

dynamic nature of mutual interactions between (i) stochastic disturbances (e.g. failures of the 

equipment), (ii) deterministic response of the plant (i.e. transients), (iii) control logic and (iv) 

operator actions. Passive safety systems, severe accident and containment phenomena are 

examples of the cases when such dependencies of the accident progression on timing and order 

of events are especially important. 

 

Since the late eighties, realistic deterministic-dynamic models, commonly referred to as best-

estimate methods, received recognition as safety analysis tools. However, the best estimate 

codes are still used in a largely decoupled manner from the PSA. That hinders their application 

to risk analysis and identification of plant vulnerabilities. 
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In making predictions regarding the response of a system to disturbances, both the uncertainties 

arising from the stochastic nature of events (aleatory uncertainties) as well as those arising from 

lack of knowledge about the processes relevant to the system (epistemic uncertainties) have to 

be taken into account. Often, it is difficult to distinguish between epistemic and aleatory 

uncertainties [331]. Dynamic PSA methodologies allow a unified framework to account for the 

joint effects of both types of uncertainties simultaneously in predicting the distribution of risk 

associated with the system response. 

 

Dynamic PSA methodologies can be divided into three main categories [332]: (i) continuous-

time methods, (ii) discrete-time methods, and (iii) methods with graphical interfaces. While the 

methods with graphical interfaces are also either continuous or discrete time methods, they are 

listed as a separate category because the availability of a graphical interface is usually regarded 

as rendering them more user friendly. IDPSA tools usually employ (i) system simulation codes 

and models with explicit consideration of the effect of timing on the interactions between 

epistemic (modeling) and aleatory (scenario) uncertainties, (ii) a method for exploration of the 

uncertainty space. A review of the IDPSA methods for nuclear power plant applications can be 

found in [332, 157]. The inputs for all dynamic methodologies are: 

 a time-dependent system model (such as RELAP5 [333] or MELCOR [334] codes); 

 possible normal and abnormal system configurations which may need to be determined 

using a failure-modes-and-effects (FMAE) analysis;  

 transition probabilities (or rates) among these configurations. 

1.1.1 IDPSA methods and the decision making process 

It was mentioned previously [336] that the readiness of a tool is difficult to determine if there 

are no clear criteria for success or goal for the analyses. In terms of decision making, 

quantification of consequences into figures of merit is necessary (i.e. to establish safety goals 

and success criteria). 

 

IDPSA methods are capable of quantifying aleatory uncertainties in time dependent scenarios. 

It was emphasized (during the IDPSA meeting 2012 [336]) that this mostly had an effect within 

the context of academia whereas it did not do much for deployment into the industry. Therefore, 

focus must be directed towards what the decision makers need and what they regard as 

important.  

 

Credibility, uncertainty quantification (robustness of decision), comprehensiveness (risk profile 

instead of one number) and understanding were outlined as important factors in terms of what 

kind of data to be provided for the decision makers. Consistency was also emphasized as 

important since different kinds of decisions (e.g. for industry or regulators) put different 

requirements on the data provided. 

 

The Risk Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology (ROAAM) [270], [122] can be considered 

as an example of a decision support method. The focus of ROAAM is upon reducing the 

uncertainty to the extent that a defense-in-depth is considered as achieved. When the whole 
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community of experts in a given problem area is convinced that the demonstration is effected 

and regarded successful the problem may be considered solved (in a robust and final way). 

Eventually the complete reaching of all experts is effected by publication in the technical 

literature, with additional iterations thereof if necessary. ROAAM provides guidelines for 

development of framework for bounding of epistemic (modelling) and aleatory (scenario) 

uncertainties in a transparent and verifiable manner that enables convergence of experts 

opinions on the outcome of the analysis (not necessarily on the uncertainties in the input 

information). ROAAM integrates risk assessment (analysis) and risk management 

(modifications in the design, procedures, etc.) in an effective manner in order to resolve safety 

issues. 

1.2 Risk Orineted Accident Approach and Nordic BWR Severe 

Accident Management Strategy 

The Risk Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology (ROAAM) [270], [122] can be considered 

as an example of a decision support method. The ROAAM marries probabilistic and 

deterministic approaches. This methodology developed by Professor Theofanous [270] has 

been applied to successfully resolve different severe accident issues in LWR plants, and severe 

accident treatments in ALWR designs e.g., [122]. 

 

The focus of ROAAM is upon reducing the uncertainty to the extent that a defense-in-depth is 

considered as achieved. When the whole community of experts in a given problem area is 

convinced that the demonstration is effected and regarded successful the problem may be 

considered solved (in a robust and final way). Eventually the complete reaching of all experts 

is effected by publication in the technical literature, with additional iterations thereof if 

necessary. ROAAM provides guidelines for development of framework for bounding of 

epistemic (modelling) and aleatory (scenario) uncertainties in a transparent and verifiable 

manner that enables convergence of experts’ opinions on the outcome of the analysis (not 

necessarily on the uncertainties in the input information). ROAAM integrates risk assessment 

(analysis) and risk management (modifications in the design, procedures, etc.) in an effective 

manner in order to resolve safety issues. 

 

When applied to the Nordic BWR plants, the tight coupling between severe accident threats 

(steam explosion and basemat melt-through due to debris un-coolability) and high sensitivity 

of the SAM effectiveness to timing of event (e.g., vessel failure) and characteristics (e.g., melt 

release conditions) present new challenges in decomposition, analysis and integration. 

 

It is instructive to note that discussion of approaches to risk management regulatory framework 

has been initiated at US NRC [6]. Risk Management Task Force provided recommendation that 

NRC should implement a consistent process that includes both deterministic and probabilistic 

methods. It is acknowledged that Risk assessments provide valuable and realistic insights into 

potential exposure scenarios. In combination with other technical analyses, risk assessments 

can inform decisions about appropriate defense-in-depth measures. 
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ROAAM+ framework employs a two-level coarse-fine iterative analysis. First, fine-resolution 

but computationally expensive methods are used in order (i) to provide better understanding of 

key phenomena and their interdependencies, (ii) to identify transitions between qualitatively 

different regimes and failure modes, and (iii) to generate reference data. The fine-resolution 

codes are run independently, assuming wider possible ranges of the input parameters. Second, 

a set of coupled modular frameworks is developed connecting initial plant damage states with 

respective containment failure modes. Deterministic processes are treated using surrogate 

models based on the data obtained from the fine-resolution models. The surrogate models are 

computationally efficient and preserve the importance of scenario and timing. Systematic 

statistical analysis carried out with the complete frameworks helps to identify risk significant 

and unimportant regimes and scenarios, as well as ranges of the uncertain parameters where 

fine-resolution data is missing. This information is used in the next iteration of analysis with 

fine-resolution models, and then refinement of (i) overall structure of the frameworks, (ii) 

surrogate models, and (iii) their interconnections. Such iterative approach helps identify areas 

where additional data may significantly reduce uncertainty in the fine- and coarse-resolution 

methods, and increase confidence and transparency in the risk assessment results. The overall 

modular structure of the frameworks and the refinement process are discussed in the paper in 

detail [157]. 

1.2.1 Background: Quantitative Definition of Risk and ROAAM Basics 

According to quantitative definition of risk ([123] by Kaplan and Garrick), the risk 𝑅𝑖 

associated with associated with specific scenario 𝑠𝑖 can be characterized by its frequency 𝑓𝑖 

and consequences 𝑐𝑖. Consequences are obtained from predictions that are subject to epistemic 

uncertainty due to incomplete knowledge. The degree of uncertainty in the prediction of the 

future course of events can be quantified as “probability” 𝑃𝑖  or “likelihood” of 𝑐𝑖 . Such 

probability is evaluated by an expert based on the available evidences (data and experience with 

similar courses of action in the past). Therefore, two rational beings given the identical evidence 

must assess the probability identically [123].  “Frequency” is the outcome of an experiment 

involving repeated trials. Aleatory uncertainty is expressed in terms of frequency. 

 

𝑅𝑖 = {𝑠𝑖, 𝑓𝑖, 𝑃𝑖(𝑐𝑖)} (1-1) 

 

Consequences 𝑐𝑖  of scenario 𝑠𝑖  can be presented as joint probability density function 

pdf𝐶𝑖𝐿𝑖
(𝐿𝑖, 𝐶𝑖) , which accounts for the epistemic uncertainty and possible dependencies 

between the loads (𝐿𝑖) on the system in question and its capacity (𝐶𝑖) to withstand such loads. 

Thus, failure probability 𝑃𝐹𝑖 for scenario 𝑠𝑖 can be evaluated as 

 

𝑃𝐹𝑖 = 𝑃(𝐿𝑖 ≥ 𝐶𝑖) = 𝑃(𝐶𝑖 − 𝐿𝑖 = 𝑍𝑖 ≤ 0) = ∬ pdf𝐶𝑖𝐿𝑖
(𝑐, 𝑙)𝑑𝑐𝑑𝑙

𝑍𝑖≤0

 (1-2) 

 

or, in case when load and capacity are independent 
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𝑃𝐹𝑖 = 𝑃(𝐿𝑖 ≥ 𝐶𝑖) = ∫ ∫ pdf𝐿𝑖
(𝑙) pdf𝐶𝑖

(𝑐)𝑑𝑐
𝑙≥𝑐

−∞

𝑑𝑙
∞

−∞

= ∫ CDF𝐶𝑖
(𝑙) pdf𝐿𝑖

(𝑙)𝑑𝑙
∞

−∞

 (1-3) 

 

where CDF𝐶𝑖
 is the cumulative probability density function for the capacity. Unacceptability 

of containment failure is equivalent to requirement that all 𝑃𝐹𝑖 should be below “physically 

unreasonable” level 𝑃𝑠. 

 

The idea of characterizing risk as a set of triplets (scenario, its frequency, and probability of 

consequences) was further developed and practically applied to assessment of severe accident 

risks in ROAAM [270]. According to ROAAM, the use of Risk for effective management and 

regulation of rare, high-consequence hazards requires the simultaneous (coherent) 

consideration of (i) safety goal, (ii) assessment methodology, and (iii) application specifics. 

ROAAM provides guidelines for development of frameworks for bounding the epistemic 

(modeling), and aleatory (scenario) uncertainties in a transparent and verifiable manner that 

should enable convergence of experts’ opinions in the review process.  

 

Important premise of ROAAM is that safety goals can be defined only qualitatively when 

epistemic uncertainty is significant. The goal should effectively communicate the idea that the 

perceived hazard is “physically unreasonable” under “any circumstances” leading up to it in a 

“physically meaningful” context. More specifically, for severe accident analysis the safety goal 

can be defined as: “containment failure is a physically unreasonable event for any accident 

sequence that is not remote and speculative” [270]. 

 

In order to achieve the transparency and verifiability, ROAAM employs its principal ingredients: 

(i) identification, separate treatment, and maintenance of separation (to the end results) of 

aleatory and epistemic uncertainties; (ii) identification and bounding/conservative treatment of 

uncertainties (in parameters and scenarios, respectively) that are beyond the reach of any 

reasonably verifiable quantification; and (iii) the use of external experts in a review, rather than 

in a primary quantification capacity. 

 

Separation of epistemic and aleatory uncertainties stems from the work of Kaplan and Garrick 

[123]. Separate treatment of screening frequency for aleatory, and the physically unreasonable 

concept for epistemic uncertainties is a must for clarity and consistency of the ROAAM result. 

 

An arbitrary scale for probability is introduced which defines a physically unreasonable process 

as one involving the independent combination of an end-of-spectrum with one expected to be 

outside but cannot be positively excluded [270]: 

1/10 Behavior is within known trends but obtainable only at the edge-of-spectrum parameters. 

1/100 Behavior cannot be positively excluded, but it is outside the spectrum of reason. 

1/1000 Behavior is physically unreasonable and violates well-known reality. Its occurrence 

can be argued against positively. 
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The starting point of ROAAM is an interest in the “likelihood” (𝐿𝑗) of different containment 

failure modes (hazards 𝐻𝑘) given a set of initial plant damage states ({𝐷𝑗}) 

 

𝐿𝑗(𝐻𝑘) = 𝐺(𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑙),   given {𝐷𝑗} (1-4) 

 

where damage states have frequency higher than selected screening frequency 𝑓𝑠 and lower 

than target frequency 𝑓𝑡 achieved as the prevention goal, that is, 𝑓𝑠 < 𝑓𝑗(𝐷𝑗) < 𝑓𝑡.  

 

The approach employed in ROAAM is not to realize a defensible approximation to function 𝐺, 

and seeking the likelihood 𝐿𝑗, but to establish that it is (or can be made by appropriate decisions) 

low enough as to regard the hazard 𝐻𝑘  as physically unreasonable, avoiding excess 

conservatism while still remaining convincing [270]. 

 

A separation must be made between the aspects of systems response that can be stated as well-

posed physical problems or “causal relations”, and other aspects which are subject to inherently 

variable behavior and called “intangibles”. The structure of separation synthesis is called 

“probabilistic framework”. Each framework refers to a particular “scenario” 𝑠𝑖. The art in the 

decomposition is to envelop the behavior through the coherent use of “intangibles” and 

respective “scenarios” such that it will be understandable (and scrutable). Each “causal relation” 

requires an in-depth and demonstrable understanding of the controlling physics; “scenarios” 

and “intangibles” are to fill in the gaps whenever this is not possible. Uncertainty in causal 

relations can be reduced. Uncertainty in intangibles can only be qualitatively approached, but 

it can always be bounded. The adequacy of scenarios can be determined according to the 

completeness of the logical structures used in deriving them. The process of integration through 

the probabilistic framework is effected by introducing a scale for the temporary quantification 

of intangibles, and the results are rendered in qualitative terms by applying this scale in reverse. 

 

The problem is decomposed into framework and stochastic scenarios {𝑠𝑖}, such that: 

 

𝐿𝑗𝑖(𝐻𝑘) < 𝑃𝑗𝑖(𝐻𝑘),   𝑃𝑗𝑖(𝐻𝑘) = 𝐹(𝑑1, 𝑑2, … , 𝑖1, 𝑖2, … ) (1-5) 

 

where {𝑑𝑖}  is a set of “deterministic” parameters, {𝑖𝑖}  is a set of “intangible” parameters, 

𝑃𝑗𝑖(𝐻𝑘) is based on arbitrary probability scale. The goal of analysis is to show that 

 

𝑃𝑗𝑖(𝐻𝑘) < 𝑃𝑠 given {𝐷𝑗} for all {𝑠𝑖} (1-6) 

 

where 𝑃𝑠 is the “physically unreasonable” level. The above structure separates out epistemic 

from aleatory uncertainty which is also motivated by the distinct approaches to judge residual 

risk: with screening frequency for aleatory, and with physically unreasonable concept for 

epistemic. Any stochastic behavior not already included in the definition of the severe accident 
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window (the plant damage states to be considered) can be taken up in the definition of scenarios 

and intangibles, since they would be expected to dominate the uncertainty in any case. A similar 

separation can be effected in this case, too, by simply finding the total probability in each 

frequency range, and applying the same criteria for judging the results – but now these 

frequencies should be combined with the respective plant damage state frequencies [270]. 

1.3 Nordic BWR Challenges for ROAAM Application  

Severe accident management (SAM) strategy in Nordic boiling water reactors (BWRs) employs 

ex-vessel core debris coolability. Molten core is released form the vessel into a deep pool of 

water in the lower drywell. The melt is expected to fragment, quench, and form a debris bed 

that is coolable by natural circulation of water. Formation of non-coolable debris bed and 

energetic interactions between hot liquid melt and volatile coolant (steam explosion) pose 

credible threats to containment integrity. Conditions of melt release from the vessel determine 

(i) debris bed properties and thus coolability, and (ii) steam explosion energetics.  

 

While conceptually simple, the strategy involves complex physical phenomena affected by the 

transient accident scenarios. The multistage path of severe accident progression and effect of 

the earlier stages on the later ones is another important source of complexity and uncertainty. 

 

 

Figure 1-1: Severe accident progression in Nordic BWR. 

 

Timing of event, with the same order of the stages, can affect accident progression. For instance, 

late recovery of core cooling affect core degradation and relocation processes, and thus 

formation of the debris bed in lower head, reheating and re-melting of multi-component corium 

debris, thermo-mechanical interactions between melt and vessel structures and penetrations, 
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vessel failure, melt release mode, respective jet fragmentation in the pool, debris solidification, 

energetic melt-coolant interactions, two-phase flow in porous media, spreading of debris in the 

pool, spreading of particulate debris bed, etc. Decay heat is decreasing with time providing 

better chances for coolability of the debris bed if melt is released from the vessel later [310]. 

However, later release leads to higher temperature of the melt, which increase the risk of debris 

agglomeration [168], [145], [142] hindering coolability of the debris bed [316], [311] and 

creating a potential for an energetic steam explosion which can threaten containment integrity 

[92]. 

 

Interdependencies between non-coolable debris and steam explosion is another source of 

uncertainty. For instance, if lower drywell flooding is not activated, then steam explosion risk 

is eliminated, but hot corium melt will attack cable penetrations in the containment floor leading 

to almost immediate containment failure. If flooding is timely activated, then even a mild steam 

explosion might lead to degradation of debris bed cooling function, e.g. by destroying protective 

covers for cable penetrations in the containment floor and exposing them to hot debris, or by 

creating a leak of coolant from the lower drywell, or by activating filtered containment venting, 

releasing fraction of nitrogen which can potentially lead to drop of containment pressure well 

below atmospheric level, etc. 
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Figure 1-2: Severe accident phenomena in Nordic BWR. 

 

Significant progress, that has been made in understanding and predicting MSWI physical 

phenomena during the last few decades, was not sufficient to make a firm conclusion on the 

robustness of the SAM strategy. Severe accident issues in Nordic BWR design are intractable 

for separate probabilistic or deterministic analysis due to the uncertainty stemming from 

interactions between (i) stochastic scenarios of time dependent accident progression, and 

(ii) deterministic phenomena. 
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Enter the Risk Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology (ROAAM) that marries probabilistic 

and deterministic approaches. This methodology developed by Professor Theofanous and co-

workers [270], [243] has been applied to successfully resolve several severe accident issues and 

to develop new severe accident management strategies in different designs of light water 

reactors (e.g. [60]). When applied to the Nordic BWR plants, the tight coupling between severe 

accident threats (steam explosion and basemat melt-through due to debris un-coolability) and 

high sensitivity of the SAM effectiveness to timing of event (e.g., vessel failure) and 

characteristics (e.g., melt release conditions) present new challenges in decomposition, analysis 

and integration.  

1.3.1 Complexity of Phenomenology and Scenarios 

While ROAAM is logically sound and has been successfully applied in several practical cases 

to resolve severe accident issues, there are some challenges for application of ROAAM to 

Nordic BWR case. Typical phenomenological stages of severe accident progression in Nordic 

BWR are shown in Figure 1-1.  

 

The multistage path from the initial plant damage state to the containment threats is an 

important source of complexity and uncertainty. Phenomena and scenarios including operator 

actions are tightly coupled in their mutual interactions and eventual impact on the possibility of 

different containment failure modes. Conditions created at the earlier stages can significantly 

affect configurations and problem statements at later stages. For instance, if there is no 

activation of lower drywell flooding, then steam explosion risk is eliminated, but hot corium 

melt will attack cable penetrations in the containment floor leading to almost immediate 

containment failure. 

 

Timing of transition between different stages is also important. Different time-dependent 

trajectories of the accident scenarios with the same logical sequence of the stages can result in 

different outcomes. For instance, decay heat is decreasing with time providing much better 

chances for coolability of the debris bed if melt is released from the vessel later [310]. However, 

if melt is released from the vessel later, it will have higher temperature, which could increase 

the risk of debris agglomeration [168], [145], [142] hindering coolability of the debris bed [316], 

and creating a potential for an energetic steam explosion which can threaten containment 

integrity. 

 

Combination of (at least) two threats (non-coolable debris and steam explosion) is another 

source of uncertainty. On one hand, there is a possibility that stem explosion might contribute 

to spreading of the debris over containment floor. On the other hand, even a mild steam 

explosion might lead to degradation of debris bed cooling function, e.g. by destroying protective 

covers for cable penetrations in the containment floor and exposing them to hot debris, or by 

creating a leak of coolant from the lower drywell, or by activating filtered containment venting, 

releasing fraction of nitrogen which can potentially lead to drop of containment pressure below 

atmospheric level, etc. 
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The major challenge for application of ROAAM to Nordic BWR is the complexity of tightly 

coupled transient phenomena and scenarios which limit the effectiveness of heuristic 

approaches in (i) problem decomposition and (ii) a priori judgment about importance and 

impact of coupled and time dependent phenomena and scenarios on the accident progression 

and outcome. 

1.3.2 Decision Making Context 

Conditional containment failure probability is considered in this work as an indicator of severe 

accident management effectiveness for Nordic BWR. It is instructive to note that different 

modes of failure (assumed to be equivalent to loss of containment integrity) can potentially lead 

to quite different consequences in terms of fission products release. At this point we consider 

any failure mode as unacceptable for the sake of conservatism. 

 

The ultimate goal of classical ROAAM process [270] is to provide a scrutable process and 

framework for achieving convergence of experts’ opinions on the question: whether 

containment failure is “possible” (physically unreasonable), for a given SAM and current state-

of-the-art knowledge. If safety margins are large, then containment failure being physically 

unreasonable, can be demonstrated through consistent conservative treatment of uncertainties 

in risk assessment and improving necessary knowledge and data. If inherent margins are small 

or negative, improvement of knowledge is ineffective. Risk management (through appropriate 

modifications of the system e.g. safety design, SAMGs, etc.) should be undertaken in order to 

achieve the safety goal [270].  

 

However, for complex systems, uncertainty can create a space for “hope” that the system is safe 

due to yet incompletely understood phenomena, scenarios and interactions, and thus acquiring 

further knowledge about the system is justified. Conservative treatment of uncertainty is not 

very helpful to address such “hope”. Instead, the assessment should be focused on the necessity 

of containment failure (in other words, how unavoidable it the failure) using “optimistic” 

treatment of uncertainty. 

 

The risk assessment framework should be capable of providing assessments in support for both 

possible decisions: (i) current strategy is sufficiently reliable (according to a “conservative” 

analysis); (ii) strategy is not sufficiently reliable (according to an “optimistic” analysis) and 

thus changes are necessary. 

 

A difficulty arises when bounding “conservative” (or “optimistic”) approaches become 

inadequate. E.g. if success domain is in a middle of the uncertainty space and only “optimal” 

combinations of the uncertain factors lead to success, while limiting values of the uncertain 

parameters result in failure. This is often the case when there are competing phenomena or 

threats, when positive or negative effect on the possibility of failure from some parameters or 

events changes depending on other parameters or events. For instance, in case of successful 

attempt of in-vessel debris cooling using control rode guide tube (CRGT) flow, melt release 

from the vessel can be prevented. However, if corium retention is not successful, CRGT cooling 

can lead to delay of vessel failure, formation of a larger melt pool with higher superheat. Melt 
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release from the vessel with such conditions can significantly increase potential energetics of 

steam explosion and the risk of formation of agglomerated, non-coolable debris bed. 

 

Using “risk informed” approach in case with large irreducible uncertainties and competing 

threats can be at best inconclusive. If dependencies between uncertain factors are strong, then 

risk quantification can be polluted with uncertainty to the point where “everything is possible”. 

Such outcome is a clear sign that the system is complex, i.e. understanding and control of the 

system is beyond our reach. Changes in the system are necessary in order to make its behavior 

predictable with sufficient confidence. 

 

The costs of improving the knowledge, changes the system, and consequences should be 

weighted in the decision making process. In order to reduce uncertainty in estimations of 

potential losses consequences of release have to be investigated in greater detail. 

 

In order to address the difficulties a structured process is needed for coherent (i) development 

of risk assessment framework, (ii) collection of necessary data and knowledge. This process 

should be guided by extensive sensitivity and uncertainty analysis and eventually result in a 

robust and scrutable assessment of either “possibility” or “necessity” of containment failure in 

order to support decision making. In the next section we discuss some important aspects of 

development of such process for Nordic BWR SAM. 

1.3.3 Connection to PSA  

The work on connection between ROAAM+ to PSA is motivated by apparently high sensitivity 

of effectiveness of severe accident management (SAM) strategy to the uncertainties in physical 

phenomena (deterministic) and accident scenarios (stochastic). Furthermore, scenarios, 

including timing of events, and physical phenomena are also important sources of uncertainty 

for estimation of the consequences of containment failure, i.e. characteristics of the fission 

product release. Adequate approaches are necessary in order to address both deterministic 

(epistemic) and stochastic (aleatory) sources of uncertainty for a consistent assessment of the 

effectiveness of the accident mitigation strategy and environmental impact. 

 

The project aims at integrating probabilistic and deterministic methods to improve risk 

analyses. Ideally, a risk analysis would at all point consider all challenges that can occur at that 

particular point in time. The process could be thought of like a dynamic event tree covering all 

possible failures (aleatory) and uncertainties associated with the lack of knowledge about 

system response (epistemic uncertainty). As much this is an appealing approach, the state space 

that would need to be analyzed to cover all possible scenarios and epistemic uncertainties is 

enormous and it will not be feasible to perform this analysis. 

 

To make it possible to analyze the problem in a PSA-like framework, the problem can be 

viewed upon from two angles: deterministic and probabilistic viewpoints. From a deterministic 

analysis point of view a few simultaneous failures are considered during a sequence and the 

failures may be represented by “super components”. This would allow for a simplified process 

like the dynamic event tree. The merit would be that the approach would consider all possible 
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effects, known and unknown, of the represented failures. To further limit the state space, 

consideration needs to be taken to the probability of failures, in such a way that negligible 

failure combinations are omitted. This approach would hence give a complete picture of the 

scenarios studied, and not only a few defined scenarios as in the current deterministic 

calculations.  

 

From a probabilistic point of view all possible failure combinations should be covered by the 

PSA model. The simplifications therefore need to be regarding grouping of sequences (failure 

combinations that have similar effect) and simplified treatment of timing of failure 

combinations. The dynamic approach would give enhanced input about which scenarios that 

should be studied separately (where epistemic uncertainty can be quantified and eventually 

reduced), and also information about timing of events of importance. This information is 

expected especially relevant regarding PSA-L2. The enhanced information requires 

improvements in the PSA quantification methods to include the information in the PSA model. 

The project employs the two above mentioned concepts in order to provide consistent treatment 

of the uncertainties. 

 

The main benefits of the project are: 

 Better understanding of the modelling pre-requisites in current PSA (level 1 

input to level 2 and level 2 design). 

 New methods for combined deterministic-probabilistic analysis and 

 Practical experience in using them in combination with existing PSA models. 

The project outcome will allow the end users to enhance understanding, completeness and 

consistency of safety analysis dealing with risk analysis in: 

 management of severe accident issues; 

 improved reliability analysis modelling methods for level 2 PSA; 

 presentation of results in level 2 PSA, and related risk criteria; 

 handling of modelling uncertainties. 

Not being the main focus of the proposed project, but the methodology could also be used for 

(for example): identify safety vulnerabilities (scenarios of safety importance which can threaten 

safety barriers) in active and passive safety systems. 

 

Experiences from performed studies are summarized in the report as well as suggestions of 

areas which need further investigations. 
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Chapter 2. Development of ROAAM+ 

Framework for Integration of Knowledge and 

Treatment of Uncertainty 
It is clear that key ingredients of ROAAM such as: 

- Separation of aleatory and epistemic uncertainties through  

o Consideration of risk as a set of the triplets (scenario, its frequency, and 

probability of consequences), 

o Decomposition of the problem into stochastic “scenarios” and deterministic 

“frameworks”, 

- Arbitrary scale of probability for epistemic uncertainty, 

- Qualitative definition of safety goal, 

are critical for consistency of assessment and transparency of review and must be preserved. 

However, the challenges presented by Nordic BWR SAM strategy require further development 

of the approach. In this section we discuss the basic ideas and examples of development of such 

an approach which we call ROAAM+. 

 

The goal of the ROAAM+ approach is to provide sufficient information for a decision to: 

I. Keep SAM strategy: “Possibility” of containment failure is low even with “conservative” 

treatment of uncertainty, thus current strategy is reliable. 

II. Modify SAM strategy: “Necessity” of containment failure in the course of accident is 

high (i.e. “possibility” that containment doesn’t fail is low) even with “optimistic” 

treatment of uncertainty, thus the current strategy is unreliable and changes should be 

considered. 

 

In order to achieve the goal, ROAAM+ process is developed for construction and adaptive 

refinement of the risk assessment framework, models, and data. The process is aiming to refine 

the resolution of the framework in order to bound the influence of the largest contributors to 

the uncertainty in risk assessment. 

2.1 Iterative Adaptive Refinement Process for Development of 

Risk Assessment Framework: Two-Level “Coarse-Fine”, 

“Forward” and “Reverse” Analysis. 

System complexity limits effectiveness of heuristic approach (based on expert judgment) to 

identification of the key physics and system behavior. There is a need for an iterative process 

for identifying and evaluating importance of different contributors to the risk. Thus at each stage 

of the process, a framework for risk assessment should exist, providing a means for sensitivity 

and uncertainty analysis of “possibility” and “necessity” of containment failure with respect to 

the uncertain factors. Such analysis points to the necessary improvement of the framework and 

data and provides assessment of potential impact of such improvements at the next iteration of 

the framework development or effectiveness of the system modifications. 
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The framework is used to carry out (i) Conservative assessment of containment failure 

possibility; (ii) Optimistic assessment of containment failure necessity; (iii) Sensitivity and 

uncertainty analysis to guide development and refinement of the risk assessment framework 

itself. In practice, different analysis types are implemented through consistent use of 

assumptions on uncertainty in (i) scenarios and (ii) ranges and probability distributions of the 

uncertain parameters. Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis is employed for both (i) optimal 

refinement of the data, knowledge and risk analysis framework, and (ii) optimization and 

assessment of effectiveness of potential system modifications. 

 

Complex phenomena require adequate complexity of the models. Adequately complex “full 

models” (FMs) are implemented for each stage of the accident progression using 

multidimensional codes for severe accident, thermal hydraulics, and structural analysis. 

Application of such FMs in extensive sensitivity and especially uncertainty analysis is often 

unaffordable due to extreme computational costs and difficulties in establishing direct coupling 

between the codes. Therefore, we employ a two-level coarse-fine modeling approach. At the 

first (bottom) level we use loosely coupled fine resolution FMs and available experimental 

evidences in order to generate relevant data and develop understanding of key physics. Then 

coarse-resolution computationally efficient “surrogate models” (SMs) are developed to 

approximate the most important parameters of the FM solutions. The SMs provide 

computationally efficient approximations for the most important parameters of the FM 

solutions. The SMs are used at the second (top) level of the framework for sensitivity, 

uncertainty analysis and risk quantification. Risk quantification starts from initiating event and 

propagates information through the framework in what we call “forward analysis”. 

 

When complexity is high, it is difficult to identify a priori what is more important and what is 

missing from our knowledge of each individual stage of the accident progression. Such 

information can be obtained when all stages are coupled and a connection between uncertainties 

at each individual stage and resulting uncertainty in containment failure probability can be 

established. Until such connection is established, it is not possible to assess if FMs and SMs 

provide sufficient resolution for all important phenomena. In fact, some of the FMs might not 

be available yet. In such case FMs should be designed according to the requirements which can 

be inferred from the results of the reverse analysis. Accuracy of the FM should be sufficiently 

qualified through scaling, calibration, verification, validation and uncertainty quantification 

process using relevant experimental data. The need for new data stems from the model 

validation needs. Therefore, there is a need for iterative refinement process of the FMs, SMs, 

experimental data and structure of the framework. Criteria for the need of refinement can be 

established based on consideration of the failure domain. Failure domain (FD) is a domain in 

the space of the uncertain parameters where probability of containment failure is larger than a 

“physically unreasonable” threshold. The refinement is needed when there are (i) large 

uncertainty in resolving the boundaries of the failure domain with existing FM and SM, and 

(ii) physical phenomena or scenarios not taken into account yet that can significantly change 

FD boundaries. Naturally, the FD identification and refinement starts from the last stages of the 
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accident progression analysis and propagates failure domains “upstream” to the earlier stages 

of the accident progression. We call this process “reverse” analysis. 

 

The two-level coarse-fine approach to development and iterative adaptive refinement of the risk 

assessment frameworks is summarized below: 

1) Development and refinement: of models, frameworks and data based on the results of the 

forward and reverse analyses in order to reduce uncertainty in the failure probability and 

resolution of failure domain boundary. 

Experimental evidences and fine-resolution but computationally expensive methods (FMs) are 

used in order to: 

i. Develop hypothesis about key phenomena and provide better understanding of their 

possible interdependencies, 

ii. Identify transitions between qualitatively different regimes and failure modes, and 

iii. Generate reference databases for development calibration and verification of coarse-

resolution but computationally efficient surrogate models (SMs). 

FMs are run in “exploratory” mode, loosely coupled or independently from each other, 

assuming bounding ranges for model input parameters. Scaling analysis is employed for the 

experimental evidences. 

2) Forward analysis: quantification of major contributors to the uncertainty in the failure 

probability at each stage of the modeling of accident progression. 

A probabilistic framework is developed based on coupled SMs in order to connect the initial 

plant damage states with respective containment failure modes. 

i. Deterministic processes are treated using the developed and verified SMs preserving 

importance of scenarios and timing. 

ii. Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis is carried out using the framework to: 

a. Identify significant and unimportant parameters, regimes and scenarios. 

b. Quantify the risk and contribution to the overall uncertainty for the most 

influencing factors. 

3) Reverse analysis: identification of failure domains and their boundaries at each stage of the 

modeling of accident progression. 

Failure domains and their boundaries are identified in the spaces of uncertain input parameters 

for each SM (representing different stages of the accident progression) in order to identify the 

needs for improvement of: 

i. Experimental data and scaling. 

ii. FMs and their validation metrices. 

iii. SMs, calibration and verification databases (based on FMs and experimental data), 

interconnections and databases of solutions. 

iv. Overall structure of the problem decomposition into scenarios and frameworks. 

Such iterative process is designed to develop state of the art knowledge, confidence and 

transparency in the risk assessment results, to the point when convergence of experts’ opinion 

on the possibility or necessity of containment failure can be achieved. Such convergence is a 

stopping criterion for the refinement process. 
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Adaptive decomposition (into scenarios and phenomena) depends largely on the knowledge 

base (relevant data, code capability, etc.). Employment of the fine resolution FMs in the process 

of risk quantification and uncertainty reduction is justified when appropriate evidences of the 

models’ validation are provided. Failure domain (reverse) analysis points to the domains of 

parameters and scenarios where evidences of detailed validation are most needed and 

improvement of the validation database has the largest impact on the uncertainty reduction. 

Proper scaling of experimental data is important for establishing consistency between modeling 

and experimentation in the iterative process of uncertainty reduction. In this light, a list of 

phenomena and corresponding experiments that can be used for validation of FMs and 

calibration of SMs should be provided along with the assessment of the data quality (relevance, 

scaling, and uncertainty). Such information is a basis for the decisions on decomposition and 

the needs for improvements of the evidence database. 

2.2 Failure Probability 

Quantification of failure probability is the ultimate goal of the analysis. Illustration of the failure 

probability quantification determined by forward propagation of the uncertainties through a 

single stage framework is illustrated in Figure 2-1. 

 

 

Figure 2-1: Failure probability in a single stage framework. 

 

For each plant damage state {𝐷𝑖} there is a set of respective scenarios {𝑠𝑖𝑗}, are characterized 

by frequencies (𝑓𝑖𝑗). For the sake of brevity, in the future we will omit second index when 

referring to scenarios (𝑠𝑖) and their probabilities (𝑓𝑖) considering them as a whole set of all 

scenarios relevant to all initial damage states. Scenarios (𝑠𝑖) introduce specific combinations of 

initial and boundary conditions for causal relationships (CR) and structure of the probabilistic 

framework. The CR provides “bounding” assessment of the load and the capacity which can 

provide optimistic and conservative estimates. If bounding assumptions in modeling 

approaches are not obvious “a priori”, sensitivity analysis is required. A set of surrogate models 

(SM) is used to approximate the CR. Epistemic uncertainty in prediction of the failure 

probability is introduced by multidimensional probability density function (pdf(𝑑𝑖, 𝑖𝑖) ) of 

intangible (𝑖𝑖) and deterministic (𝑑𝑖) modeling parameters. These distributions determine the 

probability of the consequences (𝑃𝑖(𝑐𝑖)) or, more specifically, probability of containment failure 

(𝑃𝐹𝑖) of scenario (𝑠𝑖). It is instructive to note that Figure 2-1 provides a simplified view on the 

problem, where space of system parameters is generally multidimensional and different types 

of loads and capacities correspond to different threats and failure modes. 
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Figure 2-2: Failure probability in a multistage framework. 

 

Similarly to the single stage process, the probability of failure (𝑃𝐹𝑖) in scenario (𝑠𝑖) can be 

introduced for a multistage framework where CR is a set of 𝑁  models connected through 

initial conditions (𝑝𝑘𝑖 ), as illustrated in Figure 2-2. Simulations are carried out for each 

individual scenario 𝑠𝑖  separately, which enables maintaining of transparent separation of 

aleatory (characterized by frequency 𝑓𝑖 of scenario 𝑠𝑖) and epistemic uncertainties. Note that 

scenario parameters can affect modeling at any intermediate stage. Respective timing should 

also be provided as a part of scenario 𝑠𝑖, e.g. timing of activation, failure or recovery of specific 

safety systems. Different scenarios might require different chains of CRs, or 

“phenomenological event trees”. Splinters should be used to ensure consistent bounding 

approaches in addressing intangible characteristics of such event trees. Output of 𝐶𝑅𝑘  is 

determined as multidimensional probability density function {pdf(𝑝𝑘𝑖)}  and provides an 

initial input conditions for model 𝐶𝑅𝑘+1 . Timing is explicitly included as one of the 𝑝𝑘𝑖 

parameters. 

 

In the conservative assessment we are seeking for a confirmation that 𝑃𝐹𝑖 < 𝑃𝑆, or, in other 

words, that containment failure in scenario 𝑠𝑖  can be positively excluded as physically 

unreasonable according to current state of knowledge. This conclusion would support the 

proposition that current SAM is reliable and no changes are necessary. 

 

In the optimistic assessment we are looking for confirmation that 𝑃𝐹𝑖 > 𝑃𝑆  which can be 

interpreted as: containment failure cannot be excluded as physically unreasonable even with 

optimistic bounding assumptions and state of the art knowledge. In other words “necessity” of 

containment failure is unacceptably high and the SAM has to be changed through modifications 

of the SAMGs or design. 

 

The state of knowledge is expressed in terms of the ranges and probability distributions for the 

uncertain input parameters. Selection of the models, ranges and distributions is based on 

evidences (experimental data, scaling, synthesis of fine resolution simulation results, etc.). 

 

Failure probability is used not only as the final results of the assessment, but also as a research 

instrument in the adaptive process. Sensitivity analysis of 𝑃𝐹𝑖 to ranges and distributions of 

the uncertain parameters is used to identify (i) major sources of the uncertainty and possible 

unreasonable conservatism in the risk assessment, (ii) the needs for refinement of the evidence 

database. 
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Joint consideration of sensitivity of failure probability 𝑃𝐹𝑖  to (i) possible improvement of 

knowledge necessary to reduce conservatism in the framework, and (ii) possible changes in the 

accident management strategy necessary to decrease failure probability with given state of 

knowledge, and associated costs for both options can provide a quantitative measure for 

selection of the most efficient approaches in both (a) risk assessment, and (b) risk management. 

 

In the forward analysis, information is propagated from the initial plant damage state through 

the sequences of phenomena, determined by specific scenarios, towards the failure probability 

for each scenario, estimated at the very end. Such process provides limited information for 

inferring about adequacy of selected framework structure and generated data for the assessment 

of the failure possibility. Forward propagation of the uncertainties, especially in the multistage 

modeling framework, often amplifies uncertainties at each stage, unless there are clear limiting 

physical mechanisms. As a result of such amplification, there is a risk of “phenomenological 

explosion” (analogous to combinatorial explosion) when epistemic uncertainty becomes so 

large that success and failures become equally possible and nothing can be positively excluded 

as physically unreasonable. Therefore, there is a need for another kind of analysis where 

adequacy and consistency of the modeling framework and data can be evaluated. 

2.3 Treatment of the Intangible Uncertain Parameters in Forward 

and Reverse Analyses 

While ranges of the intangible parameters can be always (conservatively) bounded, the 

knowledge about distributions within the ranges is usually missing. In classical ROAMM, 

uncertainty in the intangibles can only be qualitatively approached, but it can always be 

bounded [270]. Such bounding approach is, in fact, similar to the interval analysis [104]. If 

inherent safety margins are sufficiently large, then bounding approach to the intangibles does 

not affect conclusions from the risk analysis. For some systems, however, bounding approach 

to quantification of the influence of intangible parameters might be insufficient. If failure 

probability 𝑃𝑓 is sensitive not only to the ranges but also to the distributions, then uncertainty 

in prediction of 𝑃𝑓 with “conservative” or “optimistic” bounding assumptions might be too 

large and, therefore, not suitable for a robust decision making process. 

 

In order to assess the importance of the missing information about the distributions we can 

consider distributions as uncertain parameters. A space of possible probability distributions of 

the intangible parameters can be introduced. Each randomly selected set of distributions for the 

intangible parameters will result in a single value of failure probability 𝑃𝑓. Sampling in the 

space of the distributions for model intangible parameters will result in calculation of different 

possible values of 𝑃𝑓 , including the bounding ones. A cumulative distribution function of 

𝑐𝑑𝑓(𝑃𝑓) can be used to characterize confidence in prediction of 𝑃𝑓. 

 

Let’s assume that risk acceptance criterion is 𝑃𝑓 < 0.01. From the interval analysis (resulting 

P-box shown in Figure 2-3), we can only notice that 𝑃𝑓 is between 0 and 1. Such information 

is not very helpful for making conclusions on the risk acceptance. If we consider cumulative 

distribution of 𝑃𝑓, we can conclude that: 
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• For green curve: 95% of the cases the value of 𝑃𝑓 is in the acceptable region. 

– It is possible to identify a subset of distributions of the model intangible parameters 

that result in 𝑃𝑓 exceeding acceptability value. Once identified, those distributions 

can be a subject to further research and quantification. 

• For red curve: 95% of the cases the value of 𝑃𝑓 is in the unacceptable region. 

– This would mean that the system is not safe with most of the distributions belonging 

to the space of the possible distributions. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3: The influence of the distributions of intangible parameters on the failure 

probability. 

Mathematical implementation: 

Let us assume a model intangible parameter 𝑖𝑁,𝑖 , where we have no knowledge about its 

probability distribution, but we have knowledge about its range. To evaluate the effect of 

probability distribution for this parameter the sampling is made in space of possible 

distributions of this parameter. Each selected distribution out of randomly selected set of 

distributions will result in a single value of failure probability 𝑃𝑓 calculated by 

𝑃𝐹(𝑠𝑖, 𝑝𝑘−1𝑖) = ∫ 𝑃𝐹(𝑠𝑖, 𝑝𝑘𝑖)pdf(𝑝𝑘𝑖(𝑠𝑖, 𝑝𝑘−1𝑖))
∞

−∞

𝑑𝑝𝑘𝑖 (2-1) 

then, confidence in prediction of 𝑃𝑓 or 𝐶𝐷𝐹̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ (𝑃𝐹(𝑠𝑖, 𝑝𝑁−1,𝑖)) = 1 − 𝐶𝐷𝐹 (𝑃𝐹(𝑠𝑖, 𝑝𝑁−1,𝑖)) can be 

obtained as follows  

𝐶𝐷𝐹 (𝑃𝐹(𝑠𝑖, 𝑝𝑁−1,𝑖)) = ∫ [∫ 𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑃𝐹(𝑠𝑖, 𝑝𝑁𝑖)) 
𝑃𝐹

0

𝑑𝑃𝐹]  𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑝𝑁𝑖(𝑠𝑖, 𝑝𝑁−1𝑖))𝑑𝑝𝑁𝑖

∞

−∞

 (2-2) 

where pdf(𝑃𝐹(𝑠𝑖, 𝑝𝑁𝑖))  probability distribution function of 𝑃𝑓   is obtained by sampling in 

space of possible distributions of 𝑖𝑁,𝑖  and 𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑝𝑁𝑖(𝑠𝑖, 𝑝𝑁−1𝑖))  – probability distribution 

function of model output parameters 𝑝𝑁𝑖 is obtained by sampling in space of model intangible 

parameters 𝑖𝑁,𝑖. 

 

Propagation of the failure domain in ROAAM+ framework reverse analysis: 
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If we consider multistage framework, the sampling of probability distributions and the 

calculation of the values of 𝑃𝐹  in reverse analysis will be done for every selected set of 

distributions of model intangible parameters for every surrogate model. 

 

 
Figure 2-4: Treatment of model intangible parameters in ROAAM+ framework for Nordic 

BWR. 

 

At the last stage of the framework (𝐶𝑅𝑁), from the domain of possible distribution of model 

intangible parameters (𝑖𝑁,𝑖) we select a set of probability distributions calculate the value of 𝑃𝐹 

for selected combination of model input (𝑝𝑁−1,𝑖) and scenario parameters (𝑠𝑖). Repeating this 

process for every possible set of distributions will yield probability distributions of 𝑃𝐹 and 

𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹 (𝑃𝐹(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑝𝑁−1,𝑖))  (Figure 2-4). Repeating the same process for each stage of the 

framework in the reverse analysis provides distributions of the failure probability for all 

possible combination of model input 𝑝𝑘𝑖 and scenario parameters 𝑠𝑖. 

2.4  Characterization of Evidence and consideration of SM 

uncertainty for Integrated Assessment and FM Validation 

 

Each FM represents a complex, often multi-physics and multi-scale phenomenon/processes. 

Multiple models are then brought together. To reduce uncertainty in model forms and model 

parameters, e.g., narrowing their distributions (pdf or applicability intervals), models and 

simulation codes are benchmarked and calibrated against relevant experiments. This requires 

identification, processing, qualification, and appropriate integration of a necessarily substantial 

and large body of heterogeneous data. Generally, effectiveness of model calibration depends on 

(a) availability (quantity, reproducibility) of applicable experiments; (b) degree of applicability 

of experiments (material scaling, geometric similarity, physics scaling); (c) quality of 

experimentation: characterization of uncertainty in experimental (initial, boundary) conditions; 
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(d) diversity of diagnostics, number of measuring channels, temporal and spatial resolutions; 

and (e) characterization of uncertainty of measured data [54] . 

 

Subject to a broad range of above-listed characteristics, data sets obtained in experimental 

programs vary greatly by their format and validation and uncertainty quantification (VUQ) 

quality. In order to evaluate the impact of the uncertainty on predicted quantity of interest (QOI), 

it requires that the uncertainty be quantified, integrated and propagated toward QOIs. In an 

assessment framework such as one developed in this study, characterization and harmonization 

of evidence are ever more instrumental for the integration. For example, information value 

(weight) of evidence (dataset) can be computed through a function of global accuracy 

(relevance/applicability/scaling): Reactor Prototypicality Parameter, and local precision e.g. 

Experimental Measurement Uncertainty [54].  

 

 

Figure 2-5: Treatment uncertainty in SM approximation of the FM response. 

 

For each fixed point in the space of input 𝑝𝑘−1 and modeling parameters 𝑑𝑖, 𝑖𝑖 the uncertainty 

in the SM approximation of the FM can be characterized by the distribution 𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑅𝐹𝑀|𝑅𝑆𝑀) 

of possible values of full model response (𝑅𝐹𝑀) given response of the SM (𝑅𝑆𝑀). Respective 

failure probability 𝑃𝐹
𝜀 which takes into account the uncertainty in the SM approximation of the 

FM can be calculated (Figure 2-5). 

 

Similar approach can be used for taking into account uncertainty in the FM prediction on the 

failure probability. The uncertainty in prediction of the FM should be characterized in the 

validation process. The aim of the validation is to assess a distribution of possible values of 

actual system response (𝑅𝐴) given predicted full model response (𝑅𝐹𝑀)  

 

𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑅𝐴|𝑅𝐹𝑀) (2-3) 

 

Combining information about full model uncertainty with SM uncertainty (𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑅𝐹𝑀|𝑅𝑆𝑀)) 

one can obtain a distribution of possible actual system response given SM response 

 

𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑅𝐴|𝑅𝑆𝑀) (2-4) 

 

Obtained failure probability 𝑃𝐹
𝜀 will take into account uncertainty in both SM approximation 

of FM and uncertainty in FM prediction. It is instructive to note that data about full scale system 
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behavior at prototypic conditions is rarely available. A challenge for validation is to develop 

relevant scaling approaches along with separate and integral effect test data for robust 

assessment of the 𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑅𝐴|𝑅𝐹𝑀). 

 

 

Figure 2-6: Treatment of uncertainty in SM approximation of the actual system behavior. 

 

Figure 2-7a illustrates an example of possible CDFs (or CCDFs) of 𝑃𝑓 that is color-coded as 

follows: 

o CCDF {𝑃𝐹(𝑝𝑁−1,𝑖) ≥ 𝑃𝑠} ≤ 0.05: “Green” – at most 5% of the cases exceed 𝑃𝑠, or there is 

95% confidence that the probability of failure 𝑃𝐹  will not exceed selected screening 

probability 𝑃𝑠. 

o CCDF {𝑃𝐹(𝑝𝑁−1,𝑖) ≥ 𝑃𝑠} > 0.95: “Red” – at least 95% of the cases exceed 𝑃𝑠, or there 95% 

confidence the probability of failure 𝑃𝐹 will exceed selected screening probability 𝑃𝑠. 

o CCDF {𝑃𝐹(𝑝𝑁−1,𝑖) ≥ 𝑃𝑠} ∈ (0.05 − 0.5]:  “Blue” – 𝑃𝐹 exceed 𝑃𝑠 in 5-45% of the cases. 

o CCDF {𝑃𝐹(𝑝𝑁−1,𝑖) ≥ 𝑃𝑠} ∈ (0.5 − 0.95] : “Purple” – 𝑃𝐹 exceed 𝑃𝑠  in 50-95% of the 

cases. These are the cases where failure can be neither positively excluded nor assumed as 

imminent. 

Figure 2-7b shows an example of the failure domain map calculated for the containment hatch 

door (with structural capacity limit 6 kPa*s) due to steam explosion loads as a function of jet 

size, melt velocity and water level. The failure domain is constructed in the space of the input 

parameters. The SM is sampled in each cell to obtain a distribution of the failure probability. 

Each cell on the map is colored according to the CCDF(𝑃𝑓) as described above. 
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a b 

Figure 2-7. Complimentary cumulative distribution function of probability of failure 

𝐂𝐂𝐃𝐅(𝐏𝐟) (a) and an example of the failure domain map (b) 
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Chapter 3. Development and Implementation 

of the ROAAM+ Framework and Models 

3.1 Approach to Development and Refinement of the ROAAM+ 

Framework, Models and Data for Nordic BWRs 

The top layer of the ROAAM+ framework for Nordic BWR (Figure 3-1) decomposes severe 

accident progression (Figure 1-1) into a set of causal relationships (CR) represented by 

respective surrogate models (SM) connected through initial conditions. While decomposed, the 

framework SMs still can be used for an end-to-end transient analysis if necessary. 

 

Computational efficiency of the top layer of the framework allows for extensive sensitivity and 

uncertainty analysis in the forward and reverse analyses. Forward analysis defines conditional 

containment failure probability for each scenario {𝑠𝑖} . Reverse analysis identifies failure 

domains in the space of scenarios {𝑠𝑖} , and “deterministic” {𝑑𝑖}  and “intangible” {𝑖𝑖} 

parameters specific to each model. Grouping and classification of failure scenarios 

corresponding to specific initial plant damage states helps to identify plant vulnerabilities and 

provides insights into possible efficient mitigation actions by operator. Failure domain in the 

space of deterministic and intangible modeling parameters {𝑑𝑘𝑖, 𝑖𝑘𝑖}  identifies the need for 

improvement of knowledge, modeling and data. 

 

 

Figure 3-1: ROAAM+ framework for Nordic BWR. 

 

The process of development and validation of the individual surrogate models is most important 

for completeness, consistency, and transparency of the results. General ideas of the process are 

illustrated in Figure 3-2. Initial conditions come from the SM analysis at the previous stages of 

the framework. Experimental and other evidences provide a knowledge base for validation of 

the FMs and calibration of SMs. Full Model (FM) is implemented as detailed fine resolution 

(computationally expensive) simulation approach. Database of the FM transient solutions is 

developed in order to provide better understanding of basic physical processes and typical 

behavior of the target parameters. The target parameters are the input conditions for the next 

model in the framework. Simplified modeling approaches and data mining techniques are used 

in order to develop a surrogate model. Surrogate model (SM) is an approximation of the FM 
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model prediction of the target parameters which employ simplified (coarse resolution) physical 

modeling, calibratable closures, or approximations to the response surface of FM. 

 

 
Figure 3-2: Full and Surrogate model development, integration with evidences, refinement, 

prediction of failure probability and failure domain identification. 

 

Detailed discussion of the FM and SM development are presented in a series of publications 

(see Table 3-1). Four techniques were used for implementation of the SMs: (i) mapping (based 

on mapping of the FM solution to a grid in the space of the input parameters); (ii) polynomial 

(scaling analysis and data fitting); (iii) physics based uses simplified modelling of the 

phenomena; (iv) Artificial Neural Networks (ANN is based on complex regression analysis). 

Failure criteria are determined for SEIM and DECO.  
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Table 3-1. Summary of full and surrogate models developed for the ROAAM+ framework 

SM FM, experiments and SM purpose References 

CORE  FM: MELCOR model of the Nordic BWR containment.  

SM Type: Mapping. Given timing of ADS and ECCS 

activation provides time, composition and mass of core 

relocation and conditions in the lower drywall: pressure, 

pool temperature and depth. 

[151], [82], [83], [84], [85], 

[86], [87] 

Vessel 

failure 

FM: coupled thermos-mechanical analysis 

(PECM/ANSYS, DECOSIM code) of the vessel lover head 

and debris.  

SM Type: Polynomial. Given mass and composition of the 

debris SM computes timings of the IGT, CRGT and vessel 

wall failure and corresponding mass and composition of 

liquid melt available for release. 

[96], [97], [276], [277], [279], 

[280], [281], [282], [283], 

[284], [285], [293], [294], 

[295], [296], [297], [298], 

[316], [314], [313], [324] 

Melt 

release 

FM: parametric model of the melt release rate and vessel 

wall ablation. Experiment: remelting of multi-component 

debris and interaction with the vessel.  

SM Type: Physics based. Given timings and mode of lower 

head failure SM computes conditions of melt release, i.e. 

ablation of the breach, rate and duration of the release, 

thermal properties of the melt. 

[163], [162], [152], [154], 

[160], [151] 

SEIM Steam Explosion Impact Map. 

FM: TEXAS-V code.  

SM Type: ANN. Given conditions of melt release and 

LDW characteristics SM returns a distribution of possible 

explosion impulses. 

[92], [93], [94], [158], [95] 

DECO Debris Coolability. 

FMs: DECOSIM code for coolability of the debris, debris 

bed spreading model, debris agglomeration models. Series 

of experiments on debris bed formation, agglomeration and 

particulate debris spreading are carried out. 

SMs Type: Physics based. Given conditions of melt release 

and pool, respective SMs return dryout heat flux and max 

debris bed heat flux, the effect of debris spreading and 

agglomerated debris are taken into account.  

[10], [11], [12], [13], [14], 

[15], [134], [135], [61], [62], 

[142], [143],  [144], [145], 

[146], [147], [148], [149], 

[150], [153], [160], [164], 

[165], [166], [167], [168], 

[169] [170], [171], [172], 

[307], [309], [310], [311], 

[315], [316], [317], [318], 

[319], [320], [321], [322], 

[323] 
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3.2 ROAAM+ Framework Architecture 

In this section we focus on some implementation aspects of the ROAAM+ framework. The 

ROAAM+ framework architecture has two levels (Figure 3-1). The first (top) level is based on 

SMs, all procedures at this level are unified and standardized. The second (bottom) level 

employs data mining techniques to establish connections between full models, experimental 

data and evidences, databases of full model solutions and surrogate models (Figure 3-2). 

 

Implementation of ROAAM+ top level framework. 

 

1. Definition of the initial plant damage states and scenario space. 

 

Initial plant damage states {𝐷𝑗}  (determined by availability of safety systems) and their 

frequencies {𝑓𝑗} are determined based on PSA L1 data [151]. The states are determined aiming 

at completeness of the analysis. 

 

For each plant damage state, a full set of possible events (such as different recovery and 

mitigation actions) which can affect further accident progression is considered. The events, their 

order and timing create a space of scenarios {𝑠𝑖}. Timing of events is an important factor. For 

instance, ECCS failed to start and ECCS failed after 2 hours after an initiating event will result 

in quite different initial conditions for the further analysis of the accident, e.g. decay heat, water 

pool level and temperature, etc. Possible ranges for timing of different events are considered 

based on EOPs and SAMGs. 

 

It is instructive to note that there is a difference between (i) timing of random evens which is a 

part of scenario description (e.g. recovery of safety systems in MELCOR modeling) and is not 

predictable by the available deterministic models (aleatory), and (ii) timing of events predicted 

by the models (epistemic). We treat these two kinds of time differently. Aleatory timing is used 

in grouping of different scenarios according to their effect (failure domains). Epistemic timing 

is treated as any other dependent (i.e. obtained in the process of calculations) deterministic 

modeling parameters (𝑝𝑘𝑖). 

 

The scenarios are used (i) to set specific initial conditions for deterministic analysis of the 

accident progression and for calculating respective failure probabilities in forward analysis; and 

(ii) to identify which conditions lead to high probability of containment failure in the reverse 

analysis. Grouping of scenarios is an iterative process which should aim at adequate resolution 

of the initial plant damage states which lead to similar consequences with respect to the 

containment failure. 

 

2. Specification of the input data and establishing connections between frameworks. 

 

Lists of input/output parameters are determined for each SM: 
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- Scenario specific data (e.g. water level and temperature in the lower drywell, possible 

mitigating actions and their timing, etc.). 

- Initial conditions (𝑝𝑘𝑖), that connects SMs between each other through SM input/output. 

- Deterministic and intangible parameters {𝑑𝑘𝑖, 𝑖𝑘𝑖} specific to each SM. 

 

Ranges and respective multidimensional probability density functions are determined for all 

{𝑑𝑘𝑖, 𝑖𝑘𝑖}. 

 

3. Implementation of the forward and reverse analysis algorithms for the whole framework. 

 

Each framework is implemented as a set of functions in MATLAB, with respective I/O structure 

for forward and reverse analysis. Implementation of the reverse analysis in ROAAM+ 

framework for Nordic BWR starts from SEIM and DECO frameworks failure domain analysis, 

then, information about the failure domain is propagated through their input parameters (output 

of MEM frameworks) in reverse mode towards the space of scenario parameters. 

 

 

Figure 3-3: ROAAM+ framework reverse analysis implementation 

 

Figure 3-4 represents data flow and connections between different blocks in ROAAM+ reverse 

analysis. The analysis and the connection between different models in ROAAM+ framework 

(see Figure 3-1) is driven by ROAAM+ Driver. The main functions of ROAAM+ Driver is to: 

- Establish connections between user defined SM (e.g. failure domain information from 

SEIM SM will be propagated back to MEM SM). 

- Based on connections between SM, establish hierarchy of SM execution (including 

splinter scenario and different failure modes, for example 3 failure modes in MEM 

SM (IGT, CRGT, vessel wall) will create three parallel threads of analysis in 

consequent SMs (SEIM,DECO). 

- Provide information about Input/Output structure, ranges and distributions (where 

applicable) for every surrogate model to Reverse Analysis Object. 

- Perform partitioning with n – dimensional grid (binning) of scenario space (scenario 

space is unique for all surrogate models in the analysis). 
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Figure 3-4: ROAAM+ framework reverse analysis implementation 

 

In reverse analysis characterization and propagation of the failure domain is performed by 

Reverse Analysis Object. Based on the I/O information, ranges of the parameters involved in 

the analysis Reverse Analysis Object performs: 

- Partitioning (binning) of model input - 𝑝𝑘𝑖 with static/adaptive grid. 

- Generation of the sampling set for the analysis in space of model input and scenario 

parameters. 

- For every possible combination Reverse Analysis Object calls SM Object to generate 

sampling in model deterministic/intangible parameters and calculate SM response for 

fixed 𝑝𝑘𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖. 

- Calculate probability of failure 𝑃𝑓 – for every cell in domain of model input 

parameters. 

Partitioning (binning) of the input space is performed with adaptive mesh grid [180], then, the 

influence of model deterministic and intangible parameters is evaluated using SM Object. The 

main functions of SM object are: 

- Iterative generation of the sampling sets in domains of model deterministic and 

intangible parameters. 

- Generate set of input vectors for SM execution 

- Execution of the SM (through the SM wrapper, SM wrapper is a user defined 

intermediate link between ROAAM+ framework and SM) 

- Preliminary analysis of the results for each iteration to establish output convergence. 
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- Reporting of the results to Reverse Analysis Object for calculation of 𝑃𝑓. 

 

4. Implementation of sampling in ROAAM+ reverse analysis 

 

The general approach for reverse analysis for failure domain identification in ROAAM+ 

framework includes: 

 Generation of the data base of surrogate model solutions at each step of multistage 

process, using respective SM, connecting plant damage states to the potential threats 

for containment integrity. 

 Probabilistic evaluation and failure domain analysis, which include 

o Sampling of probability distributions (PDFs) 

o Calculation of probability of failure for selected sets of PDFs. 

o Calculation of cumulative distribution function of probability of failure for 

selected sets of PDFs. 

Generation of the data base of SM solutions involves sampling in domains of: 

 Model input parameters {𝑝𝑖} 

o Grid based sampling is used in order to get good coverage of the uncertainty 

space and good knowledge about failure domain location. 

 Model deterministic and intangible parameters {𝑑𝑖, 𝑖𝑖} 

o Quasi-random Halton sequence is used to generate sampling in 

multidimensional space of {𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖𝑖} parameters. 

o The amount of samples in space of {𝑑𝑖, 𝑖𝑖} parameters depends on the 

convergence of the SM output between two consecutive generation of samples. 

For each combination of parameters {𝑝𝑖} and {𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖𝑖} ROAAM+ framework runs SM and stores 

output in the database of SM solutions for further probabilistic evaluation and failure domain 

analysis. 

Sampling in the space of model input parameters {𝑝𝑖} is performed on the regular (static) grid 

(in the future Adaptive Mesh Refinement of the boundary of the failure domain will be 

implemented). Application of grid based sampling techniques, in general, is quite 

computationally expensive, thus, in order to make failure domain analysis in space of model 

input parameters feasible, it is necessary to perform model sensitivity analysis with respect to 

a) Individual models; b) Grouped models. 

 

Model sensitivity analysis is performed for: 

 Individual models 

o To identify the most influential parameters with respect to: 

 Model output. 

 Probability of failure (P(L>C)). 

 Grouped models: 

o To identify the most influential parameters in the “down-stream” models with 

respect to 

 Grouped (connected) models output 
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 Probability of failure (P(L>C)) 

Model sensitivity analysis allows to improve our understanding of the impact of each step in 

multi-stage analysis process on the final outcome and on the probability of failure (e.g. Jet 

diameter – is the most influential parameter for steam explosion, on the other hand Jet diameter 

is predicted by Melt-Ejection SM and defined by the properties of relocated debris in LP that 

depend on the accident scenario and recovery time of safety systems. 

Sensitivity analysis of probability of failure currently require an approach that will include 

parameters that characterize distributions of model intangible parameters, together with model 

input parameters in the analysis. 

 

5. Implementation of PDF sampling 

 

In order to assess the importance of the missing information about the distributions we can 

consider distributions as uncertain parameters (see chapter 2.3). A space of possible probability 

distributions of the intangible parameters can be introduced. Each randomly selected set of 

distributions for the intangible parameters will result in a single value of failure probability 𝑃𝑓. 

Sampling in the space of the distributions for model intangible parameters will result in 

calculation of different possible values of 𝑃𝑓 , including the bounding ones. A cumulative 

distribution function of 𝑐𝑑𝑓(𝑃𝑓) can be used to characterize confidence in prediction of 𝑃𝑓 

(see Figure 2-3). 

 

 
Figure 3-5: Implementation of PDF sampling of intangible parameters in ROAAM+ 

framework. 
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Figure 3-5 illustrates algorithmic implementation of PDF sampling of intangible parameters in 

ROAAM+ framework. The process of PDF sampling is implemented in following steps: 

 Based on the user input in ROAAM+ configuration a set of parameters that characterize 

PDF for every intangible parameter in 𝑆𝑀𝑘  is generated ( 𝜇, 𝜎  – in current 

implementation we use different variations of normal distributions). 

 Function “PDF generator” generates a set of discrete PDFs for every intangible 

parameter based on the set of 𝜇, 𝜎 on the range between [0,1] (see Figure 3-6) and then 

scales each PDF to specific ranges correspondent to each intangible parameter. 

o 𝜇𝑖, 𝜎𝑖  – are sampled from the prior distribution of the mean and standard 

deviation. 

 

Figure 3-6: Example of randomly generated PDFs for model intangible parameters. 

 

 The value of 𝑃𝑓 is calculated for each combination of model input (𝑝𝑘−1,𝑖) and 

selected distribution 𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑑𝑘𝑖, 𝑖𝑘𝑖). 

 For every model input (𝑝𝑘−1,𝑖) - 𝐶𝐷𝐹 (𝑃𝐹(𝑠𝑖, 𝑝𝑘−1,𝑖)) is obtained using equation (3-

31) and can be characterized by exceedance frequency of screening probability 𝑃𝑠.  

Figure 3-7 illustrate an example of possible CDFs (or CCDFs) of 𝑃𝑓 that can be obtained in 

ROAAM+ failure domain analysis. These resultant CDFs can be interpreted as follows: 

o 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑃𝐹) – where at most 5% of the cases exceed 𝑃𝑠 are colored green – it means 

that with 95% confidence the probability of failure 𝑃𝐹  will not exceed selected 

screening probability 𝑃𝑠. – which is considered as “failure is physically unreasonable”. 
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o 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑃𝐹) – where at least 95% of the cases exceed 𝑃𝑠 are colored red – it means that 

with 95% confidence the probability of failure 𝑃𝐹  will exceed selected screening 

probability 𝑃𝑠. – which is considered as “failure is imminent” 

o 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑃𝐹) – where 𝑃𝐹 exceed 𝑃𝑠 in 5-45% of the cases are colored blue, and – where 

𝑃𝐹 exceed 𝑃𝑠 in 50-95% of the cases are colored purple. These are the cases where we 

can neither positively exclude failure nor conclude that the failure is imminent at given 

screening frequency 𝑃𝑠, due to the uncertainties coming from the model deterministic 

and intangible parameters and their distributions. 

 

Figure 3-7: Complimentary cumulative distribution function of probability of failure 

CCDF(Pf) 

 

6. Calculation of probability of failure - 𝑃𝑓 

In reverse analysis failure domain characterization can be done using clustering and 

classification approach [185], with application of decision trees for visualization of the failure 

domain in multidimensional space in each step of multistage process. 

 

For each cell in space of model input and scenario parameters sampling in space of the model 

deterministic and intangible parameters 𝑑𝑘𝑖, 𝑖𝑘𝑖 generates a set of points in the load/capacity 

domain (L,C). Then the values 𝑃𝑓 in each cell are calculated. Numerical implementation is 

done by binning in space of Load and Capacity as in Figure 3-8. Then for every cell (i,j) in 

domain of (L,C) the value of 𝑃𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)  is obtained by  
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𝑃𝑓(𝑖,𝑗) =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑝(𝐿 > 𝐶)

𝑖,𝑗

 (3-1) 

then the value for the whole domain (L,C) equals 

𝑃𝑓 = ∑ 𝑃𝑓(𝑖,𝑗)

∀𝑖,𝑗

 (3-2) 

 

Figure 3-8: Output in Load/Capacity domain. 
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3.3 Core Relocation SM 

 

Core relocation in BWR is a complex process. It starts when core melt accumulates on the lower 

core support plate and drips down to the vessel lower head. Large core relocation seems to 

occur when the melt accumulation leads to the failure of the lower core support plate and thus 

discharges large amount of melt resident in the bottom of the core into the lower head. 

Properties of relocated debris (mass, composition, configuration, etc.) determine the initial 

conditions for corium-structure interactions, vessel failure and melt release analyses.  

 

Core relocation phenomenon in a reactor can be simulated using severe accident analysis 

computer codes such as MELCOR, MAAP. However, the calculations using these codes are 

relatively expensive, while scenario space needed to be sampled is extremely large when taking 

into account time to event trees in classic probability safety analysis (plant damage states and 

scenarios of severe accident management). The Core Relocation Surrogate Model (SM) can be 

constructed based on quite representative database of simulations (e.g. using MELCOR). The 

SM will provide a much more economical tool to approximately calculate the phenomenon with 

relatively good accuracy.  

 

 

 
Figure 3-9: Core relocation framework 

 

Figure 3-10 shows scheme of the development of the Core Relocation SM framework. 

Implementation of the framework bases on the following tasks:  

1. Identification of the complete list of input and output parameters of the SM.  

a) The SM inputs can be divided into scenario, deterministic, and intangible parameters. 

Each input parameter is presented by a probability density function.  

For example:  

Scenario parameters:  

- Initial plant state, 

- Initiating events, 

- Timing and capacity of recovery of safety systems, 

- etc. 
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Deterministic parameters:  

- Nodalization, 

- Candling heat transfer coefficients, 

- Component critical minimum thicknesses to maintain intact, 

- In-vessel falling debris quench model parameters, 

- etc. 

Intangible parameters:  

- Decay heat standard (ANS, Origen), 

- Loading and failure rule for supporting structures (for example lower core 

support plate), 

- Support rule for non-supporting structures, 

- Pool heat transfer from bottom/top of structure support plates, 

- Candling secondary material transport, 

- etc. 

 

b) The SM output (𝑝1) includes important physical parameters of debris bed in the vessel 

lower plenum which can be used for input of the next surrogate model of debris 

formation, re-melting and vessel failure in the ROAAM+ framework.  

For example, 𝑝1 will include: 

- Composition and mass of debris. 

- Other thermal properties of debris. 

- Initial decay heat. 

- Geometrical properties of debris bed. 

- Timing of important events (e.g., start of large core relocation, end of core 

relocation, etc.). 

- Other system parameters (e.g., pressure, water level in the vessel). 

- etc. 

 

2. Calculations of probability density function (pdf) of the scenario input parameters 

taking into account the timing. This defines the scenario space to be sampled later.  

Due to complexity, utilization of pdf information can be divided into two stages:  

a) consider only uncertainty range of parameters,   

b) consider multidimensional pdf of parameters.  

The pdf’s can be achieved through calculations or based on experimental evidences. 

Sensitivity analysis is necessary to identify influential input parameters affecting the core 

relocation. 

 

3. Analysis of plant damage states (PDS). 

a) Analysis of initial plant damage states received from the standard PSA-L1 study, EOP 

and SAMG.  

b) Selection of representative plant damage scenarios for MELCOR (Full model) 

calculations. The selection can be based on contribution of scenarios to total core 

damage frequency from the PSA-L1 study. 
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c) The analysis can iteratively get feedback information about failure possibility from CR2 

(vessel failure SM) following the reverse analysis. The boundary of the failure domain 

can be refined by an iterative process. 

 

 
Figure 3-10: Core relocation surrogate model. 

 

4. MELCOR (Full model) calculations of representative plant damage scenarios.  

MELCOR is used to calculate accident progression of scenarios with concerned plant 

damage states. 

a) Sampling of influential input parameters (mostly scenario parameters) is done in the 

order of ~10 - 103 runs (because the full model calculations are expensive) to get the 

response surface.  

b) Sensitivity analysis can be done for other input parameters (such as deterministic, 

intangible parameters). 

c) Plant input model can be continuously improved based on better understanding of the 

phenomenon modeling in the code and the plant systems.  

5. Building database of core relocation scenarios.  

a) The database is built from MELCOR simulation results. It stores data of output 

parameters of core relocation process, which are identified in task 1, and corresponding 

scenarios, input parameters. 

b) Common formats for the code output data and the database should be agreed upon from 

the beginning. There will be many batches of calculations performed iteratively, 

possibly with significant input deck modifications.  

 

6. Data mining and simplified modeling.  

The process prepares data for building the core relocation SM.  
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a) Information from the database of core relocation scenarios, experimental and other 

evidences, or directly from MELCOR calculations is analyzed.  

b) Classification, clustering, mapping can be applied to condense the data depending on 

type of the SM, which is describe in the next task. 

 

7. Development of the core relocation SM. 

a) The SM is developed based on the knowledge gained through data mining, 

classification and grouping of failure scenarios.  

b) There are different options for the core relocation SM:   

i. Machine learning (neural network) approach 

o Different neural networks can be used for the SM (e.g., back propagation 

network, radial basis function network).  

o Full database is used to train the neural network. 

o The database can be preprocessed using different techniques to increase 

the accuracy of the network.  

ii. Simplified/approximated physical models of the 

process 

Condensed information of the database (for example from the classification, 

clustering, mapping) is used to build simplified physical models and 

correlations of the core relocation process.  

iii. Combination of both two previous methods. 

The SM can be divided into connected sub-models. Some sub-models can be 

in form of neural networks; others can be simplified physical models. 

 

8. Sampling of the core relocation SM to get the failure probability.  

a) The sampling of input parameters through the SM can be done in the order of ~104-106 

runs. 

b) Given the scenario (si) and multidimensional pdf of the intangible (ii) and deterministic 

(di) parameters as input for the core relocation SM (CR1), the failure probability can be 

obtained following the forward analysis. 

c) In the reverse analysis, information of the failure domain boundary is received from 

CR2 (next stage vessel failure SM). An iterative process can resolve/refine the boundary 

of the failure domain. 

 

3.3.1 Core Relocation Surrogate Model 

 

The work is motivated by apparent sensitivity of the vessel failure phenomena to the 

characteristics of the debris in the lower plenum [298], [96]. The ultimate goal of this work is 

to develop Core Relocation full and surrogate models that can be used in the ROAAM+ 

framework [154] for prediction of the effect of core degradation and relocation processes on 

the debris bed properties in the lower head. General approach to the development of the Core 

relocation SM is illustrated in Figure 3-10. In order to achieve the goal and develop the SM 

according to the general approach, following tasks are addressed and discussed in this work: (i) 
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definition of the plant damage states and respective frequencies from PSA-L1; (ii) definition of 

the scenario space including possible timing of system recovery and operator actions; (iii) 

development of the database of the core degradation transients using MELCOR code with 

regular and GA-IDPSA [299], [300], [301], [173], [219], [220], adaptive sampling techniques 

in the scenario space; (iv) establishing of connections with the other SMs in the ROAAM+ 

framework; (v) data mining and simplified modeling for development of the SM based on the 

database of the FM solutions. 

 

Figure 3-11: Core relocation surrogate model. 

 

3.3.1.1 Definition of the plant damage states based on PSA-L1 data 

This task includes (i) grouping of initial plant damage states based on PSA-L1, EOP and SAMG; 

(ii) selection of representative plant damage states (based on contribution to total core damage 

frequency) and scenarios for MELCOR (FM) analysis. It is important to identify (a) possible 

accident progression scenarios; (b) safety systems that can affect in-vessel/ex-vessel accident 

progression (e.g. ECCS, RHR, etc.); and (c) conditions for activation of these safety systems 

(e.g. lower drywell flooding condition – together with ECCS, RHR and depressurization history 

will identify water pool temperature in the cavity). In PSA L1 for Nordic BWR reference plant 

design the core damage states are grouped into 4 categories: HS1 (ATWS), HS2 (core damage 

due to inadequate core cooling), HS3 (core damage due to inadequate residual heat removal) 

and HS4 (rapid overpressure of the primary system). The categories (HS1, HS2, HS4) 

correspond to early core damage scenarios, HS3 corresponds to late core damage. In addressing 

ex-vessel behavior and consequences, the following physical phenomena can challenge 

containment integrity: direct containment heating (DCH), ex-vessel steam explosions (EVE) 

and basemat penetration (BMP) by non-coolable corium debris. DCH scenario corresponds to 

high pressure (HP) accident scenario, steam explosion in the containment (EVE) corresponds 

to low pressure (LP) scenario. Both HP and LP will lead to formation of ex-vessel debris bed 

and potential corium interaction with containment basemat. The core damage sequences can be 

grouped together based on the aforementioned challenges to the containment integrity as shown 

in Figure 3-12. Corresponding frequencies are obtained from PSA L1 data. 
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Late CD
~36%
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pressure
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pressure

HS1 – Core damage due to 
inadequate reactor shutdown
HS2 – Core damage due to 
inadequate make up coolant/
core cooling
HS3 – Core damage due to 
inadequate residual heat 
removal
OT2 – Quick overpressure of the 
primary system

 
Figure 3-12: Core damage states classification. 

3.3.1.2 Definition of the scenario space with possible recovery and operator actions 

The station blackout (SBO) scenarios occurred in Fukushima-Daiichi accident [89] and is 

among the major contributors to the core damage frequency (CDF) for Nordic BWR according 

to PSA Level 1 analysis. In the Forsmark 2006 incident, an overvoltage in the 400 kV 

switchyard caused the failure of 2 (out of 4) of the Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UPS), 

including their 220 V batteries. It took about 30 minutes for the plant operators to restart all 

diesels. In this work we consider station blackout (SBO) scenario with a delayed power 

recovery. We consider a simultaneous loss of the offsite power (LOOP) and backup diesel 

generators. This results in the simultaneous loss of all water injection systems, including crud 

purge flow through the control rod drive tubes. We consider that the power (external grid or 

diesel generators) can be recovered after some time delay and emergency core cooling system 

(ECCS) system can be restarted. According to the considered scenario, the operator can delay 

activation of the depressurization system to keep coolant in the vessel. Yet, for injection of 

water with low pressure ECCS, depressurization has to be activated. 

 

The timing of the safety systems recovery is as part of the accident scenario space. For instance, 

we consider a delay in activation of Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) depressurization systems 

which includes battery-powered ADS-Valves (System 314) and Water-Valves (System VX105, 

FL314 & FL330). Overpressure protection system (FL314) is spring-operated will open 

stepwise, starting at slightly above 70 bar and opening completely at 75 bar to protect the RPV 

from failure. The auxiliary Feedwater System (System 327, FL327) is considered non-

functional. Other system like the Control Rod Guide Tube (CRGT) Cooling or the Residual 

Heat Removal (RHR) Systems are also considered non-functional. The capacity and timing of 

activation of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS System 323, FL323) is another 

element of the scenario. Necessary condition for activation of the ECCS is low pressure in the 

RPV. Mass flow begins at pressure difference of 12.5 bars between down comer (DC) and wet 

well (WW) and will reach its maximum value at 2 bars above the wetwell pressure. 
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3.3.2 Nordic BWR Reference Plant Design and its Modeling in Core Relocation 

FM 

MELCOR input model for Nordic BWR was originally developed for accidents analysis in the 

power uprated plants [337]. Current MELCOR input deck has total thermal power output of 

3900 MW. The core consists of 700 fuel assemblies of SVEA-96 Optima2 type – which is 

divided into five non-uniform radial rings and eight axial levels. The primary coolant system is 

represented by 27 control volumes (CV), connected with 45 flow paths (FL) and 73 heat 

structures (HS). The vessel is represented by a 6-ring, 14/19 (for MELCOR 1.86 and 2.1/2.2 

correspondingly)-axial level control volume geometry. 

 

 

Figure 3-13: Nordic BWR MELCOR Model Core Radial Nodalization (MELCOR 

1.86/2.1/2.2) 

 

Figure 3-14: Nordic BWR MELCOR Model Core Axial Nodalization (MELCOR 1.86 (LHS) 

and 2.1/2.2 (RHS)) 
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Figure 3-15: Nordic BWR MELCOR Model Vessel Nodalization 

 

Figure 3-16: Nordic BWR MELCOR Model Containment Nodalization 
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Description of safety systems used in Analysis: 

 System 354: Scram, the hydraulic actuating power shut-off system gives fully insertion 

of all control rods within a few seconds after initiation. The effect of this system is 

modeled in MELCOR by fission power decrease (during 3.5 s) according to a tabular 

function and scram conditions. In this case loss of power, is applied as a control function. 

 System 314: Pressure control and relieve system (ADS) has several functionalities and 

is able to operate with only battery backups: 

 314 TA Function: The spring-operated part of the overpressure protection 

system will open valves stepwise, starting at slightly above 70 bar and 

opening completely at 75 bar, to release steam and protect the Reactor 

Pressure Vessel (RPV) from a catastrophic failure. 

 314 TB Function: Activation of 314TB initiates steam discharge into the wet 

well (WW) on low water level signal L6 (1 m below the core top). The 

pressure is reduced by ADS to a level sufficient for activation of the low 

pressure emergency core cooling system (ECCS). At the same time the 

coolant is lost from the primary system quite rapidly, which leads to core 

uncover. It is assumed that the actuation of the system can be delayed by the 

operator. 

 System 323: The low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) system is the part of the ECCS, 

which provides water injection into the downcomer. In station blackout conditions it is 

not available. The system is activated on L3 level signal (+2m). However, the water 

injection starts when pressure difference between wet well (WW) and down comer (DC) 

is below 12.5bar. Maximum injection capacity of ECCS is reached at 2 bar difference 

between WW and DC and equals to 4 trains x 366 kg/s = 1464 kg/s. 

 It is assumed that the system can activated if power source is recovered after 

some time delay. Simultaneous recovery of all 4 trains is assumed in this 

paper. The results for mass flow of 25,50,75% of the designed capacity that 

corresponds to 1,2,3 injection trains is a subject of the future work. 

 System 358: Flooding of LDW from the WW is initiated to provide the water pool for 

melt fragmentation and debris cooling in case of melt release from the vessel. 

 System 361: Non-filtered containment venting system (CVS) is the pressure relief 

directly to the ambient atmosphere. It is activated when the internal containment 

pressure reaches to a setpoint that is below containment failure pressure. 

 System 362: Filtered containment venting with multi venturi scrubbing system (CVS 

MVVS) provides pressure relief and scrubbing the radioactive aerosols. 

3.3.3 Sampling of FM Solutions 

Sampling, i.e. MELCOR code execution and data extraction processes, is run by a simulation 

driver, implemented in MATLAB (see Figure 3-17), which performs: (i) sampling generation 
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(uniform sampling, DAKOTA interface to generate sampling for sensitivity and uncertainty 

analysis [2]); (ii) MELCOR Input file generation; (iii) execution of the MELCOR code on 

distributed computing network, which allows performing up to 60 simultaneous threads of 

calculations; (iv) adaptive refinement of the maximum time step and restarting in case of 

crashed calculations; (v) extraction of the data to the database of solutions and post-processing 

of the results. 

 

Figure 3-17: Simulation Driver Information Flow 

3.3.4 Core Relocation Analysis Results Using MELCOR code 

3.3.4.1 The Effect of Severe Accident Scenario on the Properties of Relocated Debris 

in LP 

The analysis of the effect of severe accident scenario and possible recovery actions using 

different MELCOR code versions has been performed [83],[86]. A data base of full model 

solutions has been generated using MELCOR code versions 1.86 (rev2911), 2.1(rev7544) and 

2.2(rev9541). Summary of the results are presented in this section. 

3.3.4.1.1 Properties of Relocated Debris in LP 

Figure 3-18 - 3-20, 3-26 and 3-27 present the summary of the results obtained with MELCOR 

versions 1.86 rev2911 [85], [83],[374], MELCOR 2.1 rev7544 and MELCOR 2.2 rev9544 

[86],[87].  

The results show that the total amount of the debris in LP and its properties are highly sensitive 

to the timing of safety systems activation, e.g. if the recovery of onsite or external grid can be 

provided within ~5000 seconds after the initiating event then the massive relocation into the LP 

can be avoided by a latter activation of ADS system. A delay in activation of ADS can 

significantly delay massive core relocation into the LP, and results in a greater extent of core 

oxidation (see Figure 3-26a,b); ECCS is effective in preventing massive core relocation only 

within a relatively small time window after activation of ADS. 
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a. b.  

c.  

Figure 3-18. Debris Mass in Nordic BWR Lower Plenum at 𝑇𝑡𝑟 as a function of ADS time 

and ECCS time obtained with (a). MELCOR 2.1. (b). MELCOR 2.2. (c) MELCOR 1.86. 

 

The results also show that there is significant difference between MELCOR code version 2.2 

rev9541, compared to MELCOR 2.1 rev7544 and MELCOR 1.86 rev2911. The results obtained 

with MELCOR code versions 1.86 and 2.1 look very consistent between each other and the 

small differences in predictions can be explained by the different values of sensitivity 

coefficients being used and the differences in fuel failure modelling [339],[338],[342]. 

 

MELCOR 2.2 (see Figure 3-18b) predicts a very small mass of the debris in LP for the scenarios 

with late depressurization (ADS time in the range of ~4500-9000sec) and late reflooding, in 

these scenarios the accident progression is stopped in the core region, and the debris are retained 

above the core support plate (see Figure 3-19b). The results presented in Figure 3-19 show that 

there is significant difference in predictions of the time of core support plate failure between 

MELCOR code versions 2.2 compared to 2.1, 1.86. The fraction of scenarios with core support 

failure is significantly lower in MELCOR 2.2 (~30% of the cases,) compared to MELCOR 

1.86/2.1, which is also reflected in the fraction of scenarios with large debris mass in the LP – 
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predicted by the MELCOR code versions 2.1 and 1.86 in comparison to version 2.2 (see Figure 

3-20a). 

 

a. b.  

c.  

Figure 3-19. Time of core support plate failure as a function of ADS time and ECCS time 

obtained with (a). MELCOR 2.1. (b). MELCOR 2.2. (c) MELCOR 1.86. 

 

MELCOR 2.2 predicts that in the scenarios with late depressurization (in the range of ~4000-

7000 sec, see Figure 3-19b) and reflooding it is possible to stop the accident progression in the 

core region, and prevent relocation into the LP. We performed a comparison of two identical 

cases with MELCOR 2.2 and 2.1. Figure 3-24a taken from the domain where the discrepancy 

in the results between MELCOR 2.1 and 2.2 is observed. We have found that one of the possible 

explanations is a change in the process of early core degradation between the MELCOR code 

versions 1.86/2.1 compared to 2.2. In particular, it is assumed in MELCOR 1.86/2.1(rev prior 

to 7864) that when a canister fails and forms particulate debris (PD) in a cell and it melts and 

tries to candle to the cell below where PD may not exist, it will candle onto fuel rods, which 

freezes metallic Zr onto fuel rods which then oxidizes and leads to earlier failure of fuel rods. 

In MELCOR 2.2 (in revisions after 7864), it is assumed that it is more physical to expect 

candling of the canisters onto canisters (canisters facing channel (CN) and/or canisters facing 
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bypass (CB)) located below (if they exist). This assumption reduces the cliff-edge effect in the 

rod failure due to canister failure and respectively reduces variance in solutions due to 

numerical effects (see reference [373] for details). Figure 3-21 shows the difference in the mass 

of Zr conglomerate on fuel cladding (CL) and canister (CN+CB) as predicted by MELCOR 2.1 

rev7544 and MELCOR 2.2 rev9541. 

 

a. b.  

Figure 3-20. Complimentary Cumulative Distribution Function of (a) Debris Mass in LP at 

𝑇𝑡𝑟; (b) 𝑇𝑡𝑒𝑓 – Time of the core support plate failure. 

 

 

Figure 3-21. Total mass of Zr conglomerate on cladding (CL) and canister (CN+CB) in 

MELCOR 2.1 and MELCOR 2.2. 
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Another possible reason that can contribute to the discrepancy in the results is the change in the 

Lipinski dryout model, that is not used above the core support plate in MELCOR 2.2 (all 

revisions after 7874, see [373] for details), which may result in higher convective heat removal 

rate from the core in MELCOR 2.2 compared to MELCOR 1.86/2.1 (see Figure 3-22 and Figure 

3-23). However, additional analysis is necessary to confirm this hypothesis. 

a.  

b.  

Figure 3-22. MELCOR 2.1 and 2.2 predictions of (a) Total convective heat removal from the 

core (J); (b) Total convective hear removal rate in core (W). 

 

Figure 3-24a shows the core damage state at 8800sec (time of core support plate failure in 

MELCOR 2.1) as predicted by MELCOR 2.2 and Figure 3-24b as predicted by MELCOR 2.1. 

Furthermore, there is considerably larger mass of the debris resting on the top of the core 

support plate in the latter case predicted by MELCOR 2.1. Larger mass of the debris results in 

significantly higher structural and thermal loads on the core support plate. 
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Figure 3-23. MELCOR 2.1 and 2.2 predictions of Total Energy in COR package (J) 

 

 

a. b. 

Figure 3-24. Core damage state for scenario with ADS Time = 5500 sec, ECCS Time = 

9500sec at 8800sec with (a) MELCOR 2.2; (b) MELCOR 2.1; 
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Figure 3-25a,b – illustrate the core damage state as predicted by (a) MELCOR 2.2 (b) MELCOR 

2.1 at 12400sec (i.e. 3600sec after initial core support plate failure in case (b)). Fuel and 

particulate debris temperature plots in Figure 3-25a – show that after reflooding, the debris 

resting on core support plate are quenched and accident progression is stopped in the core region 

- which indicates the effect of Lipinski dryout model (debris are in coolable configuration), 

while in Figure 3-25b the major part of core materials has relocated into the LP. 

 

 

a. b. 

Figure 3-25. Core damage state for scenario with ADS Time = 5500 sec, ECCS Time = 

9500sec at 12400sec with (a) MELCOR 2.2; (b) MELCOR 2.1; 

 

Figure 3-27 presents the complimentary cumulative distribution function of the hydrogen mass 

generated during the accident for the whole scenario domain. The results obtained with different 

code versions and different time steps are, in general, consistent between each other. The 

differences in predictions of the hydrogen mass between MELCOR 1.86 and 2.1/2.2 can be 

explained by the differences in the modelling of fuel failure. MELCOR 2.1/2.2 uses more 

advanced “time-at-temperature” fuel rod collapse model. It was developed in SOARCA studies 

to address cliff-edge behavior in fuel rod collapse that used fixed failure temperature threshold. 

“Time-at-temperature” model assumes that fuel assemblies collapse when they have been 

exposed to a temperature for a fixed amount of time. The period of time required to collapse a 

fuel assembly decreases with increasing temperature [342],[347]. Thus, “time-at-temperature” 

model results in longer periods of time during which the intact core structures are exposed to 

oxidation, which result in larger values of hydrogen mass generated. 
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a. b.  

c.  

Figure 3-26. Hydrogen mass generated during the accident as a function of ADS time and 

ECCS time obtained with (a). MELCOR 2.1. (b). MELCOR 2.2. (c) MELCOR 1.86. 

 

Figure 3-27. Complimentary Cumulative Distribution Function of Hydrogen Mass Generated 

During the Accident. 
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3.3.4.1.2 Debris Composition  

 

Figure 3-28 shows the metallic debris fraction in the LP as a function of ADS and ECCS 

activation time. The timing of ADS activation has a major apparent effect on the fraction of 

metallic debris and the amount of hydrogen produced in the scenarios with large mass of 

relocated debris. In scenarios with late ADS activation the major amount of hydrogen is 

generated during slow recession of water level in the core region. The process of core 

degradation follows the TMI-like ‘‘wet-core” scenario in which the core is exposed to oxidation 

for a longer period, resulting in higher oxide fraction in the debris (see Figure 3-26).  

a. b.  

c.  

Figure 3-28. Metallic Debris Fraction in LP as a function of ADS time and ECCS time 

obtained with (a). MELCOR 2.1 rev7544. (b). MELCOR 2.2. (c) MELCOR 1.86. 

In Figure 3-28b MELCOR2.2 predicts the domain with very large metallic fraction (red domain 

- over 70%) which corresponds to scenarios with very small debris mass (below 20 tons). In 

such scenarios molten materials (mostly metallic), e.g. control rode blades, drain from the core 

through the openings in the core support plate. The temperature of LP debris in such scenarios 

gradually decreases with time, since there is no heat generating materials. In the scenarios with 
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late depressurization (in the range of ~4000-7000 sec.) and late reflooding MELCOR 2.2 

predicts that the accident progression is stopped in the core region without massive relocation 

into the LP, the debris in these scenarios are resting on the top of the core support plate and in 

coolable configuration (see Figure 3-25a). 

3.3.4.2 Sensitivity Analysis for Severe Accident Progression and LP Debris Properties 

 

Sensitivity analysis using Morris method [195] has been performed for a couple of 

representative cases that represent typical behavior for scenarios with early and late 

depressurization and late water injection [83], [87]. Morris method is a method for global 

sensitivity analysis. The guiding philosophy of the Morris method [195] is to determine which 

factors may be considered to have effect, on model outputs, which can be considered as either 

negligible, linear or non-linear with other factors. The experimental plan proposed by Morris is 

composed of randomized experiments evaluating the impact of changing “one-factor-at-a-time” 

[235] (see references [195], [235] for more details). 

Full model sensitivity analysis has been performed for a couple of representative scenarios for 

large relocation domain with a) small metallic debris fraction (Case B (ADS Time – 8000sec, 

ECCS Time – 8500sec) – 246 cases have been simulated) b) high metallic debris fraction (Case 

A (ADS Time – 2500sec, ECCS Time - 8500 sec) – 246 cases have been simulated) (see Figure 

3-29, 3-31, 3-32, 3-34 – Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients, scaled Morris 𝜇 - �̅� 

and Morris 𝜎 - 𝜎�̅� =  
𝜎𝑖

𝜇𝑖
⁄  [235], and – descriptive statistics in Table 3-3). 

 

Sensitivity Analysis Results with MELCOR 1.86 

For the analysis with MELCOR 1.86 we selected 5 parameters that can affect the properties of 

relocated debris in LP. The list with names and correspondent ranges of the parameters selected 

for MELCOR sensitivity study is presented in the Table 3-2. Total debris mass, hydrogen mass 

in containment, metallic fractions in the first and second axial levels and time of onset of 

massive relocation to LP were taken as response functions in this analysis. 

Table 3-2: Selected MELCOR parameters and their ranges. 

Parameter name Range Units 

Maximum Time Step (MTS) [0.001-2.0] sec 

Particulate Debris Porosity (PDPor) [0.3-0.5] - 

Velocity of falling debris (VFALL) [0.01-1.0] m/s 

LP Particulate debris equivalent diameter (DHYPDLP) [0.002-0.005] m 

Oxidized fuel rod collapse temperature (TRDFAI) [2500-2650] K 

 

 Maximum time step (MTS) – specified in executive (EXEC) package, MELCOR calculates 

its system time step based on directives from the packages, but it cannot take time steps 

greater than the maximum time and smaller than the minimum time step specified in EXEC 

package. It has been previously shown in [340],[341], that the MELCOR time step has quite 

significant effect on the results and lack of time step convergence of the solution with 

reduction of maximum time step. For the analysis we selected the range [0.001-2.0]sec, 

however this time step can be reduced by the simulation driver in case of crashed calculations.  
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 Particulate debris porosity (PDPor) – Porosity of particulate debris for all cells in specified 

axial level.  

 Lower Plenum Particulate debris equivalent diameter (DHYPDLP) - MELCOR idealizes 

particulate debris beds as fixed-diameter particulate spheres.  

o The extent of debris coolability depends among others on the space between the particles. 

The porosity of randomly packed spheres is found to be approximately 40 % independent 

of particle size both by experiments and sophisticated computational methods [344]. The 

range of entrained particle size is considered to be 1-5 mm based on TMI-2 data [343].  

o Based on [342], [185] – the following ranges for porosity of particulate debris [0.3-0.5] 

and LP particulate debris equivalent diameter [0.002-0.005]m were selected. 

 Velocity of falling debris (VFALL) - the debris is assumed to fall with a user-specified 

velocity. This allows the debris to lose heat to surrounding water in the lower plenum as it 

falls to the lower head, following failure of the core support plate in each radial ring. Based 

on [342] and [345], [346] the following range for this parameter has been selected – [0.01-

1.0](m/s). 

 Oxidized fuel rod collapse temperature (TRDFAI) - The temperature at which intact fuel 

rods are assumed to transition from rod-like geometry to a rubble form can affect the core 

degradation progression. MELCOR 1.86 default value is 2500K [345], [346], which 

represents the combined effects of eutectic interactions and fractured nature of irradiated fuel 

pellets. In MELCOR Best Practices as Applied in the State-of-the-Art Reactor Consequence 

Analyses (SOARCA) Project [342] it is suggested to use a new model for time to fuel rod 

collapse versus cladding oxide temperature, which range from 2500K(time to failure 1 hour) 

to 2600K(5 min). Within the scope of this work, the following range was used [2500-2650K]. 

 

Table 3-3: Descriptive statistics for the Case A and B. 

 Mean value 𝜇 Standard deviation 𝜎 Min/Max 

Case A 

Min/Max 

Case B Case A Case B Case A Case B 

Debris mass (kg) 212930 134900 20690 36585 
155940-

264100 

18752-

215190 

Hydrogen mass (kg) 851 1148 217 126 501-1545 969-1649 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓(sec) 5251 7515 234 2678 4510-5870 0-31000 

Metallic debris 

fraction in 1st axial lvl. 
0.48 0.35 0.12 0.12 0.25-0.79 0.13-0.97 

Metallic debris 

fraction in 2nd axial 

lvl. 

0.33 0.25 0.05 0.13 0.19-0.45 0.02-0.99 

LDW Pool Temperature 

(K) 
327.1 324 0.47 3.4 

326.1-

328.1 
321-370 

Containment Pressure 

(Bar) 
2.6 3.46 0.14 0.25 2.21-3.08 3.17-3.75 

LDW Pool Depth (m) 7.71 7.02 0.37 0.1 6.59-8.0 6.56-7.23 

 

Figure 3-29 shows the sensitivity indices of the amount of relocated debris in LP to the 

modelling parameters in MELCOR. In most cases correlation coefficients are quite small 

indicating non-linear and non-monotonic dependencies. The results indicate that for the Case 

B, LP debris mass is largely influenced by TRDFAI (oxidized fuel rod collapse temperature), 
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where larger values of TRDFAI will yield smaller debris mass (e.g. for TRDFAI = 2650K 

MELCOR predicts approximately 18 tons of debris in LP, while for TRDFAI = 2500K debris 

mass can reach 215 tons). Also, judging by Morris 𝜎 and correlation coefficients, there is a 

closer to monotonic dependency between TRDFAI and the resultant mass than that for the other 

parameters. Debris mass in LP predicted by MELCOR for the Case B ranges from 18 to 215 

tons with mean value – 135 tons and standard deviation – 36.5 tons. For the Case A, debris 

mass in LP is in the range from 155 to 264 tons, with mean value – 212.9 tons and standard 

deviation – 20 tons (see Figure 3-30a). In case A, according to Morris method sensitivity 

analysis results, the most influencing parameters are particulate debris porosity (PDPor), falling 

debris velocity (VFALL which also has noticeable correlation coefficients suggesting closer to 

monotonic dependency) and oxidized fuel rod collapse temperature (TRDFAI), and, judging by 

𝜎 values, all involved in non-linear interaction with other parameters. Note apparent minor 

contribution of the numerical factors, indicated by the sensitivity to the maximum time step 

(MTS). 

 

Figure 3-29: Sensitivity of debris mass in LP to modelling parameters in MELCOR. 

 

. b.  

Figure 3-30: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of (a) LP debris mass (kg) (b) Tref- time 

of core support plate failure (sec). 
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Figure 3-31: Sensitivity of timing of onset of massive core relocation to LP to modelling 

parameters in MELCOR. 

 

Figure 3-31 shows the sensitivity indices of the time of massive relocation to LP (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓). For the 

Case B 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 is largely influenced by particulate debris porosity (PDPor) and oxidized fuel rod 

collapse temperature (TRDFAI), as well as debris falling velocity (VFALL) – larger values of 

TRDFAI yield later fuel failure time, thus, delaying massive relocation to LP. It ranges from 

40000 sec (i.e. no core support plate failure) to 5670 sec with mean value of ~7678sec and 

standard deviation of ~ 3350sec. For the Case A, 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 lies within relatively small time window 

from 4510 to 5870 sec with mean value of 5251 sec and standard deviation 234 sec (see Figure 

3-30b). The most influential factors are PDPor, TRDFAI and VFALL, however the overall 

uncertainty in 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 is insignificant. 

 

Figure 3-32: Sensitivity of hydrogen mass to modelling parameters in MELCOR. 

 

Figure 3-32 shows the sensitivity indices of the amount of hydrogen produced during the 

accident to the modelling parameters in MELCOR. In Case B it ranges from 969 kg to 1649 kg, 

with mean value of 1148 kg and standard deviation 126 kg (see Figure 3-33a). The most 

important factors for hydrogen production are particulate debris porosity (PDPor) and debris 
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falling velocity (VFALL). For the Case A, the hydrogen mass ranges from 501 to 1545 kg with 

mean value of 851 kg and standard deviation 218 kg (see Figure 3-33a). The most important 

factors for hydrogen production in Case A are PDPor, TRDFAI. Minimum time step (MTS) is 

among the influential factors in both cases. The results indicate that there is non-linear 

interaction between the parameters. 

 

b  

Figure 3-33: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of (a) Hydrogen mass generated (kg) (b) 

Metallic debris fraction in the first axial level. 

 

Figure 3-34 shows sensitivity indices of the metallic debris fraction in the first axial level to the 

modelling parameters in MELCOR. Metallic debris fraction in the 1st axial level ranges from 

0.13-0.97 with mean value 0.35 and standard deviation 0.12 (scenarios with 0.97 metallic debris 

fraction corresponds to the cases where MELCOR does not predict core support plate failure 

and massive relocation to LP), and from 0.26 to 0.79 with mean value 0.48 and standard 

deviation 0.13 – for the Case B and A correspondingly. The most important factors for metallic 

debris fraction in the first axial level are VFALL for the Case A and VFALL, PDPor, DHYPDLP 

for the Case B. 

 

Figure 3-34: Sensitivity of metallic debris fraction in the 1st axial level to modelling 

parameters in MELCOR. 
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The results of sensitivity study can be summarized as follows: 

- TRDFAI (oxidized fuel rod collapse temperature) – the temperature at which a transition from 

intact fuel rod geometry to a rubble form is assumed. There is quite significant influence of 

TRDFAI on the total amount of relocated debris (see Figure 3-29). This influence can be 

explained by the time (and respective generated heat) that is necessary to reach the fuel failure 

condition. With increase of TRDFAI it takes more time to heat up the fuel assemblies to the 

point at which they fail, convert into particulate debris, accumulate and cause support plate 

failure at certain time 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 (as illustrated by the values of the correlations in Figure 3-29 and 

3-31). The difference in relative importance of TRDFAI between Cases A and B (low and 

high pressure respectively) can be explained by different core heat up rates in these scenarios. 

The core heat up rate in Case A is higher (because there is no water in the core region) 

compared to Case B, therefore significance of TRDFAI is lower in Case A compared to Case 

B. TRDFAI has significant effect on the hydrogen production in Case A and B, where higher 

values of TRDFAI can result in longer periods of time during which the intact core structures 

are exposed to oxidation. However, the overall effect on the mass of hydrogen produced (see 

values of the correlation coefficients in Figure 3-32) is non-monotonic. 

- PDPor (particulate debris porosity) – is defined for all cells in specified axial level. When 

structure failure criteria are reached the structures in the cell are converted into porous debris 

with the user defined porosity. Particulate debris in MELCOR are represented as spheres with 

an equivalent diameter. When debris relocates and joins a particulate debris bed in a 

computational cell, it is assumed that the volume of particulate debris increases and node 

porosity decreases [346], [345]. According to [346], the flow through the core node with 

particulate debris decreases along with the porosity, however MELCOR never completely 

blocks the flow. Reduced flow affects both, heat removal from the core and particulate debris 

by escaping steam, and core\debris oxidation rate (Figure 3-29, 3-31 and 3-32). Figure 3-29 

indicates that PDPor has an important non-linear effect on LP debris bed formation, it might 

be due to: (i) steam flow through the core nodes with increased porosity increase oxidation 

(see Figure 3-32); (ii) additional steam generation in LP and cooling of outermost rings upon 

core support plate failure. The difference between Cases A and B can be explained by the 

effect of depressurization. In Case A, the water level after depressurization drops below the 

active core region, the uncovered core starts to heat up, eventually reaching the point where 

control rods\blades, canisters undergo degradation and relocate downwards to the core plate, 

where its either rest on top as PD, or refreezes as conglomerate, or flows through the openings 

into the lower plenum. The variation in PDPor, as a result will affect both, cooling of the core 

by escaping steam (see Figure 3-29 3-31) and core oxidation (see Figure 3-32). In Case B, the 

water level in core decreases gradually, so the relative importance of this parameter on steam 

flow rate through the core is lower, compared to the Case A, which can be observed in (Figure 

3-29, 3-31 and 3-32). When it comes to core support plate failure (see Figure 3-31), it seems 

that larger PDPor values promote core cooling by escaping steam, but, on the other hand, 

enhance core oxidation and chemical heat production (especially for the Case A, where 

oxidation starts after water level dropped below active core bottom, so the results in Case A 
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are more sensitive to PDPor compared to the Case B), that may result in earlier degradation 

of the fuel assemblies and earlier failure of core support plate (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓), the extent of the effect 

of this parameter on core cooling\oxidation in different scenarios is also reflected in 

correlation coefficients in Figure 3-31. The effect of PDPor on the metallic debris fraction 

(see Figure 3-34) can be explained by the extent of core oxidation, since there is a clear 

distinction between Case A and Case B, which is quite evident in Table 3-3. 

- DHYPD (Lower plenum particulate debris equivalent diameter) – MELCOR uses this 

parameter to calculate heat transfer surface area of the debris in LP, note that MELCOR 

equates the oxidation surface area to the heat transfer surface area of the node; so it should 

have an effect on the debris oxidation and steam generation rate. However, based on the 

results of sensitivity study the effect of this parameter within considered ranges on debris 

mass, hydrogen mass, time of core support plate failure was found to be smaller compared to 

the effect of the other parameters (Figure 3-29, 3-31 and 3-32). On the other hand, it might 

be involved in interaction with other parameters (e.g. PDPor and VFALL). Further analysis 

is necessary to determine the effect of particulate debris diameter and heat transfer 

coefficients in in-vessel debris quench model in MELCOR on the results. The effect of 

DHYPD on the metallic debris fraction in 1st axial level is yet to be explained. 

- VFALL (velocity of falling debris) - MELCOR does not have a mechanistic model for debris 

dropping into the lower plenum. Instead a number user-specified parameters control the rate 

at which material relocates into the lower plenum and the effective heat transfer from and 

associated oxidation of the debris slumping into lower plenum water [346]. The effect of 

VFALL on the amount of the debris in LP (see Figure 3-29) can be explained by steam 

generation during core slumping that can affect both: steam cooling of core/core debris and 

enhanced oxidation. However, based on the results, it seems that the core slumping, together 

with its modelling parameters (such as VFALL, DHYPDLP and others) has different effect 

in different severe accident scenarios, e.g. in Case A the core heat up rate in the 1st, 2nd and 

3rd radial rings is significantly higher compared to the periphery of the core (rings 4 and 5; 

ring 5 can also radiate a fraction of its decay heat to the shroud) – see Figure 3-35a, while in 

Case B, due to gradual coolant evaporation, the core heats up more evenly in all radial rings 

– see Figure 3-35b. Prior to core plate failure (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) there is quite significant difference in 

fuel temperature in the 4th and 5th radial rings between Cases A and B (see Figure 3-35c, 

Figure 3-35d). The slumping of the core debris to lower plenum generates steam flow through 

the core, including outer rings, where it can i) provide steam cooling; ii) cause enhanced 

oxidation and chemical heat production, if the cladding temperature in the nodes exceeds 

oxidation cut-off threshold – 1100K. Further analysis of the effect of VFALL, PDPor, 

DHYPDLP on the flow and hydrogen generation in different radial rings and properties of 

relocated debris is necessary. 
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a) b)  

c) d)  

Figure 3-35: Core fuel temperature map prior to: onset of fuel rods failure for (TRDFAI 

equals to 2500K): a) Case A; b) Case B; core debris slumping to lower plenum (at Tref) for c) 

Case A; d) Case B. 

 

- MTS (Maximum time step) – based on the results of sensitivity study, MELCOR maximum 

time step has a very little impact on the mass of relocated debris and the time of core support 

plate failure, on the other hand, it has some non-negligible effect on the extent of core 

oxidation, which is linked to the amount of hydrogen produced (see Figure 3-32) and the 

metallic debris fraction (see Figure 3-34) – which can be caused by the complex non-linear 

interactions between physical models in MELCOR and their sensitivity to the time step. 

Sensitivity Analysis Results with MELCOR 2.1 and 2.2  

For the analysis with MELCOR 2.1/2.2 we selected 8 parameters that can affect the properties 

of relocated debris in LP. The list with names and correspondent ranges of the parameters 

selected for MELCOR sensitivity study is presented in the Table 3-4. Total debris mass, 

hydrogen mass in containment, metallic fractions in the different axial levels at the bottom of 

the vessel and time of onset of massive relocation to LP were taken as response functions in 

this analysis. 
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Table 3-4: Selected MELCOR parameters and their ranges. 

Parameter name Range Units 

Particulate Debris Porosity (PDPor) [0.3-0.5] - 

Velocity of falling debris (VFALL) [0.01-1.0] m/s 

LP Particulate debris equivalent diameter (DHYPDLP) [0.002-0.005] m 

Molten Cladding (pool) drainage rate (SC11412) [0.1-2.0] kg/m-s 

Molten Zircaloy melt break-through temperature (SC11312) [2100-2540] K 

Time Constant for radial (solid) debris relocation (SC10201) [180-720] sec 

Time Constant for radial (liquid) debris relocation (SC10202) [30-120] sec 

Heat transfer coefficient from in-vessel falling debris to pool 

(CORCHTP) 

[200-2000] W/m2-K 

Oxidized Fuel Rod Collapse Temperature (TRDFAI) * * 

 

 Particulate debris porosity (PDPor) – Porosity of particulate debris for all cells in specified 

axial level.  

 Lower Plenum Particulate debris equivalent diameter (DHYPDLP) - MELCOR idealizes 

particulate debris beds as fixed-diameter particulate spheres.  

o The extent of debris coolability depends among others on the space between the particles. 

The porosity of randomly packed spheres is found to be approximately 40 % independent 

of particle size both by experiments and sophisticated computational methods [344]. The 

range of entrained particle size is considered to be 1-5 mm based on TMI-2 data [343].  

o Based on [342], [185]  – the following ranges for porosity of particulate debris [0.3-0.5] 

and LP particulate debris equivalent diameter [0.002-0.005]m were selected. 

 Velocity of falling debris (VFALL) - the debris is assumed to fall with a user-specified 

velocity. This allows the debris to lose heat to surrounding water in the lower plenum as it 

falls to the lower head, following failure of the core support plate in each radial ring. Based 

on [342] and [339],[338] the following range for this parameter has been selected – [0.01-

1.0](m/s). 

 Heat transfer coefficient from in-vessel falling debris to pool (HDBH2O) – in MELCOR In-

Vessel falling debris quench model, it is assumed that the debris fall with a user-specified 

velocity and heat transfer coefficient. This allows the debris to lose heat to surrounding water 

in the lower plenum as it falls to the lower head, following failure of the core support plate 

in each radial ring. Based on [342],[347] and [339],[338] the following range for this 

parameter has been selected – [200-2000](W/m2-K). 

 Molten cladding (pool) drainage rate (SC11312) – used by candling model when molten 

material has just been released after holdup by an oxide shell or by a flow blockage (crust) 

[339],[338]. This sensitivity coefficient determine the maximum melt flow rate per unit 

width after breakthrough. In this study the following range was considered – (0.1-2.0 kg/m-

s) [342],[347]. 

 Molten Zircaloy melt break-through temperature (SC11312) – this sensitivity coefficient is 

used to define the conditions for which molten material will be held up by an oxide shell. 

This sensitivity coefficient defined the maximum ZrO2 temperature permitted to hold up 

molten Zr in cladding component (CL) in MELCOR code [339],[338]. In this study the 

following range was considered (2100-2500K) [342],[347]. 

 Time Constant for radial (solid\liquid) debris relocation (SC10201\SC10202) – Time 

constant for radial relocation of solid\liquid material.  

o These parameters are responsible for leveling of particular debris and molten 

pools in Radial Relocation of Solid (SC1020-1) and Molten (SC1020-2) 
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materials. This model intended to simulate the gravitational leveling between 

adjacent core rings that tends to equalize the hydrostatic head in a fluid medium 

[339]. 

o In this study the following ranges were considered: 

 SC1020-1 - 180-720 sec [339],[338],[347]. 

 SC1020-2 - 30-120 sec [339],[338],[347]. 

Oxidized fuel rod collapse temperature (TRDFAI) – the temperature at which intact fuel rods 

are assumed to transition from rod-like geometry to a rubble form [339],[338]. Results of the 

previous sensitivity study showed that the properties of relocated debris (total mass, time of the 

onset of core relocation to LP, etc.) are quite sensitive to the selection of the values of this 

parameter, especially in the cases with late depressurization [85]. Within this study more 

advanced “time-at-temperature” fuel rod collapse model has been used. It was developed in 

SOARCA studies to address cliff-edge behavior in fuel rod collapse that used fixed failure 

temperature threshold. “Time-at-temperature” model assumes that fuel assemblies collapse 

when they have been exposed to a temperature for a fixed amount of time. The period of time 

required to collapse a fuel assembly decreases with increasing temperature [342],[347]. 

 

The analysis of the effect of severe accident scenario and possible recovery actions [85], 

[83],[86] showed that the whole scenario domain consists of scenarios with (i) small relocation 

(below 20 tons) – characterized by small, mostly metallic debris mass, typically represented by 

scenarios with ADS activation within ~5000sec after initiating event and ECCS activation 

within relatively short time window after ADS); (ii) intermediate relocation – debris mass in 

LP is in the range of 20-100tons; (iii) large debris mass (>100 tons, debris composition and 

properties are highly influenced by severe accident scenario, typically represented by scenarios 

with late ECCS activation). 

 

From the point of view of vessel failure mode analysis in ROAAM+ scenarios with large 

relocation mass contribute the most to the uncertainty in prediction of vessel failure mode [96], 

[293], [314]. 

 

Full model sensitivity analysis has been performed for a couple of representative scenarios for 

large relocation domain with a) early ADS (ADS Time – 1500sec) and late ECCS (ECCS Time 

– 10000sec) activation (Case A) b) late ADS (ADS Time (10000sec) and late ECCS (ECCS 

Time – 10000sec) activation (Case B). Table 3-5 and 3-6 present descriptive statistics of the 

results of sensitivity analysis for these representative cases from the large relocation domain 

with early (Case A) and late (Case B) ADS activation. In the analysis we used MELCOR 2.1 

rev7544 (Table 3-5) and MELCOR 2.2 rev9541 (Table 3-6). Figures 3-36, 3-38, 3-40, 3-42 and 

3-44 present Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients, scaled Morris �̅�  (Morris 𝜇 

values are scaled between 0 and 1, �̅� – scaled separately for MELCOR 2.1 and 2.2;  3-37,  

3-39,  3-41,  3-43 and 3-45 show �̅�∗ - scaled for combined results of MELCOR 2.1 and 2.2 

to see relative importance of the parameters between two code versions) and Morris 𝜎�̅� =

 
𝜎𝑖

𝜇𝑖
⁄  [235]. Figure 3-36 shows the sensitivity indices of the amount of relocated debris in LP 

to the modelling parameters in MELCOR (2.1/2.2). Figure 3-37 indicates that relative 

importance of modelling parameters in MELCOR 2.2 is significantly higher compared to 

MELCOR 2.1. For example, particulate debris porosity (PDPor), molten zircaloy melt break-
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through temperature (SC1131-2), LP particulate debris equivalent diameter (DHYPDLP) – 

have almost twice as large values of �̅�∗ in MELCOR 2.2 compared to 2.1.  

Table 3-5: Descriptive statistics for the Case A and B with MELCOR 2.1.  
 Mean value 𝝁 

Standard deviation 𝝈 

Min 

Max 

Skewness 

Kurtosis 

A B A B A B 

Debris mass (kg) 
209773.36 

19220.03 

181655.64 

37624.16 

137373.20 

261324.3 

80772.82 

260196.6 

-0.31 

4.26 

-0.06 

2.54 

Metallic debris 

fraction 

0.43 

0.03 

0.36 

0.05 

0.36 

0.5 

0.26 

0.5 

0.01 

2.60 

0.13 

2.29 

𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒇(sec) 
5092.13 

559.20 

6882.19 

905.14 

3810.28 

6050.1 

4285.17 

11050.1 

-0.74 

2.40 

0.24 

5.05 

Hydrogen mass 

(kg) 

583.47 

135.83 

1184.95 

232.54 

344.44 

1008.1 

792.49 

1823.0 

0.81 

3.25 

0.29 

2.4 

M
et

a
ll

ic
 d

eb
ri

s 
fr

a
ct

io
n

 i
n

 l
v

l 

1 
0.50 

0.32 

0.33 

0.25 

0.07 

1.0 

0.01 

1.0 

0.43 

1.51 

1.21 

3.34 

2 0.01 

0.02 

0.01 

0.01 

0.00 

0.2 

0.00 

0.1 

4.68 

33.2 

6.65 

61.7 

3 0.01 

0.03 

0.01 

0.02 

0.00 

0.3 

0.00 

0.2 

7.00 

62.4 

6.06 

49.6 

4 0.36 

0.12 

0.29 

0.13 

0.11 

0.8 

0.10 

0.8 

1.06 

4.78 

1.14 

4.43 

5 0.36 

0.10 

0.29 

0.11 

0.08 

0.6 

0.09 

0.7 

0.37 

3.0 

0.62 

3.1 

6 0.36 

0.10 

0.32 

0.13 

0.12 

0.6 

0.06 

0.7 

0.15 

2.44 

0.37 

2.68 

7 0.44 

0.13 

0.41 

0.16 

0.12 

0.7 

0.07 

1.0 

0.02 

2.30 

0.31 

3.43 

 

Table 3-6: Descriptive statistics for the Case A and B with MELCOR 2.2. 
 Mean value 𝝁 

Standard deviation 𝝈 

Min 

Max 

Skewness 

Kurtosis 

A B A B A B 

Debris mass 

(kg) 

215722.44 

26115.07 

189982.17 

52635.61 

145404.72 

278770.2 

1171.99 

290046.1 

-0.25 

3.56 

-0.90 

4.47 

Metallic 

debris 

fraction 

0.43 

0.03 

0.36 

0.05 

0.35 

0.5 

0.22 

0.5 

-0.08 

2.81 

0.00 

2.50 

𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒇(sec) 
5186.08 

797.30 

7424.08 

1304.18 

3735.10 

7025.0 

0.00 

9960.0 

0.08 

2.04 

-2.97 

18.44 

Hydrogen 

mass (kg) 

602.27 

173.03 

1231.48 

263.86 

315.45 

1143.9 

762.53 

2115.4 

0.89 

3.22 

0.28 

2.57 

M
et
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n
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l 

1 
0.52 

0.32 

0.29 

0.22 

0.0 

1.0 

0.0 

1.0 

0.18 

1.46 

1.40 

4.46 

2 0.01 

0.02 

0.01 

0.02 

0.00 

0.2 

0.00 

0.2 

5.41 

38.68 

9.26 

105.81 

3 0.02 

0.04 

0.01 

0.03 

0.00 

0.3 

0.00 

0.3 

6.08 

45.52 

5.77 

43.43 

4 0.39 

0.15 

0.34 

0.16 

0.04 

0.9 

0.09 

1.0 

0.76 

3.52 

1.13 

4.80 

5 0.36 

0.10 

0.31 

0.13 

0.14 

0.7 

0.12 

1.0 

0.71 

4.06 

1.81 

8.30 

6 0.38 

0.10 

0.29 

0.14 

0.18 

0.6 

0.04 

1.0 

0.33 

2.73 

1.90 

9.18 

7 0.45 

0.13 

0.37 

0.18 

0.18 

0.9 

0.09 

1.0 

0.41 

2.93 

1.12 

4.66 
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Figure 3-36: Sensitivity of debris mass in LP to modelling parameters in MELCOR (2.1,2.2) 

 

 

a b 

Figure 3-37: Scaled Morris μ̅∗ values for the Debris Mass in LP obtained with MELCOR 

2.1(red) and MELCOR 2.2(green) (a) Case A; (b) Case B 

 

The importance of modelling parameters also depends on severe accident scenario, e.g. in case 

A (with MELCOR 2.1) the most influential parameters are VFALL, SC1020-1 and SC1020-2, 

DHYPDLP; in MELCOR 2.2 the most influential parameters are PDPor, SC1131-2, VFALL. 

In scenario with late depressurization (case A) the parameters that affects LP debris mass are (i) 

in MELCOR 2.1 – SC1020-1, SC1131-2, SC1141-2; (ii) in MELCOR 2.2 – PDPor, SC1020-1; 

VFALL and DHYPDLP. In general, the results indicate that for the Case A all MELCOR 

modelling parameters (both versions 2.1/2.2), with exception to heat transfer coefficient from 

in-vessel falling debris to pool (CORCHTP), have relatively high values of scaled Morris �̅�, 

however, judging by standard deviation and kurtosis values (see Table 3-5 and  3-6) overall 

effect of these parameters on the variance is relatively small. In case B due to variability in 

MELCOR modelling parameters, the LP debris mass can change in the range 81-260 tons in 
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MELCOR 2.1, and 12-290tons in MELCOR 2.2; both distributions have negative skewness and 

slight excess kurtosis – which might indicate fatter tails of the distribution. 

 

Figure 3-38 show the sensitivity indices for the metallic debris fraction in-vessel (core region 

and lower plenum). In case A and B most of the parameters have relatively high importance 

according to Morris �̅� values, except heat transfer coefficient from in-vessel falling debris to 

pool (CORCHTP). Large Morris 𝜎�̅� values indicate that parameters in this study involved in 

non-linear interactions between each other. It is important to note that in Case A, the fraction of 

metallic debris is distributed within relatively narrow range from ~0.35-0.5 for MELCOR 2.1 

and 2.2. In case B the fraction of metallic debris is distributed in the range from 0.26-0.5 in 

MELCOR 2.1 and from 0.22-0.5 in MELCOR 2.2. 

 

Figure 3-38: Sensitivity Metallic Debris Fraction to modelling parameters MELCOR 2.1,2.2 

 

a b 

Figure 3-39: Scaled Morris μ̅∗ values for the Metallic Debris Fraction obtained with 

MELCOR 2.1(red) and MELCOR 2.2(green) (a) Case A; (b) Case B. 

 

The relative importance of MELCOR modelling parameters in MELCOR 2.1 and 2.2, 

according to Figure 3-39, is almost similar, with exception to the effect of PDPor, SC1141-2 

and SC1131-2 in scenario with early depressurization. 
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Figure 3-40 and 3-41 presents the results of sensitivity of the time of core support plate failure 

to modelling options in MELCOR. The relative importance of modelling parameters depends 

on MELCOR code version being used and severe accident scenario. For example, in Case A 

with MELCOR 2.1 the most influential parameters are SC1141-2, SC1020-1, DHYPDLP; 

while in MELCOR 2.2 the most influential parameters are PDPor, SC1141-2, SC1131-2 – 

which is also reflected in Figure 3-41a. In Case B with MELCOR 2.1 – the most influential 

parameters are PDPor, SC1141-2, SC1131-2; while with MELCOR 2.2 the most influential 

parameters are DHYPDLP, SC1020-1, PDPor – however the overall impact on the results due 

to variability of these parameters is significantly higher in MELCOR 2.2 (see Figure 3-41b). 

Large Morris 𝜎�̅�  values indicate that parameters in this study involved in non-linear 

interactions between each other. 

 

Figure 3-40: Sensitivity of Time of Core Support Plate Failure to modelling parameters in 

MELCOR (2.1, 2.2) 

 

 

a b 

Figure 3-41: Scaled Morris μ̅∗ values for the Time of Core Support Plate Failure obtained 

with MELCOR 2.1(red) and MELCOR 2.2(green) (a) Case A; (b) Case B 
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The time of core support plate failure in case A ranges from ~3700-6000sec and ~3800-7000sec 

in MELCOR 2.1 and 2.2 correspondingly. In case B it ranges from ~4200-11000sec in 

MELCOR 2.1 and from 0.0-10000sec (where 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 0 indicates no core support plate failure, 

accident stopped in core region). The relative importance of the modelling options is very 

different in MELCOR 2.1 and 2.2. 

 

Figure 3-42 show sensitivity indices of Hydrogen generated during the accident to modelling 

options in MELCOR 2.1/2.2. In case A the hydrogen mass is mostly influenced by PDPor in 

MELCOR 2.1, while in MELCOR 2.2 – the most influential parameters are SC1141-2, SC1131-

2 and PDPor. In case B the most influential parameter is SC1131-2 in MELCOR 2.1 and 2.2 

and, judging by Figure 3-43b the relative importance of this parameter in MELCOR 2.1 in 

slightly higher compared to MELCOR 2.2. The total amount of hydrogen generated during the 

accident in case A is distributed between ~300-1000kg in MELCOR 2.1 and 2.2; and between 

~800-1800/2200kg in MELCOR 2.1/2.2.  

 

Figure 3-42: Sensitivity of Hydrogen Mass generate during the accident to modelling 

parameters in MELCOR (2.1, 2.2). 

  

a b 

Figure 3-43: Scaled Morris μ̅∗ values for the Hydrogen mass generated obtained with 

MELCOR 2.1(red) and MELCOR 2.2(green) (a) Case A; (b) Case B 
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According to Figure 3-43b the relative importance of modelling parameters in MELCOR 2.1 

and 2.2 are quite similar between MELCOR versions 2.1 and 2.2, while in case A (see Figure 

3-43a) it differs significantly, both the most influential parameters and their contribution to the 

variance in hydrogen mass generated. 

 

 

Figure 3-44: Sensitivity of Metallic Debris Fraction in the 1st axial level to modelling 

parameters in MELCOR (2.1, 2.2) 

 

  

a b 

Figure 3-45: Scaled Morris μ̅∗ values for the Metallic Debris Fraction in 1st axial level 

obtained with MELCOR 2.1(red) and MELCOR 2.2(green) (a) Case A; (b) Case B 

 

Figure 3-44 shows the sensitivity indices of Metallic debris fraction at the 1st axial level 

(approximately 20cm from the bottom of the LP – corresponds to IGT nozzles welding points). 

In case A the most influential parameters are VFALL and SC1141-2 in MELCOR 2.1, and 

SC1141-2 and PDPor in MELCOR 2.2. In case B the most influential parameter are PDPor, 

SC1141-2 and SC1020-2 in MELCOR 2.1, and SC1141-2, DHYPDLP and PDPor in MELCOR 
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2.2. Metallic debris fraction in the 1st axial level is distributed from ~0.1-1.0 in MELCOR 2.1, 

and from 0.0-1.0 in MELCOR 2.2 for both cases with early and late depressurization. All 

distributions have positive skew (left-leaning) and positive excess kurtosis in case B – which 

might indicate fatter tails of the distribution; and negative excess kurtosis in case A, which 

indicate that the distribution have several peaks (e.g. beta distribution with 𝛼 = 𝛽 = 0.5 , 

kurtosis ~1.5). 

 

Particulate Debris Porosity (PDPor) – is defined for all cells in specified axial level. When 

structure failure criteria are reached the structures in the cell are converted into porous debris 

with the user defined porosity. Particulate debris in MELCOR are represented as spheres with 

an equivalent diameter (DHYPDLP). When debris relocates and joins a particulate debris bed 

in a computational cell, it is assumed that the volume of particulate debris increases and node 

porosity decreases [339],[338]. According to [338], the flow through the core node with 

particulate debris decreases along with the porosity, however MELCOR never completely 

blocks the flow. Reduced flow affects both, heat removal from the core and particulate debris 

by escaping steam, and core\debris oxidation rate (see Figure 3-42). It is important to note that 

MELCOR 2.1 and 2.2 use different default values of SC1505-1 – minimum porosity to be used 

in calculation the flow resistance in the flow blockage model (0.05 vs 1.e-5 in 2.1/2.2 

correspondingly) – which may cause differences between observations in MELCOR 2.1 and 

2.2. The difference between cases A and B can be explained by the effect of depressurization. 

In Case A, the water level after depressurization drops below the active core region, the 

uncovered core starts to heat up, eventually reaching the point where control rods\blades, 

canisters undergo degradation and relocate downwards to the core plate, where its either rest on 

top as PD, or refreezes as conglomerate, or flows through the openings into the lower plenum. 

The variation in PDPor, as a result will affect both, cooling of the core by escaping steam and 

core oxidation. 

 

Velocity of falling debris (VFALL) – MELCOR does not have a mechanistic model for debris 

dropping into the lower plenum. Instead a number user-specified parameters control the rate at 

which material relocates into the lower plenum and the effective heat transfer (Heat transfer 

coefficient from in-vessel falling debris to pool (CORCHTP)) from and associated oxidation of 

the debris slumping into lower plenum water. VFALL has significant effect, judging by Morris 

�̅� values on debris mass in LP, metallic debris fraction and metallic debris fraction in the 1st 

axial level; VFALL has moderate effect on hydrogen mass and timing of core support plate 

failure. VFALL has also different effect in different severe accident scenarios and MELCOR 

code version being used. The effect of VFALL together with CORCHTP on the debris mass and 

other system response quantities can be explained by steam generation during core slumping to 

LP, that can affect both: core cooling and core oxidation\heat up due to oxidation, especially in 

the case with early depressurization, where water level dropped below the active core region, 

due to depressurization, long before the onset of core oxidation; which is also reflected by the 

difference in sensitivity coefficients between cases A and B. The difference of the effect of 

VFALL and CORCHTP in different code versions is yet to be explained. 
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Lower Plenum Particulate Debris Equivalent Diameter (DHYPDLP) – MELCOR uses this 

parameter to calculate heat transfer surface area of the debris in LP, note that MELCOR equates 

the oxidation surface area to the heat transfer surface area of the node; so it should have an 

effect on the debris oxidation and steam generation rate, however it is not supported by the 

results (see Figure 3-42). Further analysis is necessary to determine the effect of particulate 

debris diameter and heat transfer coefficients in in-vessel debris quench model in MELCOR on 

the results. The effect of DHYPD on the metallic debris fraction in 1st axial level and timing of 

core support plate failure predicted for case B with MELCOR 2.2 is yet to be explained. 

 

Molten Zircaloy melt break-through temperature (SC1131-2) – defines critical temperature at 

which molten materials are released from an oxide shell or local blockage (crust). After oxide 

shell/crust break through MELCOR uses SC1141 array to control candling model, in particular 

CS1141-2 – Molten Cladding (pool) drainage rate represents a maximum flow rate (per unit 

surface width) of the molten pool after breakthrough; this coefficient also used to control the time 

step in candling model, when molten material has just released after hold up by an oxide shell 

or by a flow blockage (crust) [339],[338]. According the MELCOR manuals description 

[339],[338], these coefficients should have direct effect on the metallic debris fraction at the 

bottom of the LP, which can be observed in Figure 3-44 and  3-45, i.e. large values of Morris 

�̅� and positive correlation coefficients(SC1141-2) in both versions of MELCOR code being 

used. SC1131-2 has smaller relative importance on the metallic debris fraction in the first axial 

level, however it is possible that it can be involved in non-linear interaction with other 

parameters in candling model (including SC1141-2), SC1131-2 has negative correlation 

coefficients with metallic debris fraction in the 1st axial level – which is opposite to what was 

initially expected, i.e. larger vales of SC1131-2 would result in larger metallic debris fraction 

at the bottom of the LP due to higher melt superheat. Sensitivity coefficients SC1141-2, 

SC1131-2 have significant effect on the processes of core oxidation and hydrogen generation 

with negative (SC1141-2) and positive (SC1131-2) correlation coefficients, which can be 

explained by the effect of this parameters to flow blockage formations and structures exposure 

to oxidation by steam – which is also evident in results for scenario with late depressurization 

(see Figure 3-42, 3-43b). The effect of these sensitivity coefficients on the amount of relocated 

debris in LP and timing of core support plate failure is most likely due to the formation of the 

flow blockages (cooling) and debris interaction with supporting structures (higher metallic 

debris fraction – higher thermal conductivity of the debris), however, more detailed analysis is 

necessary to confirm this hypothesis. The results also indicate that these sensitivity coefficients 

have higher relative importance in MELCOR 2.2 compared to MELCOR 2.1 – which still needs 

to be explained.  

 

Time constant for radial solid/liquid debris relocation (SC1020-1/SC1020-2) – MELCOR uses 

particulate debris leveling (SC1020-1) and molten debris leveling (SC1020-2) models for radial 

relocation of solid and liquid(molten) materials. Sensitivity coefficients SC1020-1/SC1020-2 

are used to calculate debris volume relocated during core time step, as follows 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 𝑉𝑒𝑞(1 −

exp (−
∆𝑡𝑐

𝜏𝑠𝑝𝑟
)) ; where 𝑉𝑒𝑞  – volume of material that must be moved between the rings to 
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balance the levels, 
∆𝑡𝑐

𝜏𝑠𝑝𝑟
−COR package time step divided by sensitivity coefficient (SC1020-

1/SC1020-2 – for solid/liquid debris correspondingly) [339],[338]. Radial relocation time 

constants have significant effect on the LP debris mass, metallic debris fraction (in-vessel) and 

timing of core support plate failure. Negative correlation coefficients in Figure 3-38, suggest 

that smaller values of sensitivity coefficients will yield larger debris mass in LP – which can be 

explained by larger debris relocation rate in-between rings in case of core support plate failure, 

especially in case A, where core support plate failure usually occurs early in one of the central 

rings (with higher power density) compared to rather gross core support plate failure (failure in 

several rings) in case B. These parameters have relatively small effect on the hydrogen 

production and metallic debris fraction in the 1st axial level, and the effect on the timing of core 

support plate failure and metallic debris fraction (in-vessel) is yet to be explained. 

 

3.3.5 Vessel Failure Analysis with MELCOR Code 

The primary focus of the analysis performed within core relocation framework was to 

investigate the effect of severe accident scenario and modeling options in MELCOR code on 

the process of core degradation and relocation (debris slumping) to LP. 

The state of the debris in RPV LP have high impact on: 

 Time of RPV breach. 

 Type of RPV breach. 

o Vessel wall failure. 

o Penetration failure + location. 

 The rate of the debris ejection (enthalpy) from the vessel, which can significantly 

affect containment behavior and corresponding loads on different safety functions. 

Based on the results obtained in previous sections we performed preliminary analysis of the 

effect of severe accident scenario on the time and the mode of vessel failure and melt release 

conditions with MELCOR code. 

 

3.3.5.1 Overview of MELCOR Modelling of Vessel Breach 

MELCOR [345], [346] assumes that the vessel lower head can breach by following mechanisms 

(not mutually exclusive): 

• Vessel wall failure: 

– Uses Creep-Rupture model (0D/1D options available) 

• Creep-rupture failure of a lower head segment occurs, in response to 

mechanical loading under conditions of material weakening at elevated 

temperatures.  

• Penetration failure:  

– The temperature of a penetration (or the temperature of the innermost node of 

the lower head) reaches a failure temperature (TPFAIL) specified by the user. 

– Logical Control Function specified by user. 

Whenever any failure condition is satisfied, an opening with an initial diameter defined by the 

user is established: 
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– Penetration diameter (e.g IGT – 0.07m, CRGT – 0.14m)  

• If there are no penetrations modeled, initial diameter will take default 

value of 0.1m. 

After a failure has occurred, the mass of each material in the bottom axial level that is available 

for ejection (but not necessarily ejected) is calculated. Two simple options exist (Solid debris 

ejection switch)  

• In the default option (ON), the masses of each material available for ejection are the 

total debris and molten pool material masses, regardless of whether or how much they 

are molten. Note, however, that this option has been observed to lead to ejection of much 

more solid debris with the melt than is realistic.  

• In the second option (OFF),  

– The masses of steel, Zircaloy, and UO2 available for ejection are simply the 

masses of these materials that are molten;  

– The masses of steel oxide and control poison materials available for ejection are 

the masses of each of these materials multiplied by the steel melt fraction, based 

on an assumption of proportional mixing; 

– The mass of ZrO2 available for ejection is the ZrO2 mass multiplied by the 

Zircaloy melt fraction.  

– Additionally, the mass of solid UO2 available for ejection is the Zircaloy melt 

fraction times the mass of UO2 that could be relocated with the Zircaloy as 

calculated in the candling model using the secondary material transport model. 

Additionally, MELCOR impose several constraints on the mass to be ejected at vessel failure: 

• A total molten mass of at least 5000kg. 

– This value can be accessed through sensitivity coefficient SC1610(2). However, 

MELCOR still requires non-negative molten mass to be available for release in 

order to initiate debris ejection.  

• A melt fraction of 0.1 (total molten mass divided by total debris mass) is necessary 

before debris ejection can begin to avoid calculation difficulties with the core-concrete 

interactions modeling. 

• This value can be accessed through sensitivity coefficient SC1610(1). However, 

MELCOR still requires non-negative molten mass to be available for release in 

order to initiate debris ejection.  

• In case of gross failure all debris in the corresponding cell is discharged linearly over a 

1s time step, regardless of the failure opening diameter and debris state. 

After the total mass of all materials available for ejection has been determined, the fraction of 

this mass ejected during a single COR package subcycle is determined from hydrodynamic 

considerations. The velocity of material being ejected is calculated from the pressure difference 

between the lower-plenum control volume and the reactor cavity control volume, the 

gravitational head from the debris layer itself, and a user-specified flow discharge coefficient, 

using the Bernoulli equation [345], [346]. 

𝑀𝑒𝑗 = 𝜌𝑚𝐴𝑓𝑣𝑒𝑗∆𝑡 (3-3) 

𝑣𝑒𝑗 = 𝐶𝑑 (
2∆𝑃

𝜌𝑚
+ 2𝑔∆zd)

1/2

 (3-4) 
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Where 𝑀𝑒𝑗   - maximum mass ejected, 𝐴𝑓  - penetration failure area, ∆𝑡  – time step, 𝐶𝑑  - 

flow discharge coefficient, ∆𝑃 – pressure difference between LP and LDW, 𝜌𝑚 - material 

density, 𝑔 – gravitational acceleration, ∆zd - debris and molten pool height. 

 

Ablation of the failure opening is modeled by calculating the heat transfer to the lower head by 

flowing molten debris. A simplified implementation of the ablation model by Pilch and Tarbell 

[375] is used, which gives the heat transfer coefficient for the flowing molten debris as the 

maximum of a tube correlation and a flat plate correlation [345], [346]. 

ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑙,𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 = 0.023 𝐾𝑝𝑣𝑒𝑗
0.8/𝐷𝑓

0.2 (3-5) 

ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑙,𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 0.0292 𝐾𝑝𝑣𝑒𝑗
0.8/𝛥𝑧ℎ

0.2 (3-6) 

 

where ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑙 - ablation heat transfer coefficient, 𝐾𝑝 = k (
𝜌

𝜇
)

0.8

𝑃𝑟1/3, calculated using average 

property vales from [376], 𝐷𝑓  - failure diameter, ∆𝑧ℎ  - lower head thickness. 

The ablation rate is calculated using equation: 

𝑑𝐷𝑓

𝑑𝑡
=

2ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑙(𝑇𝑑 − 𝑇𝑚,𝑠)

𝜌𝑠(𝑐𝑝,𝑠(𝑇𝑚,𝑠 − 𝑇ℎ,𝑎𝑣𝑔) + ℎ𝑓,𝑠)
 (3-7) 

where 𝜌𝑠  – density, 𝑐𝑝,𝑠  - heat capacity, ℎ𝑓,𝑠  - latent heat of fusion, 𝑇𝑚,𝑠  - melting 

temperature of LH steel, 𝑇𝑑 - debris temperature, 𝑇ℎ,𝑎𝑣𝑔 - average LH temperature. 

3.3.5.2 Analysis Results of Vessel Breach and Melt Release with MELCOR code. 

The analysis of vessel breach and melt release conditions with MELCOR code was performed 

with MELCOR 2.1 (rev.7544) (see [377][378] for details). In the analysis we considered ADS 

and ECCS timing to be uniformly distributed within [1.e3-1.e4] (sec) (subject to ADS Timing 

< ECCS Timing constrain, i.e. water injection with ECCS(Low Pressure) cannot be initiated 

prior depressurization). 

The analysis was performed for 4 sets of calculations: 

 No penetration modelling, solid debris ejection. 

o Only vessel wall can failure due to creep-rupture. 

o Debris can be ejected regardless of its state. 

 No penetration modelling, no solid debris ejection. 

o Only vessel wall can failure due to creep-rupture. 

o Molten debris (plus some fraction of solid debris, based on secondary material 

transport model [345], [346]) can be ejected. 

 Penetration modelling, solid debris ejection. 

o Vessel can fail due to penetration failure and/or vessel wall failure (due to 

creep-rupture) 

o Debris can be ejected regardless of its state. 

 Penetration modelling, no solid debris ejection. 

o Vessel can fail due to penetration failure and/or vessel wall failure (due to 

creep-rupture) 
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o Molten debris (plus some fraction of solid debris, based on secondary material 

transport model [345], [346]) can be ejected. 

The analysis of the effect of severe accident scenario (ADS and ECCS Timing) on the process of core 

degradation, relocation to lower plenum, vessel failure and melt release has been performed using 

MELCOR 2.1 rev7544. In the analysis we considered different timing of activation of ADS and ECCS. 

Furthermore, the effect of maximum time step in MELCOR code was also considered in the analysis (6 

different values), since it was previously show that MELCOR time step can have quite significant effect 

on the results and the lack of time step convergence of the solution with the reduction of the maximum 

time step [85],[374]. In the analysis presented in this paper we also consider the effect of MELCOR 

modelling of vessel failure (penetration failure vs. vessel wall failure) and modelling of melt release 

(solid debris ejection switch IDEJ). 

 

The results presented as two-dimensional maps (120 accident scenarios (ADS – ECCS Timing 

combinations)), where different figures-of-merit are presented as expected values (as expected value of 

the results obtained with different time steps, 6 – MELCOR code runs with different max. time step 

were performed for every accident scenario, 2160 cases were simulated in total) color-coded according 

to the corresponding colorbar, as functions of accident scenario timings (ADS and ECCS Timing). 

The results show that the effect of vessel failure modelling (i.e. penetration vs. vessel wall failure) has 

an effect on the amount of hydrogen produced in-vessel, however it can be considered as insignificant, 

since the major part of hydrogen is produced during in-core accident progression [83][86][87][374]. 

a. b.  

Figure 3-46. Expected value of (a) time of vessel failure (sec) (b) time of the onset of the 

release (sec), with penetration modelling; as a function of ADS and ECCS Timing (sec) 

 

Figure 3-46a present the timing of vessel breach due to penetration failure (with penetration 

modelling) as a function of accident scenario. The results show that the penetration failure 

occurs at approximately 10000-15000sec in scenarios with early and late depressurization and 

late water injection (after 7000sec). Furthermore, apparently there is a domain of scenarios 

(with ADS timing in the range of 4000-6000sec) where vessel breach due to penetration failure 

can be delayed significantly. Figure 3-46b – shows the timing of melt release (melt release 

initiation, i.e. ejected mass from the vessel is > 0), according to the results, there is some time 
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delay between the vessel breach and initiation of the debris ejection in the case with penetration 

modelling in MELCOR. 

 

Figure 3-47. Expected value of the time of vessel failure and the onset of the release (sec), 

without penetration modelling; as a function of ADS and ECCS Timing (sec) 

 

Figure 3-47 illustrates the timing of vessel failure and melt release in the case of vessel wall 

failure (without penetration modelling). The results show that in the scenarios with early 

depressurization, vessel failure occurs at approximately 20000sec, while in scenarios with late 

depressurization it occurs after 30000sec after initiating event. Moreover, in case of vessel wall 

failure, the ejection of the lower plenum debris starts at the time of vessel failure, without any 

delay. 

The mass of lower plenum debris at the time of vessel breach is presented in Figure 3-48a in 

case of penetration modelling and Figure 3-48b in case without penetration modelling. 

a. b.  
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Figure 3-48. Expected value of the debris mass (kg) in LP at the time of vessel failure (a)with 

penetration modelling (b) without penetration modelling; as a function of ADS and ECCS 

Timing (sec) 

 

a. b.  

Figure 3-49. Expected Failure Location (Ring Number) (a) with penetration modelling (b) 

without penetration modelling; as a function of ADS and ECCS Timing (sec) 

 

Figure 3-49a shows the expected location of penetration failure as a function of accident 

scenario, the results show that in the scenarios with ADS timing below 6000sec, penetration 

failure occurs in one of the central rings (most likely in the 2nd-3rd radial ring), while in the 

scenarios with ADS time above 6000 sec, penetration failure occurs in the 4th-5th radial rings. 

On the other hand, in the case without penetration modelling (see Figure 3-49b), vessel wall 

failure, in most of the cases, occurs in the 2nd ring, regardless of the accident scenario. 

3.3.5.3 Properties of the debris in LP 

Figure 3-50a show the mass of molten metallic debris and Figure 3-50b shows the mass of 

molten oxidic debris at the time of vessel failure, with penetration modelling. The results show 

that the mass of molten metallic debris is significantly larger in scenarios with ADS timing 

below 4000sec, compared to the scenarios with ADS timing above 4000 sec (30-45tons vs. 10-

15tons). The mass of molten oxidic debris is in the range of 0 to 7tons, without clear indication 

of the effect of accident scenario. 

Figure 3-51 show the effect of accident scenario on the mass averaged superheat of the molten 

stainless steel debris in LP. The results suggest that in the scenarios with ADS timing below 

6000sec, the mass averaged superheat of stainless steel debris can reach 1000-1100K, while in 

scenarios with ADS timing above 6000sec it is in the rage of 300-500K. 
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a. b.  

Figure 3-50. Expected value of (a) molten metallic debris mass (kg) (b) molten oxidic debris 

mass (kg), at the time of the release with penetration modelling; as a function of ADS and 

ECCS Timing (sec) 

 
Figure 3-51. Expected value of LP molten stainless steel mass averaged superheat (K) at the 

time of the release with penetration modelling; as a function of ADS and ECCS Timing (sec) 

a. b.  

Figure 3-52. Expected value of (a) molten metallic debris mass (kg) (b) molten oxidic debris 

mass (kg), at the time of the release without penetration modelling; as a function of ADS and 

ECCS Timing (sec) 
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Figure 3-52a presents the mass of the molten metallic debris as a function of severe accident 

scenario, in the case of vessel wall failure without penetration modelling, the results show that 

the mass of molten metallic debris is in the range of 15-25 tons regardless of the accident 

scenario, with exception to the domain of scenarios with small relocated debris mass in the 

lower plenum see Figure 3-48. The mass of molten metallic debris at the time of vessel breach 

due to vessel wall failure (no penetration modelling) is significantly smaller compared to the 

scenarios with penetration modelling (see Figure 3-50a), even though the vessel breach in the 

case without penetration modelling occurs significantly later compared to the case with 

penetration modelling (e.g. 10000 to 20000 sec difference), and results in significantly larger 

values of the mass averaged superheat (see Figure 3-53, ~1200-1300K vs. ~1100K at most in 

case with penetration modelling, see Figure 3-51). This difference might be due to the effect of 

molten pool models in MELCOR code. It is assumed in MELCOR that particulate debris will 

sink into a molten pool, displacing the molten pool volume. Once solid debris components with 

lower melting point (such as stainless steel) start to melt, the volume occupied by solid debris 

decreases, the molten materials will occupy empty volume within the solid debris (reducing 

solid debris porosity). The remaining part will form a molten pool on top of the particulate 

debris, which will be displaced by the particulate debris from the cell located above, which 

eventually can result in stainless steel-rich layer on top of the solid debris. 

 

Figure 3-52b shows the mass of molten oxidic debris as a function of accident scenario, the 

results show that the mass of molten oxides ranges from approximately 7000 to over 10000kg 

in the whole scenario domain (with exception to the domain with small debris mass in LP).  

 

Figure 3-53. Expected value of Molten Stainless Steel in LP mass averaged superheat (K) at 

the time of the release without penetration modelling; as a function of ADS and ECCS 

Timing (sec) 

 

3.3.5.4 Melt release from the vessel 

Figure 3-54a show the effect of accident scenarios on the expected value of the maximum debris 

ejection rate from the vessel, in the case of penetration modelling with solid debris ejection 

(IDEJ = 0). The results show that the maximum debris ejection rate ranges from approximately 

400kg/s, mostly in the domain of scenarios with ADS timing in the range of 4000-6000sec, up 

to approximately 1200kg/s, mostly in the scenarios with early depressurization (ADS time 
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<3000sec) and late depressurization (ADS time > 8000sec). The rate of enthalpy release, 

presented in Figure 3-54b, show that it is highly correlated with the debris ejection rate, however, 

some minor deviations can occur, due to the debris composition in LP. In scenarios with early 

depressurization ADS time < 3000sec, the maximum rate of enthalpy release range from 

approximately 1e9 to 1.5e9 (J/s), while in the rest of the scenario domain it stay below 1.0e9 

(J/s). 

a. b.  

Figure 3-54. Expected Value of (a) Maximum debris ejection rate (kg/s) (b) Maximum 

enthalpy rate (J/s) with penetration modelling, solid debris ejection ON (IDEJ=0); as a 

function of ADS and ECCS Timing (sec) 

a. b.  

Figure 3-55. Expected Value of (a) Maximum debris ejection rate (kg/s) (b) Maximum 

enthalpy rate (J/s) with penetration modelling, solid debris ejection OFF (IDEJ=1); as a 

function of ADS and ECCS Timing (sec) 

 

Figure 3-55a shows the debris ejection rate as a function of accident scenario in the case of 

vessel penetration modelling and with no solid debris ejection (IDEJ=1). The results show that 

the maximum debris ejection rate in case of IDEJ = 1 is significantly smaller (~400-500kg/s in 

most of the cases simulated) compared to IDEJ = 0 (see Figure 3-54a). This difference between 

the effect of solid debris ejection switch (IDEJ = 1 and IDEJ = 0) is also reflected in Figure 3-

55b, where the maximum enthalpy release rate is approximately 5-8e8 (J/s), while in case of 

IDEJ=0 it is in the range of 8-15e8 (J/s). 
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a. b.  

Figure 3-56. Expected Value of (a) Maximum debris ejection rate (kg/s) (b) Maximum 

enthalpy rate (J/s) without penetration modelling.; as a function of ADS and ECCS Timing 

(sec) 

 

Figure 3-56a illustrate the effect of accident scenarios on the maximum debris ejection rate and 

enthalpy release rate (Figure 3-56b) in case of vessel wall failure (without penetration 

modelling). The results show that the maximum values for the debris ejection rate can vary in 

the range from 2000-3000kg/s, regardless of accident scenario, since in case of gross failure of 

the vessel wall, it is assumed that all debris in the bottom axial level of the corresponding ring, 

regardless its state, is discharged linearly over 1s time step without taking into account failure 

opening diameter [339],[338] this is also reflected in the values of enthalpy release rate, 

presented in the Figure 3-56b. Note that in figures 3-54 and 3-56 (penetration failure with solid 

debris ejection on (IDEJ=0) and vessel wall failure), solid and liquid debris are ejected. 

3.3.6 Development of Core Relocation SM 

Core relocation SM is of a “look-up table” type, where the properties of relocated debris (for 

every COR node and total) at the time of vessel failure and the time of the release, pool 

conditions (temperature, depth and pressure in LDW), melt release properties (expected or 

median values of: max. debris ejection rate, effective breach area at max. debris ejection rate, 

temperature of the ejected debris/mel at max. deris ejection rate) are perdicted as functions of 

severe accident scenario (in terms of ADS and ECCS Timings). 

 

Table 3-7 shows the list of parameters predicted by core relocation SM. Core relocation SM 

predicts either expected or median value of the distribution of the properties of the debris, pool 

conditions, etc. Pool conditions are predicted at the time of the vessel breach and at the time of 

the onset of melt release. This is necessary since MELCOR predicts a time delay between the 

vessel breach and the onset of melt release in the case of penetration failure. Vessel failure 

results in opening of the flow path for water from the vessel lower plenum to the cavity, which 

can result in increased water level in the cavity (up to the level of the overflow pipes in lower 

drywell). Effective breach area, the temperature of the ejected debris are obtained at the time of 

max. debris ejection rate (𝑇𝐸𝐽𝑅𝐴𝑇|max (𝐸𝐽𝑅𝐴𝑇)) (see Figure 3-58). This provides a conservative 
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estimate of the melt release conditions for the analysis of ex-vessel steam explosion and 

coolability. 

 
Figure 3-57: Structure of Core relocation SM.[85] 

 

Table 3-7: Core relocation SM Outputs 

Parameter name Description Units 

XPW Lower drywell pol depth [m] 

Po LDW Pressure [Pa] 

Pv Invessel Pressure [Pa] 

TLO LDW water pool temp. [K] 

COR_ABRCH Effective vessel breach area [m2] 

TPIN Ejected Debris Temperature [K] 

EJRAT Debris Ejection Rate [kg/s] 

MDB Total LP debris mass [kg] 

 

Figure 3-58: Debris ejection rate as a function of time (kg/s) 
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Furthermore, we consider metallic release (see section 3.8 for details) (debris properties such 

as debris thermal conductivity, specific heat, melting temperature, fusion heat, etc.) since 

MELCOR predicts the max temperature of ejected debris below 2900K (see Figure 3-59) and 

the mass of stainless steel oxide is insignificant.  

 

Figure 3-59: Distribution of the max. temperature of ejected debris (K) in different accident 

scenarios. 

 

3.4 Vessel Failure SM 

3.4.1 Approach 

The modified system for depressurization of reactor vessel is highly reliable in Swedish plants. 

Therefore, we consider low-pressure scenario of core damage as most probable. Otherwise, the 

risks of High Pressure Melt Ejection and Direct Containment Heating are dominant. Figure 3-

60 shows the schematic framework for the development of vessel failure surrogate model (SM). 

The goal of the vessel failure SM is to predict mode (IGT, CRGT, vessel wall), timing of the 

failure, amount, properties and superheat of the melt available for release. The process is 

iterative but initially starts with grouping and classification of failure scenarios. In particular, 

scenario parameter (𝑠𝑖) are determined by the initial Plant Damage States (PDS) from PSA-L1, 

Emergency Operation Procedures (EOP), and Severe Accident Management Guidelines 

(SAMG), with the important element of timing and possible recovery actions. Application of 

the core relocation surrogate model (SM), generates the core debris properties and the relocation 

time which becomes the initial time for further calculations in the vessel failure SM. The switch 

from core relocation SM to vessel failure SM is carried out at the moment when core relocation 

SM is not adequate any more for further analysis of the accident progression. The criterion for 

the time to switch to the next model is based on significant mass relocation to the lower head 
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with enough thermal load to inflict damage to the penetrations that can lead to penetration 

failure. 

 

Figure 3-60: Debris re-melting Vessel failure surrogate model. 

 

The uncertainties for the vessel failure SM can be classified into scenarios, initial and 

deterministic modeling parameters, and intangibles. 

 Scenario parameters: 

– Initial plant damage state and its frequency, 

– Order and timing of failures, 

– Possible recovery actions and their timing, 

– etc. 

 Initial conditions: 

– Spatial distribution of solid debris thermal conductivity, 

– Spatial distribution of decay heat, 

– Debris initial temperature, 

– Debris initial mass, 

– Relocation time, 

– etc. 

 Deterministic modeling parameters: 

– Thermo-physical properties of the debris, vessel wall, and structures, 

– Models of the heat transfer in porous media, 

– Models of melt pool formation in heterogeneous (oxidic/metallic) debris, 

– etc. 

 Intangible parameters: 

– Heat generation due to corium oxidation, 

– Debris bed shape, 

– etc. 
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The development of the vessel failure SM includes following main steps: 

1. Generate a complete list of required input parameters for each of the full models 

(DECOSIM, PECM/ANSYS). 

2. Generate corresponding complete list of specific parameters from the sources where the 

input parameters are taken. These sources can be from the previous core relocation SM 

(initial P1) or from experimental data (pdf(di)). 

3. For transparency of review process, generate a complete list of assumptions, physical 

models, and numerical models for each of the full models. 

4. Generate extensive simulation matrix for each of the full models. The matrix indicates 

the ranges of input parameters for sensitivity analysis. 

5. Perform the FM calculations and identify domains of input parameter where FM 

solution cannot be obtained or unreliable with existing physical and numerical models. 

6. Identify influential parameters from the FM calculations and update the complete list of 

input parameters indicating which ones are influential, relevant, and non-influential.  

7. Characterize the data according to: 

 Failure mode, 

 Failure timing, 

 Melt mass available for release, 

 Melt superheat, and 

 Initial break size. 

as functions of initial debris properties. 

8. Perform grouping, classification, or mapping of the characterized data. 

9. Simplify the functional dependencies (in item #7) using experimental and other 

evidences. 

10. Organize the database of results for an easy and efficient access (data mining). 

Standardize the call functions, output formats, and plots. 

11. Develop the vessel failure Surrogate Model (FM) as a substitute for the FMs 

(DECOSIM, PECM/ANSYS). A couple of options can be pursued: 

 Neural Network Approach (Machine Learning) which makes full use of the 

database. 

 Simplified physical models, correlations, look-up tables, fitting curves, and 

maps can be generated. These submodels are expressed in the following output 

parameters that are needed as input parameters in the next stage of the ROAAM+, 

that is, melt ejection SM (see next section): 

o Melt mass available for release at the time of failure, 

o Corresponding melt superheat, and 

o Initial break size. 

12. Given the scenario (𝑠𝑖) and multidimensional probability density function (pdf(𝑑𝑖, 𝑖𝑖)) 

of intangible (𝑖𝑖) and deterministic (𝑑𝑖) modeling parameters, sample the vessel failure 

SM in order to quantify the failure probability in the forward analysis. Feedback from 

the melt ejection SM following the reverse analysis can resolve the boundary of the 

failure domain and can be made more refined through an iterative process. 
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3.4.2 Conclusions 

Debris bed configuration has significant influence on vessel failure mode and timing. There are 

several phenomena that can affect debris configuration: Multicomponent reheating and 

remelting; melt and water flow in a porous debris bed; debris configuration changes due to 

phase changes, oxidation, partial melt release; melting and collapse of IGT and CRGT pipes. 

MELCOR has models that address these phenomena, however, current approaches might be 

over-simplified and lacking necessary validation database due to the extreme complexity of the 

phenomena. Our approach is to focus on possible limiting factors in design, scenario, and 

phenomena that can simplify the analysis but still provide conservative coverage of possible 

scenarios. 

 

Main findings from the analysis of MELCOR suggest that penetrations generally fail sooner 

than vessel wall, and, in some cases, amount of liquid melt can be relatively small at the time 

of failure. The ranges of vessel wall failure timing obtained in MELCOR is ~18000-37000 

seconds after SCRAM. Melt superheat varies in MELCOR in wider ranges ~0-1200 K. 

MELCOR predicts that up to 60 tons of liquid metallic melt can be available at the time of 

penetration failure. MECLOR has models for considering non-homogeneous debris remelting 

and oxidation, which can affect local debris properties, thermal loads and allows to treat 

separately metallic and oxidic melt materials during melt ejection and the effect of partial melt 

release on the remelting of remaining debris. In summary, MELCOR, while lacking 3D features, 

provided ranges of possible scenarios of vessel failure and melt release, which can be taken as 

a reference for completeness of the analysis. 
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3.5 In-vessel Debris Coolability Analysis with DECOSIM 

 

3.5.1 DECOSIM Code Modification for In-vessel Problems 

The mathematical model implemented in DECOSIM code is based on multifluid equations, it 

is described in detail in [314], where all governing equations and closures are described. Here, 

we outline the approach and its numerical implementation, focusing on the specific features 

necessary to treat in-vessel coolability of porous debris bed. First, we take into account that in 

the presence of structural elements in the reactor vessel the space accessible by water and 

corium particles is reduced; therefore, we introduce an effective “porosity” 휀𝑐 < 1, assuming 

that a fraction 1 − 휀𝑐  of all volume is unavailable for the flow and debris due to space 

congestion by the structural elements. The effective “porosity” 휀𝑐 enters the phase flow and 

energy equations together with the “real” porosity 휀 of debris bed. This approach allows us to 

consider large-scale flowfields without resolving geometries of each individual CRGTs or IGTs. 

The volume fraction 휀𝑐 is assumed to be constant in time, but it can vary in space according 

to the availability and size of structural elements in the reactor pressure vessel. This 

simplification is justified before structural elements lose integrity (i.e., due to melting); we use 

it throughout the simulation because we are interested here in the conditions developing in the 

porous debris bed, rather than in detailed description of further melt propagation through the 

newly opened paths. 

 

By occupying some space in the reactor vessel, the structural elements not only reduce the 

volume available to flow, but also change the effective heat capacity and effective conductivity 

of the medium. It is assumed here that the local temperature of structural elements is the same 

as that of surrounding porous medium (single-temperature model of solid material). Another 

simplification often used in the coolability studies is to consider the space above the debris bed 

as some effective low-drag porous medium (with high porosity and particle diameter), so that 

the same filtration equations could be applied to obtain the phase velocities in the whole 

computational domain. Note that in the drag laws, only the “real” porosity 휀  is taken into 

account. 

 

Below we summarize the system of equations being solved in DECOSIM; relevant closures 

and description of numerical implementation can be found in [324]. Note that the same model 

formulation was applied in [310] to consider in-vessel porous debris bed under continuous 

water supply conditions. A simpler formulation (with 휀𝑐 ≡ 1) was used to model by DECOSIM 

the post-dryout behavior of ex-vessel debris beds where structural elements are absent [310]. 

3.5.1.1 Governing Equations 
 

The multifluid three-phase model implemented in DECOSIM includes the mass, momentum, 

and energy conservation equations for liquid water (index 𝑘 = 𝑙), vapor (𝑘 = 𝑣), and solid 

material (𝑠); for the in-vessel problems we also take into account the congesting structures 

(index 𝑐): 
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𝜕𝛼𝑘𝜌𝑘휀휀𝑐

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇휀𝑐𝜌𝑘𝒋𝑘 = 휀𝑐Γ𝑘 (3-8) 

∇𝑃 = 𝜌𝑘𝒈 − (
𝜇𝑘

𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑘
𝒋𝑘 +

𝜌𝑘

𝜂𝜂𝑟𝑘

|𝒋𝑘|𝒋𝑘) + 𝑭𝑘 (3-9) 

𝛼𝑘𝜌𝑘휀휀𝑐

𝑑𝑘ℎ𝑘

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛼𝑘휀휀𝑐

𝑑𝑘𝑃

𝑑𝑡
+ ∇(𝛼𝑘𝜆𝑘휀휀𝑐∇𝑇𝑘) + 휀𝑐Γ𝑘(ℎ𝑘

𝐼 − ℎ𝑘) + 𝛾𝑘휀𝑐𝑅𝑠𝑘

+ 휀𝑐𝑅𝑘
𝐼  

(3-10) 

[휀𝑐(1 − 휀)𝜌𝑠𝐶𝑠 + (1 − 휀𝑐)(1 − 휀𝑐𝑖)𝜌𝑐𝐶𝑐]
𝜕𝑇𝑠

𝜕𝑡
= ∇(𝜆eff∇𝑇𝑠) + 휀𝑐(𝑅𝑑ℎ − 𝑅𝑠𝑙 − 𝑅𝑠𝑣) 

(3-11) 

 

Here, 휀 is the “real” porosity, the phase volume fractions 𝛼𝑘 satisfy the condition 𝛼𝑙 + 𝛼𝑣 =

1; 𝒋𝑘 = 𝛼𝑘휀𝒖𝑘 are superficial phase velocities, 𝒖𝑘 are actual phase velocities, the substantial 

derivatives are 𝑑𝑖 𝑑𝑡⁄ = 𝜕 𝜕𝑡 + (𝒖𝑖∇)⁄ , 𝒈 is the gravity acceleration. Water phase properties 

(densities 𝜌𝑘, specific enthalpies ℎ𝑘, viscosities 𝜇𝑘, thermal conductivities 𝜆𝑘) as functions 

of pressure 𝑃 and temperature 𝑇𝑘 are approximated by polynomials according to IAPWS-

IF97 formulation [117]. In the momentum equation (3-9), 𝐾, 𝐾𝑟𝑘, 𝜂, and 𝜂𝑟𝑘 are absolute 

and relative permeabilities and passabilities, 𝑭𝑘 is interphase friction force (𝑭𝑙 = −𝑭𝑣), Γ𝑘 

is phase change rate (Γ𝑣 = −Γ𝑙). Equations (3-8)–(3-11) are written in the operator form, with 

vector quantities typeset in boldface. In the current work, the problem is considered in the 

axisymmetric framework, with the gradient and divergence operators ∇𝜙 = (
𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑟
,

𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑧
)  , ∇ ⋅

𝒗 =
1

𝑟

𝜕𝑟𝑣𝑟

𝜕𝑟
+

𝜕𝑣𝑧

𝜕𝑧
 , where 𝜙  is a scalar, 𝒗 = (𝑣𝑟 , 𝑣𝑧)  is a vector quantity, 𝑟  and 𝑧  are the 

radial and vertical coordinate, respectively. 

 

The phase energy equation (3-10) takes into account heat conduction, evaporation, heat 

exchange with solid particles material (source terms 𝑅𝑠𝑘  on the right-hand side), and 

interphase heat exchange (𝑅𝑘
𝐼 ); the superscript 𝐼 denotes values pertaining to the liquid-vapor 

interface. In the solid material energy equation (3-11), 𝑇𝑠 , 𝜌𝑠 , and 𝐶𝑠  are the temperature, 

density, and specific heat capacity of corium, 𝜌𝑐 , and 𝐶𝑐  are the density and specific heat 

capacity of the congesting structures, 휀𝑐𝑖 is the internal porosity of congesting structures (휀𝑐𝑖 >

0 if the structures are not solid, e.g., in hollow pipes). Also, 𝑅𝑑ℎ is the decay heat power per 

unit volume of porous medium, 𝑅𝑠𝑙 and 𝑅𝑠𝑣 describe heat exchange with liquid and vapor 

phases. The effective conductivity in the solid material is evaluated as 

 

𝜆eff = 휀𝑐(1 − 휀)𝜆𝑠 + (1 − 휀𝑐)(1 − 휀𝑐𝑖)𝜆𝑐 (3-12) 

 

In this way, higher heat conductivity in the presence of metal structural elements is taken into 

account. Also, the properties of corium are taken as weighted between the values for solid 

(index 𝑠𝑜𝑙) and molten (index 𝑚) states, the weighting factor being the mass fraction of melt 

𝜒: 
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𝜌𝑠𝐶𝑠 = (1 − 𝜒)𝜌𝑠𝑜𝑙𝐶𝑠𝑜𝑙 + 𝜒𝜌𝑚𝐶𝑚,   𝜆𝑠 = (1 − 𝜒)𝜆𝑠𝑜𝑙 + 𝜒𝜆𝑚 (3-13) 

 

The mass fraction of melt is obtained from energy balance in computational cell, taking into 

account the fusion heat. Two-phase drag in porous medium is modelled according to [286], with 

modifications introduced and validated in [242], [27]. Models for source terms are considered 

in details in [314]. 

 

Note finally that all porosities (휀, 휀𝑐, 휀𝑐𝑖) and heat conductivities are considered in this work 

as scalars, i.e., isotropic values being constant for each porous region. More comprehensive 

treatment of porous media properties taking into account anisotropy due to vertical orientation 

of structural elements was outside the scope of the current study. 

 

3.5.1.2 Numerical Implementation 
 

The system of governing equations (3-8)–(3-11) is discretized in axisymmetric geometry on a 

staggered orthogonal grid in the 2D axisymmetric geometry. The grid was non-uniform in both 

radial and vertical directions in order to increase spatial resolution in the regions of high 

gradients. On each time step equation are solved by Newton iterations. On each time step, the 

momentum equations are solved first to find out the preliminary velocity components of each 

phase. The velocity corrections are expressed in terms of pressure and volume fraction 

corrections, with the phase change terms taken into account implicitly. They are then substituted 

into the phase continuity and energy equation which are solved in a fully coupled manner by an 

efficient ILUT-preconditioned PGMRES solver. Global iterations are performed on each time 

step until convergence with prescribed accuracy is reached. The time step is varied adaptively, 

depending on convergence success or failure [314]. 

 

3.5.2 Vessel and Debris Bed Geometry and Properties 

 

Simulations are performed in the vessel geometry typical of Nordic-type BWRs, sketched in 

Figure 3-61a. In the reactor pressure vessel, there is a shroud which limits radial spreading of 

debris. The congested area containing CRGTs and IGTs is indicated by vertical dashed lines 

and hatching; in this zone, the structural elements are taken into account, as described above. 

The effective porosity due to congestion is set to 휀𝑐 = 0.82, the internal porosity of structural 

elements is 휀𝑐𝑖 = 0.02; details of these can be found in [314]. The levels at which the welding 

points of CRGTs and IGTs are located (0.4 and 0.17 m above the vessel bottom surface) are 

shown by the dashed lined. The geometry coincides with that used in our previous works [314], 

except the vertical extent of computational domain was extended to 6 m, while the initial level 

of water was set to the height of 4 m, corresponding to the top of computational domain in 

simulations [314] where continuous water supply was assumed. 
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Formation of debris bed in severe accident conditions is a complex process, with substantial 

uncertainties involved with respect to fuel-coolant interaction. In terms of the problem 

considered, this translates into uncertainties both in properties of debris (porosity, mean particle 

diameter), debris bed shape (which depends on the formation process, including fuel melt 

fragmentation, fallout, interaction with boiling water flow in RPV, etc.), as well as the initial 

state of corium (particle temperature, fraction of quenched material) and water inventory in the 

reactor vessel. Since no mechanistic model addressing all these issues is available at the 

moment, we resort to setting the initial conditions ad hoc, mostly focusing on revealing the 

possible outcomes of different scenarios. 

 

 

(a)                  (b) 

Figure 3-61: Sketch of reactor pressure vessel geometry and computational domain (a), 

numerical grid (b). 

 

Two debris bed shapes are considered in this work: i) flat-top (corresponding to uniform 

dripping of core material through the core support plate, or intensive lateral redistribution of 

corium particles by convective flows); and ii) Gaussian-shaped heap, with the maximum on the 

axis of symmetry (corresponding to relocation of the large fraction of the core though the central 

part of the core support plate, e.g. see [83]). Note that some amount of melt can pass through 

the coolant inlets in the lower part of the shroud (see the horizontal “wings” of the schematic 

debris bed shape in Figure 3-61). The height of debris bed was determined by its mass 𝑀 (100, 

150, and 200 t), with the porosity taken equal to 휀 = 0.4 . Simulations were performed for 

particle diameters 𝑑𝑝 = 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0 mm, the specific decay heat power was varying in 

time, with the core relocation time chosen to be 𝑡𝑟 = 1.5  h on the basis of MELCOR 

simulations for Nordic-type BWRs. 

 

The physical properties of corium were taken from [250]: in the solid state 𝜌𝑠𝑜𝑙 = 8285 kg/m3, 

𝜆𝑠𝑜𝑙 = 1.9  W/mKK, 𝐶𝑠𝑜𝑙 = 566.2  J/kgKK, for melt state 𝜌𝑚 = 7121.6  kg/m3, 𝜆𝑚 =

3.6  W/mKK, 𝐶𝑚 = 680.7 J/kgKK, the melting temperature is 𝑇𝑚 = 2750 K, specific fusion 
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heat is ∆𝐻𝑚 = 428 kJ/kg. The properties of the structural elements were taken constant and 

characteristic of stainless steel: 𝜌𝑐 = 7800 kg/m3, 𝜆𝑐 = 15 W/mKK, 𝐶𝑠 = 500 J/kgKK. 

 

Simulations were carried out on a Cartesian grid having 50 × 70 cells in the radial and vertical 

directions, respectively, see Figure 3-61b. The grid was refined in the debris bed and near the 

vessel walls and shroud: the minimum and maximum grid cell sizes in the radial direction were 

4 and 8 cm, while in the vertical direction the grid cell sizes varied between 5.5 and 17 cm. 

 

3.5.2.1 Effect of Decay Heat and Debris Property Inhomogeneity 

 

Core degradation and relocation into the lower plenum can proceed in stages at which different 

materials are melted and relocated at different times. As a result, the properties of debris in 

different parts of debris bed can differ significantly. For example, a layer of mostly metallic 

materials with low decay power but high thermal conductivity can be formed near the vessel 

wall in the lower plenum. In order to study the effect of decay heat and property inhomogeneity 

on water cooling of porous debris bed, a set of simulations was performed. 

 

Firstly, scoping simulations were carried out for water reflooding of an initially dry and hot 

(1000 K) debris bed; the decay heat power was reduced by 20% and 50% either in a lower half 

of the debris bed (by height), or in a 50 cm-thick spherical layer along the vessel wall. It was 

shown that a lower-power layer near RPV wall (metallic materials) promotes water penetration 

along the vessel wall in comparison with the homogeneous property case. 

 

In order to reduce the uncertainty in the initial conditions and debris property distributions, a 

link to MELCOR simulation results was implemented: 

 A snapshot of MELCOR simulations were taken as initial data for DECOSIM; 

 Interface has been developed and implemented for data transfer (nodalization, 

materials, temperature, decay heat power per unit mass of UO2); 

 Particulate debris (PD) volume fraction (COR_VOLF_PD) variable is used to 

determine the shape of debris bed; 

 Parameters for each MELCOR cell are distributed evenly to all DECOSIM cells 

falling within it; 

 Porosity of debris is assumed to be 40%, mean particle diameter is an input parameter; 

 Where particulate temperature is above saturation, dry zone is assumed. 

DECOSIM simulations were run for 3 hours in order to reveal the thermohydraulics of debris 

bed. For comparison, simulations were also run starting with quenched conditions where debris 

was initially at the saturation temperature, and debris bed was initially wet (filled with liquid 

water). As an example, consider the case which was started with MELCOR simulation snapshot 

at time 13000 s, see Figure 3-62.  

 

In Figure 3-63, DECOSIM simulation of the reflooding of an initially dry debris bed with 

assumed particle diameter 1 mm is presented. It can be seen that, similar to the cases of 

homogeneous debris bed presented above, water penetration proceeds mainly along the bottom 
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wall of reactor vessel lower plenum. By the time of 2 hours, water propagates about half of 

radial distance from the debris bed periphery to the axis. Also visible is water ingress in the top 

part of debris bed where the heat release rate is lower than in the bulk of debris. 

 

 

Figure 3-62: Snapshot of MELCOR simulation used for setting the initial conditions for 

DECOSIM simulation of water flooding of a porous debris bed. 

 

 

t = 0           t = 30 min         t = 2 hours 

   

Void fraction 

   

Temperature of porous debris 

Figure 3-63: Reflooding of initially dry debris bed, 1 mm particles. 
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In Figure 3-64, similar results are shown for 2 mm particles, with the same initial conditions as 

in Figure 3-63. Evidently, water penetration proceeds much faster, leading to rapid cut-off of 

the hot zone from the vessel wall. 

 

t = 0           t = 30 min         t = 1.5 hours 

   

Void fraction 

   

Temperature of porous debris 

Figure 3-64: Reflooding of initially dry debris bed, 2 mm particles. 

 

In Figure 3-65, the time histories of maximum particle temperatures are shown for different 

initial times (i.e., MELCOR snapshots at 7200 and 13000 s), particle diameters, and initial states 

(quenched or hot and dry). It can be seen that initially quenched debris bed is coolable for 2 mm 

particles, but non-coolable for 1 mm particles. Also, initially dry debris are heated up to 

remelting despite partial quenching of debris near vessel wall. 

 

  

Figure 3-65: Time histories of the maximum particle temperature in debris bed. 
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3.5.3 Summary of Results on In-vessel Porous Debris Bed 

The results obtained in APRI-9 on coolability of a porous in-vessel debris bed reveal several 

common features: 

 

For large particles:  

• The dry zone (if any) is located in the top part of the debris bed, where temperature 

escalation and remelting can occur; 

• In this case, melt accumulation in a pool can be expected, with massive release to follow 

the RPV failure; 

• Thermal attack on CRGT and IGT welding is likely to occur only after complete water 

evaporation. 

•  

For small particles: 

• The debris bed remains mostly dry due to rapid evaporation of water in the bed and 

limited ingress of coolant due to high drag; 

• CRGT and IGT wildings are likely to fail early, resulting in water drainage and melt 

release in dripping mode. 

 

Inhomogeneity of debris bed affects its coolability: 

• Low decay power and high-conductivity (metallic) layers promote water ingress into 

the debris bed, improving its coolability; 

• Still, the effect of particle size on the outcome of porous debris bed formation in the 

RPV lower plenum is prevailing. 

 

Thus, the uncertainty associated with porous debris bed behavior in the in-vessel conditions 

remains contingent upon the corium fragmentation processes.  
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3.6 Melt Ejection 

Vessel failure mode provides initial conditions of lower head failure: (i) size of the opening 

(IGT, CRGT, pump, vessel wall) and (ii) amount, properties and superheat of the available melt. 

Note that these characteristics can change with time during melt release, e.g. due to ablation or 

plugging of the opening in the vessel. Quantification of breaching, ablation and plugging of the 

vessel opening is required to reduce uncertainty in the melt release mode.  

 

There are two constitutive phenomena that should be addressed in the analysis of the melt 

ejection mode. The first is filtration of liquid melt through the solid porous debris. On one hand 

it can slow down the release, limiting the effective size of the melt jet; on the other hand, it can 

gradually increase the temperature of the melt jet, for example, in case of liquid metal filtration 

through decaying oxidic debris bed. The second is ablation / plugging of the initial breach 

during melt structure interaction. This is the key phenomena that alters jet diameter and 

therefore its modelling is paramount for ex-vessel scenario progression.  

 

Currently, melt release mode is the least investigated element of the framework that lacks 

comprehensive modelling of melt structure interaction, melt filtration through porous debris 

bed and adequate experimental work necessary to collect the relevant evidences.  

 

The goal of this work is to develop the numerical tool that for given initial conditions of vessel 

failure can predict transient parameters of melt ejection mode, i.e. jet diameter, melt thermal 

properties and duration of the release.  

 

The development of MEM framework is depicted in the Figure 3-66. It relies on the MEM Full 

Model, which is still under development. Lack of complete FM and consequently a database of 

 
Figure 3-66: Melt ejection mode surrogate model. 
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FM solutions prevents development of the MEM surrogate model from the MEM FM. In order 

to make the whole framework operational a simplified model for vessel ablation and debris bed 

remelting has been implemented. 

 

3.6.1 A 1D Modeling Approach to Plugging and Ablation 

Previously we have performed extensive analysis of breach ablation relying on conservative 

0D approach to calculate the transient rate of breach ablation given transient conditions of melt 

release rate and melt properties. In this iteration of MEM model development, we concentrate 

on the analysis of breach plugging, as a potentially limiting mechanism that can have important 

effect on the mode of melt release.  

 

It is important to clarify if there is a possibility of whole core melt release in “dripping” mode 

i.e. avoiding “massive” release: 

 no plugging of the breach, 

 no extensive ablation of the breach. 

Release in dripping mode can be defined as a mode of melt release that does not threaten the 

containment, i.e. green subdomain in the failure domain maps. Massive release can be defined 

as release that threatens the containment, i.e. red subdomain in the failure domain maps. 

 

Previously we have demonstrated that definition of the dripping release can be based on 

estimated threshold value of 

 jet enthalpy rate (�̇�) for steam explosion: 

𝜋Urel(𝑡)𝜌𝑚𝑅(𝑡)2(𝐶𝑝 · (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟) + 𝐻𝑓) < 30
𝑀𝐽

𝑠
 

 ratio of the jet penetration depth (𝐿) and the water pool depth (𝐿𝑤𝑎𝑡), which 

determines conditions for agglomeration: 

𝐿𝑤𝑎𝑡

𝐿
=

𝐿𝑤𝑎𝑡

2.1𝐷(𝑡)√𝐹𝑟(𝑡)√
𝜌𝑚

𝜌𝑤

< 1 

where 𝐹𝑟 = 𝑈2 𝑔𝐷⁄  is jet Froude number estimated at the water level. 

 

Both criteria are dependent on the jet radius and therefore on the melt release scenario. Typical 

scenarios of melt release can be characterized by the amount of melt evaluable for release at 

the time of failure. Vessel (wall or penetration) fails when melt available for release is 

 absent (all debris is solid) - probable scenario according to MELCOR predictions: 

o melt release rate will be limited by  

 debris remelting rate, i.e. decay heat and melt composition, 

 characteristics of vessel breach and driving pressure. 

 relatively small  (~10-30 tons) - most probable scenario according to MELCOR 

predictions: 
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o If melt accumulated at the time of failure can be released, then release of the 

remaining melt will be limited by: 

 debris remelting rate, i.e. decay heat and melt composition 

 characteristics of vessel breach and driving pressure 

o If melt cannot be released (encapsulation by the crust or breach plugging) then 

it will accumulate as a melt pool and will lead to massive release 

 relatively large (>100) - least probable scenario according to MELCOR predictions: 

o massive melt release. 

Definition of the range of scenario parameters resulting in dripping release and characteristics 

of the dripping release are paramount for defining the possibility of melt accumulation in the 

lower head and possibility of massive releases. 

 

The goal of this analysis is: 

 Define conditions and assess amount of melt that can be released before onset of 

o plugging or, 

o ablation. 

 Assess respective melt enthalpy release rates. 

 Assess if decay heat can be a limiting factor for the enthalpy of melt release. 

The main question of the analysis: in which conditions all melt can be released without 

significant ablation, i.e. in dripping mode? 

 

In the following we develop steady state and transient analysis of the breach plugging, describe 

respective modelling and discuss the results. We then describe the implications of MEM FM 

and SM development and summarize the status of MEM in the conclusions and outlook. 

 

3.6.1.1 Steady state analysis 

The steady state model computes the thickness of the crust formed inside the breach given fixed 

conditions of melt release, constant vessel wall temperature 𝑇𝑣𝑤 and constant temperature 𝑇𝑚 

at the melt / crust interface. The model is axisymmetric with the axis of symmetry at 𝑟 = 0 

(see Figure 3-67).  

 

Figure 3-67: MEM: steady state model. 
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In steady state the heat flux from the melt is equal to the heat flux at the melt / crust interface: 

𝑞𝑚 = 𝑞𝑐 

The heat flux from the melt can be estimated as a function of Nusselt number 𝑁𝑢, melt thermal 

conductivity 𝜆𝑚, melt superheat ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝 and jet radius 𝑟𝑚: 

 

𝑞𝑚 = 𝑁𝑢
𝜆𝑚

2𝑟𝑚
∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝 (3-14) 

 

where 𝑁𝑢 = 0.5 · 𝑅𝑒𝑛 · 𝑃𝑟 · 𝑐𝑓, 𝑐𝑓 = 0.005  and 

 

𝑅𝑒 = 2
𝜌𝑚𝑉𝑚𝑟𝑚

𝜇𝑚
 

𝑃𝑟 =
𝜇𝑚𝐶𝑝𝑚

𝜆𝑚
 

Taking 𝑛 = 1 makes 𝑞𝑚 independent from the melt jet radius 𝑟𝑚. 

 

The heat flux at the melt / crust interface is defined by crust thickness (𝑅𝑣𝑤 − 𝑟𝑚), crust thermal 

conductivity 𝜆𝑐 and temperatures at its boundaries: 𝑇𝑣𝑤 and 𝑇𝑚: 

 

𝑞𝑐 =
𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑣𝑤

𝑟𝑚 · ln (
𝑟𝑚

𝑅𝑣𝑤
) 

𝜆𝑐 

 

(3-15) 

where 𝑅𝑣𝑤 is initial breasch radius (0.035 m in case of IGT failure and 0.075 m in case of 

CRGT failure). 

 

Due to the cylindrical divergence, the steady state heat fluxes at different radiuses are not equal 

but related to each other through respective radiuses. For example, the steady state heat flux 𝑞𝑐 

at the melt / crust interface is related to the heat flux at the crust / wall interface 𝑞𝑣𝑤 as: 

 

𝑞𝑐 · 𝑟𝑚 = 𝑞𝑣𝑤 · 𝑅𝑣𝑤 

 

The implication of the cylindrical divergence is further demonstrated in the Figure 3-68. With 

increase of the crust thickness (decrease of the melt radius 𝑟𝑚) the heat flux at the vessel wall 

𝑞𝑣𝑤 continuously decreases. However, below the critical melt radius 𝑟𝑚 < 𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 the heat flux 

at the melt / crust interface starts to increase reaching values exceeding ~107 𝑊

𝑚2. The critical 

radius is only dependent on the initial breach radius: 

 

𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝑅𝑣𝑤 · 𝑒−1 

 

The respective critical heat flux at the melt / crust interface 𝑞𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 is then given by 
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𝑞𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = −
𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑣𝑤

𝑅𝑣𝑤 · 𝑒−1
𝜆𝑐 (3-16) 

 

Depending on the value of the heat flux from the melt 𝑞𝑚 three possible configurations can 

be established: 

1. 𝑞𝑚 > 𝑞𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. There exist a stable equilirium crust thickness and constant melt release 

radius. The case when 𝑞𝑚 = 2 · 𝑞𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 is demosntrated in the Figure 3-68, the 

respective jet radius 𝑟𝑚 ≈ 0.0275 𝑚. The solution is stable, meaning that small 

changes in the boundary conditions will result in small changes in the solution. 

2. 𝑞𝑚 = 𝑞𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. There exist a steady state solution with 𝑟𝑚 = 𝑅𝑣𝑤 · 𝑒−1. However, such 

solution is physically unstable: i.e. small changes in the boundary conditions (for 

example, reduction in melt release velocity or melt superheat) will lead to plugging of 

the breach. 

3. 𝑞𝑚 < 𝑞𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. There is no steady state solution with melt flowing through the opening in 

the vessel, i.e. the breach will be plugged.  

 

Figure 3-68: Steady state heat balance at the vessel breach. 

 

An important finding from the steady state analysis is that breach plugging will occur if heat 

flux from the melt 𝑞𝑚 ≤ 𝑞𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. 

 

Given fixed (i) melt / crust thermophysical properties (specifically, 𝑇𝑚 and 𝜆𝑐) and (ii) initial 

breach size 𝑅𝑣𝑤, the value of the:  

 critical heat flux is only dependent on the vessel wall temperature 𝑇𝑣𝑤 (eq. (3-16)). 
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 heat flux from the melt is only dependent on the melt release velocity 𝑉𝑚 and melt 

supereat Tsup.  

Thus a steady state map of breach plugging and ablation can be built in terms of 

{𝑇𝑣𝑤, 𝑉𝑚, ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝}, see Figure 3-69. The diagonal lines in the map correspond to a combination 

of {𝑇𝑣𝑤
𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡, 𝑉𝑚

𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡, ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝
𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡}  when critical heat flus is established. If melt release conditions 

{𝑉𝑚, ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝} set a point below a critical line, then plugging of the breach could potentially occur; 

if melt release conditions define a point above a critical line then breach ablation will follow 

(given sufficient amount of melt).   

 

Plugging conditions, i.e. combinations of the melt superheat 𝛥𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝 and melt release velocity 

𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡, depend on the vessel wall temperature: 

 In case of oxidic melt release (oxidic crust) vessel wall temperature has significantly 

smaller effect on the plugging conditions.  

 In case of metallic release plugging conditions are lot more sensitive to vessel wall 

temperature. 

 

The effect is due to significantly higher melting point of oxidic melt vs metallic melt: variation 

of the vessel wall temperature has mild effect on the temperature gradient and consequently 

heat flux in the oxidic crust compared to metallic crust. 

 

The plots in the Figure 3-69 further suggest that for given vessel wall temperature the 

dependence of critical melt release velocity and melt superheat is linear in logarithmic scale 

and therefore the product  𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡
𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 · 𝛥𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝

𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 is constant. 

  

a b 

Figure 3-69: Steady state map of plugging and ablation in terms of {Tvw, Vm, ∆Tsup} for 

(Rvw = 0.035 m) (a – oxidic melt, b – metallic melt) 
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Steady state map of plugging and ablation can then be expressed in terms of {𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 · ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝, 𝑇𝑣𝑤}, 

see Figure 3-70. The results suggest that: 

 Domain of parameters where plugging is possible is limited but not physically 

impossible. 

 The plugging domain is larger for the metallic release than for oxidic release. 

 The size of the plugging domain for CRGT is smaller than for IGT. 

o Ablation of CRGT is consequently more likely to occur. 

 

 

Steady state analysis of breach plugging does not take into account transient reheating of the 

vessel wall. The results of the steady state analysis, therefore, should be considered only as 

qualitative (hence, “potential plugging” is used). Assessment of the mass of melt released before 

plugging or onset of ablation cannot be done without transient analysis. 

3.6.2 Transient analysis 

The transient model of breach plugging or ablation is schematically demonstrated in the Figure 

3-71. It is 1D model with axis of symmetry located at 𝑟𝑚 = 0  and separate meshing and 

solvers for temperature profile in the vessel wall and temperature profile in the crust. The heat 

flux from the melt and therefore at the melt/crust interface is resolved using the same as in the 

steady state analysis equation, providing a first boundary condition: 

 

𝑞𝑚 = 𝑁𝑢
𝜆𝑚

2𝑟𝑚
∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝 

 

  
a b 

Figure 3-70: Steady state map of plugging and ablation in terms of {Tvw, Vm · ∆Tsup}. (a – 

IGT failure, b – CRGT failure) 
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Figure 3-71: Transient model. 

 

Heat transfer equations are formulated in terms of enthalpy 𝐻  instead of temperature for 

conservative modelling of transient crust front displacement: 

 Temperature profile inside the vessel: 

1

𝑟

d𝐻

d𝑟
+

d2𝐻

d𝑟2
=

1

𝛼𝑣

d𝐻

d𝑡
 

 Temperature profile inside crust: 

1

𝑟

d𝐻

d𝑟
+

d2𝐻

d𝑟2
=

1

𝛼𝑐

d𝐻

d𝑡
 

where 𝛼𝑣,𝑐 is thermal diffusivity of the vessel steel and melt crust respectively.  

 

The difference between the heat flux from the melt 𝑞𝑚 and the heat flux into the crust at the 

melt / crust interface defines the rate of crust front displacement: 

 

𝐿
𝑑𝑟𝑚

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛼𝑐

𝑑𝐻

𝑑𝑟
−

𝑁𝑢 𝜆𝑚

𝜌𝑐𝐶𝑝𝑚2𝑟𝑚
(𝐻𝑚 − 𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑓) 

 

where 𝐻𝑚 is melt enthalpy at melting temperature; 𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑓 is melt enthalpy at the temperature 

of the melt; 𝜌𝑐  is melt density; 𝐶𝑝𝑚  is melt heat capacity; 𝐿  is the latent heat of 

solidification. 

 

The second boundary conditions is adiabatic wall temperature at 𝑟𝑚 = 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥: 

𝑑𝐻

𝑑𝑟
|

𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 0 

𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  0.161 𝑚 is the midpoint between two adjacent CRGTs.  

 

The third boundary condition is equality of the heat fluxes in the crust and in the vessel wall at 

the crust / vessel interface: 
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𝜆𝑣𝑤

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑟𝑣𝑤
|

𝑅𝑣𝑤

= 𝜆𝑐

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑟𝑐
|

𝑅𝑣𝑤

 

The model has been verified for convergence to a steady state and to a known transient solution 

for breach plugging with zero melt superheat. Mesh size and time step convergence study has 

also been performed: 10x mesh and time step reduction resulted in less 3% change in the 

transient time of breach plugging. It should be notes that crust displacement is resolved 

continuously, i.e. independently from the mesh.    

 

The model estimates time evolution of the breach radius for a combination of {𝑇𝑣𝑤, 𝑉𝑚 · ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝}, 

melt and vessel wall thermal properties. The model predicts the time of the breach plugging or 

the time of the onset of the breach ablation. An example of transient model calculations is 

provided in the Figure 3-72. Every curve in the figure represents an individual transient solution. 

Those solutions that end at zero radius correspond to the cases of breach plugging; those that 

end at non-zero value characterize the last breach radius and time when start of the vessel wall 

ablation occurred.  

 

In case of CRGT failure the time scale for plugging is in the order of several 100 or 1000 

seconds. For the conditions with zero melt superheat (i.e. fasted possible plugging) the model 

predicts melt release time until plugging 

 for oxidic melt: above 1000 sec; 

 for metallic melt: above 200 sec. 

Time scales for the onset of the ablation are sensitive to the melt release conditions and vary 

from 0 to few thousands of seconds. In cases of melt release with breach ablation the jet radius 

first reduces (suggesting crust growth), then increases (suggesting crust melting) and only after 

that ablation of the vessel wall starts. 

 

 

  
a b 

Figure 3-72: Example of transient solution for CRGT failure. 

(a – oxidic melt, b – metallic melt) 
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Similar to the steady state analysis, in the Figure 3-73 we provide the transient maps of breach 

plugging and ablation for IGT and CRGT failure. The size of the plugging domain is smaller 

compared to the steady state analysis. The lines separating plugging from ablation are not linear 

what can be seen from a more refined curve of oxidic boundary in case of CRGT failure (Figure 

3-73b). Ranges of plugging conditions {𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 · ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,  𝑇𝑣𝑤} are larger for metallic release then 

for oxidic release. For example, at low vessel wall temperature 500K an IGT is expected to be 

plugged:  

 in case of oxidic melt if 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 · ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝 < 40; 

 in case of metallic melt if 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 · ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝 < 90. 

Plugging of CRGT is less probable then plugging of IGT. For example, at low vessel wall 

temperature 500K in case of oxidic melt release: 

 IGT will be plugged if 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 · ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝 < 40; 

 CRGT will be plugged if 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 · ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝 < 20. 

 

In general ablation is more likely to occur in case of failure of CRGT than IGT. 

 

Given the currently established database of transient solutions (Figure 3-72) it became possible 

to calculate the mass of melt that can be released through a single breach before plugging or 

ablation. The results of calculations are provided in the Figure 3-74 and Figure 3-75 in terms of 

{𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 · ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,  𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡}  and a set of 𝑇𝑣𝑤 . All plots are in the rage from 0 to 250t. Note the 

  

a b 

Figure 3-73: Transient map of plugging and ablation in terms of {Tvw, Vm · ∆Tsup}. 

(a – IGT failure, b – CRGT failure) 
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database refinement is not yet sufficient and transition region from plugging to ablation (yellow 

triangle) is not fully resolved.  

 

It should be noted that from the perspective of steam explosion melt release through IGT or 

CRGT before onset of ablation occurs in dripping regime, i.e. does not threaten the containment. 

 

The results suggest that while significant masses of melt can be release through a single breach, 

large releases are possible in a limited range of {𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 · ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,  𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡}. In the Figure 3-74c-f we 

plot the statistical distribution of melt release conditions predicted by Vessel Failure SM for 

IGT failure. In case of oxidic release, the data indicate that less than 30% of scenarios (Figure 

3-74d) fall into the range of {𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 · ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝} from 0 to 250, where for the provided upper and 

lower bound of melt release velocities (see green and black curves in the Figure 3-74c) the melt 

release mass may exceed 50t. In case of metallic release, the data indicate that less than 10% of 

scenarios (Figure 3-74f) fall into the range of {𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 · ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝}  from 0 to 300, where for the 

provided upper and lower bound of melt release velocities (see green and black curves in the 

Figure 3-74c) the melt release mass may exceed 20t. It should be noted that the numbers 

provided are preliminary because direct coupling between the new MEM SM and Vessel Failure 

FM has not been implemented yet. 
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a 

 

b 

 

c d 

 
e f 

Figure 3-74: MEM: Mass of oxidic (a) and metallic (b) melt that can be released through a 

single IGT before plugging or ablation and expected domain of melt release conditions 

predicted by Vessel Failure SM for oxidic (c, d) and metallic (e, f) releases. 
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a 

 

b 

Figure 3-75: Mass of oxidic (a) and metallic (b) melt that can be released through a single 

CRGT before plugging or ablation 

 

It is interesting to further consider the number of IGTs or CRGTs that should fail simultaneously 

to allow release of complete 250 t of melt before plugging or ablation. The results are given in 

the Figure 3-76 and Figure 3-77. All plots are provided in the range from 0 to 60 in case of IGT 

and from 0 to 140 in case of CRGT. While ranges of {𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 · ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝,  𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡}, where melt release 

is significant, can be increased due to multiple failures, especially in case of CRGT, the actual 

outcome is not straightforward. On one hand multiple failures might have a positive effect on 

more uniform debris spreading in the pool, on the other hand multiple jets increase the mass of 

melt premixture and thus of containment failure risks by steam explosion. In addition, failure 

and slip-off of CRGTs is questionable because they can be supported underneath the vessel.  
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a 

 

b 

Figure 3-76: Number of failed IGTs required to release 250t of oxidic (a) and metallic (b) 

melt before plugging or ablation. 
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a 

 

b 

Figure 3-77: Number of failed CRGTs required to release 250t of oxidic (a) and metallic (b) 

melt before plugging or ablation. 
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3.7 Debris Coolability Map (DECO) 

Non-coolable debris bed presents a credible threat to containment integrity. Phenomenology of 

ex-vessel debris bed formation and coolability includes coupled (i) jet breakup, (ii) melt droplet 

cooling and solidification; (iii) debris agglomeration; (iv) particle spreading in the pool; 

(v) debris bed self-levelling; (vi) debris bed coolability; (vii) post-dryout behavior with possible 

remelting, etc. Debris bed cools by evaporating water that is pushed into the bed by the 

hydrostatic pressure. Steam generated inside the debris bed is escaping predominantly upwards, 

generating convection flows in the pool and changing conditions for melt-coolant interactions. 

This changes particle properties (size distribution and morphology), packing, agglomeration, 

and bed formation phenomena. The large-scale circulation in the pool can spread effectively 

the falling corium particles over the basemat floor, distributing the sedimentation flux beyond 

the projection area of particle source (e.g., size of reactor vessel). Debris is gradually spread 

under the influence of steam production in the bed, resulting in self-leveling of the settled 

portion of the debris and changing the shape of debris bed with time. Relevant phenomena have 

been extensively studied in the past. Experiments (Figure 3-78) on debris bed and particle 

properties (DEFOR-S) [166], debris agglomeration (DEFOR-A) [168], porous media 

coolability (POMECO) [179], particulate debris spreading (PDS) [10] have been developed. A 

set of full and surrogate model has been developed and validated against produced experimental 

data for the debris formation [172], agglomeration ([146], [142]), coolability ([322], [310]) and 

spreading [11] of the debris.  

 

Figure 3-78. Ex-vessel debris bed formation and coolability framework. 

 

The aim of the DECO framework is integration of knowledge about different phenomena in the 

models that can resolve important feedbacks and, possibly, identify limiting mechanisms that 

can reduce uncertainty in assessment of debris coolability. 

3.7.1.1 DECOSIM Models for Debris Bed Coolability Analysis 

The mathematical models implemented in DECOSIM code are based on multifluid formulation, 

they include a number of submodels describing two-phase pool flows, disperse particle 
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sedimentation, as well as flows in heat-releasing porous media related to debris bed coolability 

in in-vessel and ex-vessel configurations. In this work, we concentrate on validation of the 

models relevant to modeling natural convection flows in the pool, spreading of particles and 

their fallout onto the bottom surface of the pool [308]. Air-water flow in the pool is described 

by the mass and momentum, and energy conservation equations for liquid water and gas; 

turbulence is taken into account only in continuous liquid and described by the 𝒌 − 𝜺 model 

with additional terms for turbulence generation due to relative motion of liquid and gas phases 

[162]. Validity of 𝑘 − 휀  turbulence model in the context of two-fluid model has been 

addressed previously [140]. Flow-particle interaction due to drag depends on the diameter of 

the particle, relative velocity and phase composition of the ambient two-phase mixture. To 

account for turbulent dispersion of particles, the random walk model is applied. The effects of 

turbulence on particle dispersion are modeled by adding a fluctuating component to the liquid 

phase velocity. Note that PDS-P experiments [134], [135] were specifically designed to ensure 

that particle interaction and effect on the flow was negligible; therefore, their results are 

adequate for validation of the current DECOSIM model. Studies of high-concentration particle 

releases would require both different experimental conditions and model implementation with 

“two-way” particle-flow coupling; which is beyond the scope of the present work. 

3.7.1.2 Experiment on Debris Formation and Agglomeration 

First systematic study of the debris bed formation phenomena was carried out in the framework 

of DEFOR research program which includes experimental works [125], [126], [164], [165], 

[166], [167], [168], [169], [170], [189], [160], [136] and development of analytical models and 

approaches [143], [144], [145], [146], [148], [149], [150], [171], [172], [307]. The goal of 

DEFOR (debris bed formation) experiments is to provide data necessary for the development 

of analytical models and approaches for prediction of debris bed formation and agglomeration 

phenomena. DEFOR facility was developed for studies of melt fragmentation, particle and 

debris bed formation and agglomeration in deep water pool. The installation consists of (i) an 

induction furnace for melt generation, (ii) a funnel for melt deliver, (iii) a test section with 

optional metallic sample, and (iv) external water heating system. The scheme of the installation 

is given in Figure 3-79. 

 

Each catcher is covering one of four quadrants of the test vessel cross section and collects melt 

fragments ejected from the jet. This allows assessment of the water pool depth on debris bed 

formation: agglomeration and local particle size distribution. Typical agglomerated debris and 

cake obtained in DEFOR-A (agglomeration) tests are presented in Figure 3-80.  

 

More than 20 DEFOR-A tests have been carried (Table 3-8). In the first test series (A1-A9 

[169], [168], [258]) Bi2O3-WO3 (eutectic) melt with melting temperature 870°C was used. 

Second test series (A10-A21) was carried out using ZrO2-WO3 (eutectic) melt with melting 

temperature 1231°C. Debris bed topology, total porosity, agglomerated mass, and particle size 

distribution were measured in each test. Melt was released above or below the water surface in 

order to assess the effect of the jet velocity on the particle size distribution. Experiments with 

different melting temperature simulant materials and melt release conditions provided a 

database which can be used for assessment of different test parameters on the properties of the 

debris bed. While obtained DEFOR experimental database is quite extensive, the maximum 
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size of the jet investigated in the tests was limited to 25 mm. Further investigation of the debris 

bed formation phenomena can help to clarify possible effects of larger size jets and higher water 

subcooling on the debris size distribution, agglomeration, porosity and shape. The main goal 

and focus of the new experimental studies is extension of the experimental database obtained 

in previous DEFOR tests ([164], [165], [166], [167], [168], [169], [170]) towards more 

prototypic conditions and covering ranges of important parameters. Conditions of the DEFOR 

tests carried out in the new test series are summarized in Table 3-9 

 

 a.  b.  c. 

Figure 3-79. DEFOR facility: for a) A01-11;15, b) A12-14;16 and c) A17-21. 

Inside the test section 4 debris catchers are positioned at different elevations 

 

a. b.  

Figure 3-80. Agglomerated debris (DEFOR-A2) (a); a cake (DEFOR-A6) (b) 

 

Table 3-8: Ranges of the experimental parameters in DEFOR-A tests. 
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Table 3-9: DEFOR tests experimental conditions. 

Parameters A23 A24 A25 A26 

Mixture Bi2O3-WO3 Bi2O3-WO3 Bi2O3-WO3 Bi2O3-WO3 

Composition Eutectic Eutectic Eutectic Eutectic 

Melt density, kg/l 7.811 7.811 7.811 7.811 

Melting temperature, K 1143 1143 1143 1143 

Melt temperature in the funnel, K 1280 1248 1216 1299 

Melt superheat in the funnel, K 137 105 73 156 

Melt jet initial diameter, mm 25 34 34 34 

Elevation of nozzle outlet, m 1.72 1.77 1.77 1.77 

Jet free fall height, m 0.205 0.17 0.17 0.17 

Duration of melt release, s 5.8 5.3 5.7 5.5 

Melt volume, l 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 

Average flow rate, l/s 0.54 0.62 0.59 0.59 

Initial average melt jet velocity, m/s - - - - 

Water pool depth, m 1.515 1.6 1.6 1.6 

Water initial temperature, K 332 346 363 346 

Water subcooling, K 41 27 10 27 
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a. b.  

Figure 3-81. Debris bed agglomeration fraction as function of water pool depth for A1-A9, 

S8, S10, A23-26 (a) and A10-A21 (b) tests. 

 

Figure 3-82: Comparison of the debris beds porosity. 

 

Analysis of experimental data suggests that fraction of agglomerated debris decreases rapidly 

with the depth of the coolant as noticeable in Figure 3-81 for the whole set of experiments (A1-

A26). Data on fraction of agglomerated debris from the new DEFOR-A tests agrees well with 

previously obtained results in the DEFOR-A and DEFOR-S experiments where smaller amount 

of melt (about 1.0 liter) was used [166]. We found that water subcooling is of minor importance 

until thermal stresses start to induce solid particle fracture. 

On average, larger particles were obtained with ZrO2-WO3 melt than with Bi2O3-WO3. Particle 

size distributions obtained in DEFOR-A overlap with the size distributions observed in FARO 

tests. The effect of jet free fall height was not noticeable. However, there is a tendency to 

generate larger particles in the tests with melt release under water. Initial jet velocity seems to 

have no noticeable effect on the fraction of agglomerated debris. Estimated porosity of the bed 

is on average about 45-50%, which is also similar to the previous tests. On average higher 

fraction of agglomerated debris and lower porosity are obtained at lower pool depth. As seen in 

Figure 3-82, high superheat (as in DEFOR-A26 test) leads to higher agglomeration fraction and 

lower porosity of the debris bed. 
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a. b.  

Figure 3-83. Cumulative mass fraction for the debris in DEFOR-A1-A9 (a) and DEOFR-A10-

A21 (b) tests. For comparison, the data from FARO tests and averaged DEFOR curves for 

corresponding series of tests are provided. 

 

The particle size distributions (Figure 3-83) were obtained by sieving the debris. For 

comparison, the previously obtained result from DEFOR-A1-A9 test series [169], [168], [258] 

is provided in Figure 3-83a. Distributions from the tests with higher melt superheat are located 

slightly below the average, corresponding to larger particles. Some variations in the data due to 

the inherent uncertainties in high temperature melt-coolant interaction experiments can be 

expected. The data from A10-A21 tests (Figure 3-83b) show on average larger particles 

obtained with ZrO2-WO3 in comparison with the previous tests with Bi2O3-WO3. Both series 

are within the ranges of FARO [185] data. 

 

The small scale DEFOR tests have been carried out in order to clarify the influence of water 

subcooling on particle morphology [166]. The changes of particle morphology from mostly 

round shape to a fractured products at relatively small changes of water subcooling (~10-20 K) 

were explained in [171], [172] by the effect of particle cooling rate change at transition from 

film to nucleate boiling on the thermal stress of crystallized material. Experimental observations 

[166] and predictions [171], [172] also suggested that smaller particles (below 1 mm) would 

have higher chances to avoid fracturing. Experiments were conducted at the MISTEE (micro 

interactions in steam explosion energetic) small scale facility without steam explosion 

triggering. For a detailed description of the facility see [189], [190]. The first series of 

experiments were performed with WO3-Bi2O3 in eutectic composition (74:27 mol%, Tliq=870°C) 

with an initial melt superheat (∆Tsup) of ~130°C. The second series of experiments were 

performed with WO3-ZrO2 in eutectic composition (73:26 mol%, Tliq=1231°C) with an initial 

melt superheat (∆Tsup) of ~130 to 160°C. A set of 3 experiments were performed for each water 

subcooling (at equal intervals of ~10k) for confirmation of data repeatability. Experimental 

observations confirmed that at high subcooling, the solidification is faster compared to low 

subcooling of water. Film boiling conditions (highly dependent on water temperature) dictates 

the fragmentation process. A morphological transition i.e. from round shapes (smooth) to rock 

like shape with sharp edges is observed, especially for the WO3-Bi2O3. The mass fraction of 

fractured particles increases with increased water subcooling. A sharp transition in debris 

particle size distribution is observed at ~ 50 K water subcooling for WO3-Bi2O3 and ~ 60 to 70 

K water subcooling for WO3-ZrO2. It is instructive to note that that the average particle size of 
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WO3- ZrO2 is predominantly larger, where at high subcooling conditions ~ 60 to 70% of the 

debris particles were above 3 mm and at low subcooling conditions ~ 90% of the debris particles 

were above 3 mm. WO3- ZrO2 consistently produced mostly round shaped particles at even 

high subcooling conditions. 

3.7.1.3 Debris Agglomeration Surrogate Model 

Hydraulic resistance is a limiting factor that determines maximum decay heat that can be 

removed from the bed. If decay heat exceeds this maximum value, it will lead to the bed dryout, 

reheating and remelting of the debris. If melt is not completely solidified prior to settlement on 

top of the debris bed, agglomeration of the debris and even “cake” formation is possible [184], 

[166], [126], [167], [168], [169], [160].  Formation of agglomerated debris can significantly 

increase hydraulic resistance and reduce maximum decay heat which can be removed without 

reaching dryout of the debris bed. Thus agglomeration is important factor which can inhibit 

effectiveness of ex-vessel debris coolability [316]. Although agglomeration of the debris and 

“cake” formation have been observed in previous fuel-coolant interaction (FCI) experiments 

with prototypic corium mixtures (e.g. in FARO [184], CWTI and CCM [256] tests) and with 

corium simulant materials (e.g. in DEFOR-E [126] and DEFOR-S [166] tests), the first 

systematic experimental data was provided in DEFOR-A [167], [168], [169], [160] tests. 

 

 

Figure 3-84. Splitting of physical processes for development of the SM. 

 

The data obtained in DEFOR-A tests was used for development and validation of modeling 

approaches for prediction of agglomerated debris in various scenarios of melt ejection [144], 

[143], [145], [147], [148], [146], [153]. Proposed model for agglomeration is implemented in 

deterministic code VAPEX-P [51], [50] that simulates Fuel-Coolant-Interaction (FCI) 

phenomena including melt jet breakup, formation of liquid droplets, heat transfer between melt 

and coolant, sedimentation and solidification of the particles. 

 

The goal of this work is to develop and validate a surrogate models for prediction of mass 

fraction of agglomerated debris. Physics based surrogate modeling approach is employed where 

computational efficiency and numerical stability are achieved by (i) considering only most 

important physical phenomena, and by (ii) decomposing tightly coupled problem into a set of 

loosely coupled ones with information exchange through initial and boundary conditions. The 

merits of physics based SM are (i) reduced number of the full model runs which are necessary 

termU
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for the calibration process; (ii) application of the SM beyond the domain covered with the 

original model. Physical phenomena and parameters important for assessment of agglomeration 

fraction are presented in Figure 3-84. The most important physical phenomena are modeled in 

the SM explicitly. Mutual feedbacks between such parameters as jet breakup length, coolant 

void fraction and velocity are taken into account as closures. Details of model implementation, 

calibration and verification are provided in [144], [143], [145], [147], [148], [146], [153]. Quite 

good agreement between FM and SM solutions is illustrated in Figure 3-85. It is instructive to 

note that in order to obtain one point on the agglomeration map (single combination of jet size 

and pool depth) with FM takes ~24 - 168 hours of computational time. Obtaining complete 

agglomeration map using SM takes about half an hour including post processing of the results. 

 

 

Figure 3-85. Comparison of predictions of mass fraction of agglomerated debris with full 

model and SM. Solid symbols – FM, half-filled symbols – SM. 

 

Table 3-10: VAPEX SD model input parameters 

Variable Name Description Units Range 

RHOP Fuel density kg/m3 [7500 ; 8500] 

PHEAT Fuel latent heat J/kg [2.6e5 ; 4.0e5] 

CP Fuel heat capacity J/kg*K [350 ; 650] 

KFUEL Fuel thermal conductivity W/m*K [2 ; 42] 

Em Emissivity - [0.1 ; 1.0] 

TLIQSOL Liquidus\Solidus Temperature K [1600 ; 2800] 

Po Containment pressure Pa [1e5 ; 4e5] 

Tlo Water pool temperature K [288 ; 368] 

 

Table 3-11: Agglomeration SM Model input parameters 

Variable Name Description Units Range 

DPARN Jet diameter m [0.07 ; 0.6] 

UPIN Melt release velocity(initial) m/s [1 ; 8] 

TSH Melt superheat K [10 ; 1000] 

xpw Pool depth m [5 ; 9] 

CBR = 𝐶𝑏𝑟𝑘 
Jet break up correlation coefficients 

 [0.0002 ; 0.001] 

BBR = 𝐵𝐿   [0.0 ; 0.01] 

AFCI = 𝐴𝐹𝐶𝐼 Pool void model;  [5 ; 15] 
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BFCI = 𝐵𝐹𝐶𝐼   [0.5 ; 3] 

AVW = 𝐴𝑣𝑤 

Pool vertical velocity model; 

 [19.78 ; 19.78] 

BVW = 𝐵𝑣𝑤  [13.19 ; 19.78] 

CVW = 𝐶𝑣𝑤  [-0.35 ; -0.25] 

AUW = 𝐴𝑢𝑤 

Pool lateral velocity model; 

 [10 ; 14] 

BUW = 𝐵𝑢𝑤  [-1.5 ; -0.5] 

CUW = 𝐶𝑢𝑤  [-0.1 ; -0.05] 

UMIN = 𝑈𝑚𝑖𝑛  [0.0 ; 0.05] 

Global sensitivity analysis was carried out [153] using Morris method [195], [236] and the 

physics based SM in order to identify the most influential parameters for debris agglomeration. 

In the analysis we considered both parameters of the melt release scenario and calibrated 

coefficients used in the SM closure parameters. The execution of the model is performed in two 

steps: (i) calculation of the data base of cooling histories of a single spherical particle falling 

through a fluid (VAPEX-SD), given properties of the melt, particles sizes and other parameters 

that can affect particle interaction with a fluid; (ii) calculation of the fraction of agglomerated 

debris, given single particle cooling histories, particle size distribution, jet properties (jet size, 

jet release velocity), pool conditions and closure parameters ranges, which are based on the 

results of models calibration. 

 

a b.  

Figure 3-86: Morris Sensitivity results a) Jet Breakup Length; b) Debris agglomeration 

fraction. 

Figure 3-86 presents the results of Morris sensitivity analysis. The results show that the fraction 

of agglomerated debris is mostly influenced by the parameters of the melt release scenarios 

DPARN (jet diameter), UPIN (initial melt release velocity) and XPW (pool depth). This is 

because the jet breakup length, which is one of the most important factors for debris bed 

agglomeration, is mostly influenced by DPARN, UPIN, XPW and closure coefficient CBR, 

however, the relative importance of CBR and XPW is significantly smaller compared to 

DPARN and UPIN for the selected ranges of the parameters. Further analysis is necessary, to 

determine the relative importance of jet break up model parameters on the results. This concerns 

mainly relatively small jet diameters (e.g. IGT failure), where uncertainty in the results due 

modelling parameters might be more important. 
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3.7.1.4 Debris Bed Formation and Coolability Surrogate Models 

Full model (DECOSIM) simulation results were used as the basis for development of 

computationally efficient surrogate models for debris bed formation and coolability [307]. In 

the case of gradual melt release into a deep pool of saturated water the interaction of falling 

particles with the flow results in spreading of melt over the pool basemat, the smaller the 

particles and higher the decay heat power, the more effective is the spreading. In order to 

estimate the efficiency of particle spreading, a simple empirical model can be developed which 

generalizes the results of simulations [317]. Consider a droplet of diameter pd  falling in the 

water pool of depth 
PH  . A non-dimensional parameter    was introduced 
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  where droplet of diameter pd  falling 

in the water pool of depth 
PH  drag coefficient 

dC  is a function of particle Reynolds number, 

the vapor density must be evaluated at the pressure near the pool bottom, i.e., with the 

hydrostatic head taken into account:  Plsysgg gHP    , with sysP   being the system 

pressure in the gas space above the pool level. For each simulation [317], the final shape of 

debris bed was processed, and the characteristic tangent of slope angle determined. The solid 

line shows the best fit to the data. By the horizontal dashed line, the tangent of typical avalanche 

angle 
o0 35rep  is plotted. Approximation (Figure 3-87), shows that for prototypic conditions 

particle spreading in the saturated pool is an effective mechanism for reducing the height of 

debris bed. The decay heat power can be expected to be in the range 100–150 W/kg. The largest 

mean particle diameter, can be expected in the range of 1–5 mm. The largest slope angle 

expected can be about 8 degrees, reached for the largest particle diameter and lowest decay heat 

power. Smaller particles are distributed almost evenly over the pool basemat. 

 

 

Figure 3-87: Slope angle for gradually formation bed in saturated water pool. 

 

If the pool is subcooled it remains single-phase beyond the debris bed for a substantial period. 

Simulations of debris bed formation in a subcooled pool performed in [309] showed that 
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temperature differences arising in the pool cause some natural circulation, but it is much weaker 

than that in a saturated pool and, therefore, the shape of debris bed at the initial stage is governed 

by particle avalanching only. However, gradual increase in the pool temperature due to latent 

and fusion heat transferred from hot melt particles, as well as decay heat released in corium 

results in boil-up of the pool after some delay time. The boil-up starts at the top layer of the 

pool where hot water plume from the debris bed reaches saturation conditions, while the rest of 

the pool remains subcooled. After the onset of boiling, intensive convection starts in the pool, 

so that the remaining part of melt interacts with the circulatory flow in the pool and is dispersed 

efficiently over the pool basemat. Thus the debris bed grows upwards mainly at the pre-boiling 

stage, while afterwards it mostly grows laterally, with the particle sedimentation flux distributed 

evenly over the pool bottom. This simple scheme can be used to set up the intermediate or final 

shape of the debris bed. 

The time to boil-up of a pool having initial subcooling 
000
wsatw TTT   (

0
satT  is the saturation 

temperature at the pool pressure, 
0

wT  is the initial water temperature) can be evaluated from a 

simple energy balance model offered in [309] and confirmed by numerical simulations at 

different subcoolings. 

3.7.1.5 Surrogate model for post-dryout debris bed behavior 

The numerical results obtained by DECOSIM indicate that in the cases where dryout occurs in 

the debris bed: dryout zone is located in the top part of the debris bed; vapor flows through the 

dry zone vertically upwards; temperatures of solid particles and vapor increase in the vertical 

direction almost linearly, the difference between them being few degrees; maximum 

temperatures of solid particles and vapor are attained in the top part of the dry zone; vapor 

cooling is capable of stabilizing the solid material temperature, provided that its flowrate 

through the dry zone is sufficient. 
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Figure 3-88: Maximum particle temperature vs relative size of dry zone. 

 

These observations allowed an analytical model for the maximum temperature in the dry zone 

to be developed, laying the basis for post-dryout debris bed surrogate model [310]. The model 

was confirmed by further numerical simulations carried out by DECOSIM. In Figure 3-88, the 
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maximum temperature of solid particles in the dry zone, s,maxT , is presented as a function of 

relative size of the dry zone with respect to debris bed height,  . The solid line corresponds to 

the analytical formula [310] s,max sat

P

T T
C 1

 
 


  is the heat of evaporation, PC  is the 

heat capacity of vapor. 

In order to apply the above formula in a surrogate model, it is necessary to define the relative 

size of dry zone   as a function of other problem parameters. DECOSIM simulations on post-

dryout debris beds were processed in order to obtain a unified relationship for the dry zone size. 

It was shown that linear dependence exists between the dry zone size and the overheating 

parameter 0 0(W W ) W  , where 0W  as the dryout decay heat power. This is illustrated 

in Figure 3-89 where results of DECOSIM simulations are given in the “raw” form (a), as well 

as in the non-dimensional form (b). 
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Figure 3-89: Dependence of the relative size of dry zone on decay heat power W  (a) and 

overheating parameter   (b). The legend applies to both Figures. 

Thus a surrogate model for the relative size of the dry zone in a post-dryout debris bed can be 

developed taking into account the debris bed properties (particle size and porosity), system 

conditions (system pressure, pool depth), and debris bed shape (geometry, aspect ratio, etc.). 

The model will require a shape-dependent factor shapeb( ) for which further research is needed. 

Current results suggest that shapeb( )  lies in the range between 0.5 and 1.05, see Figure 3-89 

(b). 

3.7.1.6 Effect of Melt Agglomeration on Debris Bed Coolability 

Numerical and experimental studies demonstrate that presence of low-permeability zones (e.g. 

due to agglomeration) decreases the dryout heat flux [268]. In order to evaluate the effect of 

melt agglomeration on the coolability of debris bed, two main cases were considered: i) an 

impermeable “cake”, and ii) a low-permeability zone (distributed agglomerates). Coolability of 

a debris bed with impermeable “cake” occupied the top 𝐻𝑐 = 10 cm of a mound-shaped debris 
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bed with height 𝐻𝐷𝐵 = 2 m was studied numerically in [311]. Cases with diameter of bed top 

𝐷top = 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 m are referred to as “Narrowest” (NN), “Narrow” (N), “Wide” (W), and 

“Widest” (WW) respectively. Vapor accumulates in a dry zone beneath the “cake”. However, 

vapor flow through the dry zone provides some cooling. Time histories of maximum particle 

temperatures are presented in Figure 3-90. Beds with smaller “cakes” and larger particles are 

better coolable. The temperatures can either stabilize or escalate and lead to remelting. 

a. b.  

Figure 3-90: Maximum temperatures of solid material for different debris bed geometries for 

decay heat power W = 80 W/kg. 

 

Possible effect of vapor release through localized openings (e.g. a central hole) in the cake was 

studied using the same geometry as in [311]. Three cases were considered [312]: (i) a central 

hole, 0.2 m in diameter, which is equivalent to 1% opening area; (ii) a central hole, 0.5 m in 

diameter, which is equivalent to 6.25% opening area; (iii) a ring hole with the inner and outer 

diameters of 0.4 and 0.6 m respectively, equivalent to 20% opening by area. In Figure 3-91, the 

states of debris beds are presented at time 7 h. Time histories of the maximum temperature of 

solid material are shown in Figure 3-92. Even a small (by fraction of area) opening in the cake 

provides additional escape path for vapor from the dry zone. Larger opening provides better 

coolability, smaller vertical size of the dry zone and lower stabilization temperature. 

 

 

    (a)       (b)        (c) 

Figure 3-91: Void fraction (top row) and solid material temperature (bottom row) 

distributions at time 7 hours: (a) solid cake, (b) 0.5 m central hole, (c) ring hole. Vapor 

velocity is shown by arrows. Decay heat power 𝑾 = 𝟖𝟎 W/kg 
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Figure 3-92: Time histories of maximum temperature of solid material for various openings in 

the cake. 

 

Growth of the debris bed reduces the water pool depth above the debris bed top, so that at some 

point the depth of water becomes insufficient and melt particles reaching the debris bed form 

agglomerates. The taller the debris bed, the smaller is the effective pool depth, and the higher 

is the fraction of agglomerates. The vertical distribution of mass fraction of agglomerates, 

𝜒𝑎𝑔𝑔(𝑧) , was determined from the surrogate model generalizing the results of numerical 

simulations. A relationship between the volume-averaged properties of debris (effective 

porosity, permeability, decay heat etc.) and mass fraction of agglomerates was obtained in [312]. 

To simplify the coupling of the agglomeration model with DECOSIM, a unified dependency 

was suggested. In (3-17) a the pool depth 𝐻𝑎𝑔𝑔(𝐷𝐽 )   at which the mass fraction of 

agglomerates reaches 100% is plotted (this value corresponds to the distinct kink points 

dividing the plateau 𝜒𝑎𝑔𝑔 = 1 for 𝐻 < 𝐻𝑎𝑔𝑔 and rapidly decreasing curve for 𝐻 > 𝐻𝑎𝑔𝑔). 

In Figure 3-93b, the points from the decreasing parts of all curves in Figure 3-93a are replotted 

as a unified function of the reduced depth 𝜁   found by fitting all curves by exponential 

functions. The following approximations were obtained (both 𝐷𝐽  and 𝐻𝑎𝑔𝑔 are measured in 

meters): 

𝐻𝑎𝑔𝑔(𝐷𝐽 ) = 131.32𝐷𝐽
0.02843 − 116.43,    𝜁 =

𝐻 − 𝐻𝑎𝑔𝑔

0.06𝐻𝑎𝑔𝑔

 (3-17) 

One can see in Figure 3-93b that with this scaling, all points collapse to a single curve which, 

within 5% accuracy, can be approximated by exponential function: 𝜒𝑎𝑔𝑔 = exp(−𝜁) for 𝜁 ≥ 0, 

and 𝜒𝑎𝑔𝑔 = 1 for 𝜁 < 0. Note that both formulas can be combined in a single one: 

𝜒𝑎𝑔𝑔 = min(exp(−𝜁), 1.0) (3-18) 

Equations (3-17) and (3-18) provide an easy way to evaluate the mass fraction of agglomerates 

for a particular pool depth and melt jet diameter. It is assumed that the mass fraction 𝜒𝑎𝑔𝑔(𝜁(𝑧)) 
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is the same at all radial positions for a given height, i.e., debris bed is stratified in horizontal 

layers with respect to fraction of agglomerates. 

 

                                       (a)             (b) 

Figure 3-93: Generalization of melt agglomeration results: (a) pool depth corresponding to 

onset of 100% agglomeration; (b) dependence of mass fraction of agglomerates on the 

reduced vertical distance 𝜻 . 

Using the above relationships, it is straightforward to evaluate the mass fraction of agglomerates 

on the debris bed top: 

𝜒𝑡𝑜𝑝 = min(exp(−𝜁𝑡𝑜𝑝), 1.0), 𝜁𝑡𝑜𝑝 = 16.67(�̂� − 1), �̂� =
𝐻𝑃 −𝐻𝐷𝐵

𝐻𝑎𝑔𝑔(𝐷𝐽 )
 (3-19) 

after which the volume fraction of agglomerates and the effective porosity can be found. Note 

that the transition from with very little to complete agglomeration occurs in quite a narrow 

range of effective pool depths [162]. Simulations for distributed fraction of agglomerates were 

performed for the same debris bed geometry as for partially permeable cake. Note that in the 

absence of agglomerates selected debris beds are coolable. The cases for simulations were 

chosen such that the maximum agglomerate mass fraction 𝜒𝑡𝑜𝑝 was 10%, 20%, 50%, and 90%. 

The effective pool depth was assumed 𝐻𝑃 − 𝐻𝐷𝐵 = 7 m. Results are summarized in Table 3-

12. Cases with dryout are marked with “Y” symbol, and the maximum temperature obtained is 

given. In cases where temperature stabilization did not occur only the maximum temperature at 

time 4 hours is shown in bold italic, eventually material remelting is expected. The time 

histories of the maximum temperature of solid material in all the cases where dryout occurred 

are plotted in Figure 3-94. The distributions of void fractions and temperatures of solid material 

obtained for 𝑊 = 150 W/kg, particle diameter 𝑑𝑝 = 1.5 mm are presented in Figure 3-95. 

One can see that temperature stabilization occurs when the dry zone is of small vertical size, 

whereas large dry zone results in temperature escalation. Significant deterioration of debris bed 

coolability occurs when the fraction of agglomerates on the debris bed top is above 50%, with 

very noticeable effect observed for 90% fraction of agglomerates. Nevertheless, the effect of 

these agglomerates is still weaker than the effect of completely impermeable cake, or a cake 

with partial openings (holes). 
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Table 3-12: Results of simulations for vertically distributed agglomerates. 

Decay heat 

power 

𝑾, W/kg 

Particle 

Diameter 𝒅𝒑 , 

mm 

Melt Jet 

Diameter 𝑫𝑱 , 

cm 

Mass fraction of 

agglomerates on 

top of the bed, % 

Dryout 

Maximum Debris  

Temperature 

𝑻𝒔,𝐦𝐚𝐱, K 

80 2 
8.9–10.5 10-50 N 410 

11.2 90 Y 703 

100 2 
8.9–10.5 10-50 N 410 

11.2 90 Y 929 

120 

2 
8.9–10.5 10-50 N 410 

11.2 90 Y 1172 

1.5 

8.9-9.5 10-20 N 410 

10.5 50 Y 538 

11.2 90 Y 1933 

150 

2 

8.9-9.5 10-20 N 410 

10.5 50 Y 453 

11.2 90 Y 1907 

1.5 

8.9 10 N 410 

9.5 20 Y 583 

10.5 50 Y 955 

11.2 90 Y 3300 

 

                (a)                (b) 

Figure 3-94: Time histories of maximum temperature in the cases where dryout occurred: 

particle diameter 𝒅𝒑 = 𝟐 mm (a) and 𝒅𝒑 = 𝟏. 𝟓 mm (b). 

 

Detailed analysis confirmed that coolability of debris bed can be deteriorated significantly in 

the presence of low-permeability zone (cake, distributed agglomerates). The effect of 

agglomerates on debris coolability becomes significant as soon as the mass fraction of 

agglomerates exceeds some 50% at the top of the bed. In this case, temperature escalation and 

remelting of material can be expected. Fraction of agglomerates in the top part of debris bed is 

very sensitive to melt jet diameter and pool depth. 
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              (a)               (b)             (c) 

Figure 3-95: Void fraction (top row) and solid material temperature (bottom row) 

distributions at time 4 hours: (a) 𝑫𝑱 = 𝟗. 𝟓 cm, (b) 𝑫𝑱 = 𝟏𝟎. 𝟓 cm, (c) 𝑫𝑱 = 𝟏𝟏. 𝟐 cm. 

Vapor velocity is shown by arrows. 

 

3.7.1.7 Surrogate Model for Debris Bed Coolability in Presence of Agglomerates 

Results of numerical simulations by DECOSIM code can be used as a database for development 

of a surrogate model (SM) for debris bed coolability taking into account the presence of 

agglomerates and providing a link between melt ejection mode (MEM) and debris coolability 

(DECO).  

 
Figure 3-96: Relative size of dry zone vs overheating parameter (a), maximum temperature of 

particles as a function of dry zone size (b): stars correspond to debris bed with agglomerates, 

other points obtained for homogeneous bed. 

 

The tentative surrogate model was developed by extending the approach which proved 

successful for homogeneous debris bed: Simulations performed for few values of decay heat 

power 𝑊; Relative size of dry zone 𝜉(𝑊) is determined; Extrapolation to 𝜉 = 0 gives the 

dryout power 𝑊𝐷𝐻𝐹 ; Overheating parameter is determined as 𝜓 = (𝑊 − 𝑊𝐷𝐻𝐹)/𝑊𝐷𝐻𝐹 , 

dependence 𝜉(𝜓)  is obtained; Maximum particle temperature is obtained as 𝑇𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝜉) , 

compared with analytical model. So far, the surrogate model is based on simulations performed 

for 2 m-tall mound-shaped debris bed, with mass fraction of agglomerates on its top was 50%. 

Simulations were run until the particle temperature either stabilized, or reached the remelting 
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temperature of corium. Results are presented in Figure 3-96 (points obtained for homogeneous 

beds are also plotted). One can see that results for 50% mass fraction agglomerates can be 

described pretty well by the surrogate model developed for homogeneous debris bed. Further 

simulations are necessary to establish the applicability boundaries in terms of the fraction of 

agglomerates. 

 DECO: Summary and Outlook 

Significant progress has been achieved towards the main goal of DECO, i.e. development of 

the debris bed formation and coolability map. DECOSIM (Debris Coolability SIMulator) code 

capabilities were significantly extended in order to simulate (i) debris bed coolability in 

subcooled pool, (ii) post-dryout coolability of the debris bed, (iii) self-levelling of the debris 

bed, (iv) effect of agglomeration on coolability. However, no melt pool formation model is 

implemented yet. Several computationally efficient surrogate models have been developed and 

validated against DECOSIM (full model) predictions. Namely a surrogate model (SM) for 

prediction of the dryout, and a model for prediction of the maximum temperature in a bed with 

a dry zone with and without agglomerates, a surrogate model for prediction of debris spreading 

in the pool. 

 

Particulate debris spreading in the pool and self-levelling of the debris bed have been 

investigated both experimentally and analytically. PDS-C (closures) experimental database was 

generalized and a universal non-dimensional closure has been proposed for determining particle 

flux as a function of the local slope angle and gas velocity. Developed closure has been used in 

a standalone 1D code for modeling of debris bed self-levelling in plant accident conditions and 

also implemented in DECOSIM code. The 1D debris spreading model has been used for 

extensive sensitivity and uncertainty analysis. Further reduction of uncertainty in extrapolation 

to prototypic accident conditions requires extension of the PDS-C database to particles of 

different properties, morphologies and size distributions. PDS-P (pool) facility was used to 

provide data for model validation relevant to particle spreading in a pool. New experimental 

techniques have been proposed for visualization of particle trajectories. Further work is 

necessary for obtaining velocity fields of the coolant flow. 

 

The surrogate model for prediction of dryout coupled with self-levelling model has been used 

in extensive sensitivity, uncertainty and risk analysis by evaluating the conditional dryout 

probabilities. Sensitivity analyses suggest that the PDFs of the effective particle diameter and 

porosity are the main contributors to the uncertainty in the conditional containment failure 

probability (CCFP) and should be prioritized for future research. Clarification of the 

combination of the possible initial temperatures and heat-up rates would be also beneficial. It 

was found that the self-leveling phenomenon reduces the effect of initial angle factor on the 

CCFP. Nevertheless, the development of a model to predict the initial shape of the debris bed 

(initial angle factor) after spreading in the pool would be useful in the scenarios where the 

efficacy of self-leveling is small (i.e. due to high initial temperature). Further studies on the 

morphology of prototypic debris particles and angle of repose are necessary as well as new sets 

of PDS-C experiments with extend ranges of 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑝
0  in order to extend the validity ranges of the 

full and surrogate models. 
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Analysis of post dryout debris coolability with DECOSIM suggest that in all the cases with 

particle diameters of 3 mm, temperature stabilization occurred, while for the smallest particles 

(1 mm) steady temperature rise is observed at a rate proportional to specific power W  . 

DECOSIM simulations have been carried in order to investigate the effect of lateral debris bed 

spreading on coolability. It has been shown that (i) for 1 mm particles, debris bed remains non-

coolable, temperature escalation is observed with or without particle spreading; (ii) for 1.5 mm 

particles temperature stabilization is observed, for spreading debris bed; (iii) for 2 mm particles, 

debris bed is coolable, regardless of particle spreading. 

 

Agglomeration surrogate model has been developed and validated. The model is based on 

problem decomposition into a set of loosely coupled models (i.e. jet breakup, particle 

sedimentation, cooling and solidification, agglomeration) that can be linked together through 

initial and boundary conditions. Several parameters in the SM model are calibrated, using 

analytical assessments and data from the full model in order to take into account phenomena 

and dependencies, which are not modeled explicitly in the SM. Comparison of the results 

predicted with the full and calibrated SM suggest that SM provides acceptable accuracy 

obtained with about hundred times smaller computational effort. Sensitivity analysis of the 

model suggest that jet diameter water pool depth and initial velocity of the melt are the major 

contributor dot the uncertainty in prediction. 

 

A new series of DEFOR-A experiments has been carried out with increased sizes of the jet and 

wider ranges of water subcooling. The data on particle size distribution, debris bed porosity and 

agglomeration is in good agreement with the previous DEFOR-S, DEFOR-A and FARO tests. 

On average, larger particles were obtained with ZrO2-WO3 melt than with Bi2O3-WO3, size 

distributions for both melt simulant materials are within the ranges of size distributions 

observed in FARO tests. The difference between particle sizes in the tests with free falling jets 

was found to be insignificant. There is a tendency to form slightly larger particles only in the 

tests with submerged nozzles where melt is released under water with initially small jet velocity. 

Initial jet velocity also seems to have no visible effect on the fraction of agglomerated debris. 

Increased size jet had no significant effect on particle size distributions and fractions of 

agglomerates. Small-scale DEFOR experiments were carried out for clarification and 

confirmation of previous DEFOR-S data, analytical results hypotheses. In general, results of 

this experimental program are in good agreement with the previous data. 

 

The results presented in this section demonstrate coupling of the agglomeration model 

developed with the model for debris bed coolability. Simple formulas are offered for the spatial 

distribution of mass fraction of agglomerates allowing setup of debris bed properties as 

functions of height for different melt jet diameters and effective pool height. Numerical 

simulations are carried out demonstrating the effect of low-permeability zoned in the top part 

of porous debris bed on its coolability, including solid cake with some openings, as well as 

distributed agglomerates. An approach to development of the surrogate model that can take into 

account the effect of debris agglomeration on the coolability has been proposed. 
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3.8 Ex-vessel Steam Explosion SM 

 

The ex-vessel steam explosion framework connects melt ejection mode with steam explosion 

loads on the containment structures to estimate containment failure probability. Development 

of the SM relies on a database of solutions generated by a 1D FCI code. 

 

Multidimensional fuel-coolant-interaction (FCI) codes can help to identify information which 

is missing in 1D FCI codes. However, 2D/3D FCI codes are too computationally expensive to 

provide even sensitivity analysis, given large number of uncertain scenario and modeling 

parameters. Application of 1D code requires an additional method for calculating loads on 

containment structures. There is a need to resolve the link between ex-vessel coolability and 

steam explosion. Even a mild steam explosion might lead to degradation of debris bed cooling 

function. However, small size particles generated in steam explosion have little chance to settle 

on the bed as long as there is intensive coolant circulation in the pool. 

 

Steam Explosion Impact Map probabilistic framework is demonstrated in the Figure 3-97. Melt 

Ejection Mode is defined as a number of vessel failure scenarios each characterized by a 

specific set of modelled and stochastic parameters. Pool Characteristics are determined by the 

accident scenario progression and plant damage state Pdfs. Steam Explosion Load analysis is 

performed with NRC approved 1D code TEXAS-V and complemented by MC3D 2D 

calculations for resolving spatial effects that are not captured by 1D code but required as an 

input and for cross-code comparison. Cumulative density function cdf3.2 requires both (i) 

addressing bounding failure criteria and (ii) deterministic analysis of failure mechanisms. 

 

 

Figure 3-97: SEIM framework. 
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3.8.1 Approach 

The employed here process of development and validation of a surrogate model is illustrated in 

Figure 3-98. Initial conditions come from the analysis at the previous stages of the deterministic 

framework (details of which are beyond the scope of this paper). Experimental and other 

evidences provide a knowledge base for calibration and validation of the models. Full Model 

(FM) is used to provide a database of solutions and better understanding of basic physical 

processes and typical behavior of the target parameters. Simplified modeling approaches and 

data mining techniques are used in order to develop a surrogate model. Surrogate model (SM) 

is an approximation of the FM model prediction of the target parameters. SM employs 

simplified physical modeling, calibratable closures, or approximations to the response surface 

of FM. 

 

 
Figure 3-98: Full and Surrogate model development, integration with evidences, 

refinement, prediction of failure probability and failure domain identification. 

 

In Section 3.8.2 we start with choice of the Fuel Coolant Interaction (FCI) code and detailed 

review of the modeling approaches in order to (i) select the most suited modeling options 

provided by the code for the calculation of premixing and steam explosion and (ii) define the 

list of relevant input and output model parameters. Implementation of the Full Model is detailed 

in the second paragraph of the Section 3.8.2 and followed by the definition of the relevant target 

functions, introduction of a simplified method for impulse propagation and approach for 

statistical treatment of the triggering time. A comprehensive sensitivity study to screen out non-

influential parameters from the FM input is carried out in last paragraph of the Section 3.8.2. 

Development of the database of the FM solutions and its verification is undertaken in Section 

3.8.3. Section 3.8.4 provide details on the development of the SM and comprehensive 

comparison of different characteristics of the full and surrogate models.  
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3.8.2 Steam Explosion Full Model  

3.8.2.1 Review of TEXAS-V  

TEXAS-V was chosen as a physics model to calculate premixing and steam explosion in Nordic 

type BWRs [75]. The choice was motivated by (i) TEXAS-V relatively high computational 

efficiency, (ii) extensive validation database. 

 

Texas-V is a 1D 3-field transient code with Eulerian fields for gas and liquid and a Lagrangian 

field for fuel particles. It is comprised of two modules for calculation of premixing and steam 

explosion.  

 

The premixing model is based on (i) two constitutive relations: the fragmentation model for 

mixing and the phase change model; (ii) two alternative modes of melt release: in the form of 

a coherent jet and in the form of discreet master particles; and (iii) two alternative mechanistic 

approaches for jet front breakup: leading edge and trailing edge. 

 

The fragmentation model for mixing is comprised of three mechanisms: Kelvin-Helmholtz 

instability, boundary layer stripping and Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The former two are 

considered to have minor effect with vapor film present and are reduced rapidly with rise of 

void fraction. The Rayleigh-Tailor instability is thus the key mechanism describing fuel 

fragmentation in TEXAS. The model considers the fuel particles to be deformed and 

dynamically fragmented into a discrete number of particles from its initial diameter to smaller 

size [38], [39]: 

𝐷𝑓
𝑛+1 = 𝐷𝑓

𝑛 · [1 − 𝐶0∆𝑇+ · (
𝜌𝑐𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙

2 𝐷𝑓
𝑛

𝜎𝑓
)

0.25

] 

∆𝑇+ =
𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙 · (𝑡𝑛+1 − 𝑡𝑛)

𝐷𝑓
𝑛 · (

𝜌𝑐

𝜌𝑓
)

0.5

 

𝐶0 = 0.1093 − 0.0785 · (𝜌𝑐/𝜌𝑓)
0.5

 

 

where 𝑛, 𝑛 + 1 designate old and new time step values; 𝐷𝑓 is fuel particle diameter; ∆𝑇+ is 

a dimensionless time step; 𝐶0 is the constant; 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙 is relative velocity; 𝑡 is time; 𝜎𝑓 is fuel 

surface tension; 𝜌𝑓 , 𝜌𝑐 are densities of fuel and coolant respectively.  

 

Therefore, the primary breakup is dominated by the existence of the jet front, the moment the 

jet front reaches the bottom of the domain primary breakup sharply reduces. It is further 

assumed that coherent fuel jet will not breakup until the fuel particle at the leading edge, 

exposed to the oncoming coolant, is fragmented (and swept away from the interface). This 

means that only master particles included in the leading edge of the jet can be subject to 

fragmentation.  

 

The onset of master particle fragmentation is driven by one of the mechanistic approaches for 

jet front breakup. The trailing edge algorithm forces the leading master particle to fragment at 
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the tail of the fragmented debris, i.e. at the beginning of the premixing region. The leading edge 

algorithm implies the start of the leading master particle fragmentation at the leading front of 

the fragmented debris, i.e. at the end of the premixing region.  

 

The phase change model (in continuous liquid field) is comprised of two primary equations that 

define: 

 

1. Heat loss from fuel particles �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙: 

 

−�̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 𝜋𝐷𝑓
2ℎ𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚(𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡) + 𝜋𝐷𝑓

2𝜎𝐹(𝑇𝑓
4 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡

4 ), 

 

where the first term on r.h.s. describes convection heat transfer rate from the fuel particle to the 

liquid vapor interface, and the second term is the radiation heat transfer rate from the fuel 

particle to the saturated liquid-vapor interface; 𝑇𝑓  and 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡  are fuel and saturation 

temperatures respectively; ℎ𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚  is convection heat transfer coefficient; 𝜎  is Stefan-

Boltzmann constant and  𝐹 is the view factor between fuel particle surface and liquid-vapor 

interface. The temperature profile inside a particle is assumed constant in the bulk and linearly 

decreasing within a thin thermal layer 𝛿. 

 

The corresponding steam generation rate Ṁs,p is than derived from: 

 

−�̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 𝜋(𝐷𝑓 + 2𝛿𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚)
2

ℎ𝑙𝑔(𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡) + 𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑑𝜋𝐷𝑓
2𝜎𝐹(𝑇𝑓

4 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡
4 ) + Ṁs,pℎ𝑓𝑔, 

 

where the first term on the r.h.s. is convection heat transfer rate from the liquid-vapor interface 

around the fuel particle to bulk liquid field and the second term is the fraction  𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑑  of 

radiation heat flux that is absorbed in the subcooled liquid; ℎ𝑓𝑔 is the latent heat of evaporation; 

𝛿𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 is  the thickness  of the steam film surrounding the fuel particle; Ṁs,p is  ; ℎ𝑙𝑔 is  

heat transfer coefficient from vapor to bulk liquid. 

 

2. Heat flux balance around steam bubbles and resulting steam generation rate Ṁs,b: 

 

𝐴𝑔𝐿𝐾𝑔

(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡)

𝛿𝑔
= 𝐴𝑔𝐿ℎ𝐿.𝑠𝐿(𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑇𝐿) + Ṁs,bℎ𝑓𝑔 

 

where the term on the l.h.s. is the vapor bubble-side heat transfer rate; the first term on the r.h.s. 

is the bulk liquid-side heat transfer rate; 𝐴𝑔𝐿 is the surface area of the interface between the 

liquid field and the vapor field as determined from the vapor bubble radius and the flow regime; 

𝐾𝑔 is effective thermal conductivity of the vapor film; 𝛿𝑔 is the vapor thermal thickness in the 
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vapor bubble (taken in the range from 1 to 20% of the bubble size); ℎ𝐿.𝑠𝐿  is heat transfer 

coefficient in the bulk liquid; 𝑇𝐿 is  liquid temperature; 𝑇𝑔 is the temperature of the vapor 

bubble. 

 

The net rate of steam generation �̇�𝑠 per unit volume is thus expressed in terms of the net heat 

flux �̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡,𝑓 

 

�̇�𝑠 =
�̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡,𝑓

ℎ𝑓𝑔𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
 (3-20) 

�̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡,𝑓 = �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 − �̇�𝑙 − �̇�𝑣  

 

where �̇�𝑙 and �̇�𝑣 are the heat received by coolant liquid and coolant vapor respectively, which 

becomes the internal energy of the coolant; and 𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 is cell volume.  

 

The fine fuel fragmentation (upon steam explosion) is a computed using Tang and Corradini 

model [260] which is based on the original Kim’s work [127]. It takes into account a 

combination of thermal and hydrodynamic fragmentation phenomena: 

1. Film boiling around a molten fuel particle. 

2. Film collapse by external pressure pulse. 

3. Coolant micro-jets impingement on the surface of fuel droplet. 

4. Rapid coolant expansion and fragmentation of the fuel into droplets. 

 

The model is implemented in TEXAS with a semi-empirical equation where fine fragmentation 

rate �̇�𝑓 is expressed as: 

 

�̇�𝑓 = 𝐶𝑚𝑝 ∙ (
𝑃 − 𝑃𝑡ℎ

𝜌𝑐𝑅𝑝
2

)

0.5

𝐹(𝛼)𝑔(𝜏) (3-21) 

 

where 𝑚𝑝  is mass of the initial particle; 𝑅𝑝  is radius of the initial particle; 𝑃𝑡ℎ  is the 

threshold pressure necessary to cause film collapse; 𝑃  is ambient pressure; 𝐹(𝛼)  is the 

compensation factor for coolant void fraction; and 𝑔(𝜏)  is the factor for available 

fragmentation time. 

 

The factor 𝐹(𝛼) decrease from 1 to 0 at 𝛼 = 0.5 in order to take into account that coolant jet 

impingement become less likely to occur as vapor fraction increases. In the TEXAS input file 

this limit is named ALPHAS. 

 

The threshold pressure 𝑃𝑡ℎ is evaluated based on theoretical work by Kim and experimental 

data. At ambient pressure 1 Bar the threshold pressure is in the range from 2 to 4 Bars. As the 

ambient pressure increases the threshold pressure also increases, however no quantitative 

values are suggested in the code manual. In the TEXAS input file this parameter is designated 

as POLD.  
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The integral fragmentation mass depends on the duration of the fragmentation process. The 

factor 𝑔(𝜏)  is introduced as an empirical approach to account for the characteristic 

fragmentation time 𝜏 during which the above mechanism is considered to be active. The factor 

𝑔(𝜏) decreases from 1 to 0 as this characteristic time is exceeded. At ambient pressure (1 Bar) 

the recommended value for it is 1-4 ms [39]. It is indicated that as ambient pressure increases 

the fragmentation limit time decreases.  

 

The heat generated due to dynamic fine fragmentation is expressed in TEXAS as: 

 

�̇�𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔 = �̇�𝑓 ∙ (𝐶𝑝𝑓 ∙ (𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡) + 𝑖𝑓) (3-22) 

 

where 𝑖𝑓 is fuel latent heat; 𝑇𝑓 is fuel temperature; 𝐶𝑝𝑓 is specific heat for the fuel. Due to 

extremely fine fragmentation of the fuel the rate of heat transfer is very fast. It is assumed that 

steam generation rate �̇�𝑠 per unit volume can be estimated as: 

 

�̇�𝑠 =
�̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡,𝑓 + �̇�𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔

ℎ𝑓𝑔𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
 (3-23) 

 

Further details on the implemented models in TEXAS-V can be found in the thesis by Chu [39] 

for premixing model, by Tang [260] for propagation model and by Murphy for hydrogen 

generation [200], or in the TEXAS-V manual [44].  

 

3.8.2.2 Modelling of steam explosion in Nordic type BWRs with TEXAS-V 

The height of the computational domain, from the point of melt release to the bottom of the 

water pool, is set to 13.0 m in accord with design of Nordic type BWRs. The computational 

domain is divided onto 26 cells, each 0.5 m high with the same cross section area 𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙.  

 

The study of the effect of the mesh cell height on TEXAS-V calculations suggests that with the 

decrease of the cell height from 0.4 to 0.2 m explosion impulses get weaker and the number of 

failed calculations increases; explosion impulses and statistics of numerically failed 

calculations were not sensitive to the variation of cell height in the range from 0.4 to 0.6 m. 

 

The mesh cell cross-section area 𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙  appeared to have a profound effect on the dynamic 

pressure and consequently on the explosion pressure impulse 𝐼𝑝:  

 

∆𝐼𝑝

𝐼𝑝
≅

𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

∆𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
 (3-24) 

 

We found that for chosen ranges of input parameters the product of the pressure impulse [PaKs] 

and the cell cross section area [m2] (a measure of the total released energy) remains practically 
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independent from the mesh cell cross-section area (see Figure 3-99). Therefore we set the ratio 

of the jet radius (Rjet) to cell radius (Rcell) approximately the same as in KROTOS experiments 

(against which the TEXAS-V code was extensively validated). In this work the following 

relation has been used: 

 

Rcell  =  11.162 · Rjet + 0.0014  (3-25) 

 

 

Reduced time steps were chosen to decrease the number of failed calculations (crashed due to 

problems with achieving numerical convergence), specifically, the maximum time step for 

premixing calculations was set to 10-6 s and the maximum time step for explosion was 0.5K10-

6 s. 

 

The threshold pressure for film collapse in eq.(3-21) was set to be twice the system pressure: 

Pth = 2 · P . The alternative formulation Pth = P + 1Bar  resulted in twice larger number of 

failed calculations.  

 

A comparative calculation using trailing edge and leading edge algorithms (see Figure 3-100) 

suggests that the trailing edge algorithm provides slower jet propagation in water, enhanced 

primary breakup and higher steam generation rates. Supposedly, it is intended to reproduce 

fragmentation of small jets, i.e. jets prone to sinusoidal instability. Given characteristic scales 

of melt release in the reactor case and by comparison with the jet front propagation velocity in 

water predicted using MC3D [193] we have chosen the leading edge algorithm for modelling 

of jet fragmentation.  

 

 

Figure 3-99: Effect of the mesh cell cross section area on the explosion impulse (blue) and 

the explosion pressure impulse (brown). 
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Two more assumptions were made: (i) the model for hydrogen generation was not used and (ii) 

effects of the crust on explosion propagation were not modelled.  

 

3.8.2.3 Processing of the Full Model output 

Output functions 

Two functions were derived to characterize a single TEXAS-V calculation: one for the 

characterization of the steam explosion energetics, i.e. explosion impulse (𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙); and one for 

the characterization of the potential explosivity of premixture, i.e. total surface area of liquid 

melt droplets in water (𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚𝑥). Note that in TEXAS-V the rate of fine fragmentation, as defined 

in eq.(3-21), is proportional to the surface area of liquid melt. This means that 𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚𝑥 

characterizes amount of melt available for explosion. 

 

Explosion impulse was integrated from the dynamic pressure history for every cell separately; 

the maximum impulse was then taken: 

 

𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙 = max (∑(𝑃𝑖𝑗 − 𝑃0𝑗)𝛿𝑡𝑖

𝑖

) · 𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,  [𝑁 · 𝑠] (3-26) 

 

where 𝑃𝑖𝑗 is pressure in the cell 𝑗 at the time instance 𝑖; 𝑃0𝑗 is pressure in the cell 𝑗 at time 

0; 𝛿𝑡𝑖 is the time step at the time instance 𝑖, 𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 – mesh cell cross section area.  

 

The total surface area of liquid melt droplets in water was approximated as: 

 

 

Figure 3-100: Trailing edge breakup vs leading edge breakup mechanisms. 
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𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚𝑥 = 4𝜋 ∑ {
𝑛𝑘𝑅𝑘

2,  [𝑉𝑠𝑖(𝑘) < 0.5,   𝑇𝑘 > 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡]

0,   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                     
,

𝑘

 [𝑚2] (3-27) 

 

where 𝑘 is Lagrangian particle group number; 𝑅𝑘 is particle radius in the 𝑘 particle group; 

𝑛𝑘 is the number of particles in the 𝑘 particle group; 𝑇𝑘 is particle bulk temperature in the 

𝑘 particle group; 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡 is melting temperature of the fuel; 𝑉𝑠𝑖(𝑘) is steam fraction in the cell 

𝑖 where 𝑘 particle group is located. 

 

Impulse propagation 

The explosion impulse in eq. (3-26) is a result of 1D solution taken from a single cell. It can be 

considered as a point like source. In order to estimate the explosion impulse at different 

locations in the containment an appropriate impulse propagation method must be used. For 

demonstration purposes it is assumed that explosion pressure impulse 𝐼  [PaKs] (similar to 

pressure distribution in a propagating spherical shock wave) is a decaying function of the 

distance 𝑟 from the center of the explosion: 

 

𝐼 = �̃� · 𝑟𝜈 , 𝜈 ≅ −1, �̃� = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 (3-28) 

 

The constant �̃�  in eq.(3-28) is estimated assuming (i) explosion impulse 𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙  to be 

distributed over the complete area of the containment base 𝐴𝑏 and (ii)  the point source of 

the explosion to be located in the center of the corresponding cell in TEXAS: 

 

𝐼𝑏 = 𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙/𝐴𝑏 (3-29) 

𝐼𝑏 =
2

𝑟𝑏
2 ∫

�̃�

(ℎ𝑐
2 + 𝑟2)0.5

· 𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟𝑏

0

 (3-30) 

𝐼(𝑟) = 𝐼𝑏 ·
𝑟𝑏

2

2 · ((𝑟𝑏
2 + ℎ𝑐

2)0.5 − ℎ𝑐)
·

1

𝑟
 (3-31) 

 

where 𝑟𝑏 is the radius of the containment; ℎ𝑐 is elevation of the computational cell above the 

bottom of the domain.  

 

The impulse at the center of the containment floor is estimated substituting in eq.(3-31) 𝑟 =

ℎ𝑐; the impulse at the wall of the containment is estimated assuming melt jet release at the side 

of the lower head, i.e. 𝑟 = 3 𝑚 away from the wall.  

 

Probabilistic treatment of the triggering time  

During melt water interaction premixing conditions may vary rapidly in time [91]. This makes 

energetics of steam explosion sensitive to the triggering time.  

 

To address the importance of this phenomena the dependence of normalized 𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚𝑥 and 𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙 

functions on the triggering time was investigated [92]. The data was obtained in two steps. First, 
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premixing was calculated starting from melt release till the jet front arrival to the bottom of the 

domain and instantaneous premixing configurations were saved with 1 ms time step. Second, 

steam explosion calculations were carried out for every instantaneous premixing configuration. 

According to the Figure 3-101 during melt water interaction (t > 1.4 s) the normalized 𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚𝑥 

and 𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙 functions demonstrate quasi periodic and apparently correlated behavior. However, 

the correlation between the functions is not strong enough to use 𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚𝑥  for prediction of 

potential premixture explosivity: in the considered case the largest impulse is obtained at only 

about 40% of the maximum values of 𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚𝑥.  

 

The results in the Figure 3-101 indicate that small variations in the triggering time may lead to 

large changes in the explosion energetics: for example, between 1.90 and 2.01 s, i.e. within 110 

ms time window, the explosion impulse changes almost 50 times  from 377 kPaKs to 8 kPaKs.  

 

 The high sensitivity of the explosion impulse to the triggering time is an intrinsic characteristic 

of the steam explosion.  

 

In FCI calculations, the chaotic behavior of the steam explosion impulse with respect to the 

discreet triggering time makes the problem of prediction of steam explosion impulse ill-posed 

and, consequently, interpretation of FCI codes results highly uncertain. This is one of the main 

reasons for the large spread of (i) predictions with different FCI codes, and (ii) predictions with 

the same FCI code obtained by different users (see, for example, SERENA-II benchmark 

exercise [188] and [187], [186] for SERENA-I results). It is instructive to note that previous 

studies with the TEXAS code [215], [251], [33] or other codes were not able to identify and 

address the effect of the triggering time and resulting ill-posedness of the problem due the 

limited number of computations. The most robust approach to the treatment was attempted in 

[198], [199]. From risk perspective, the choice of the triggering time can change prediction of 

containment failure from physically unreasonable (at ~8 kPaKs) to unavoidable (at ~377 of 

 

Figure 3-101: The dependence of normalized premixing Fprmx and explosion Fexpl 

functions on the triggering time (release of oxidic corium melt with jet Ø300 mm into a 

7 m deep water pool). 
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kPaKs). Therefore, we advocate statistical treatment of the triggering time effect in both cross 

code comparisons and risk analysis.  

 

In FCI experiments, the chaotic nature of steam explosion is expected to manifest itself through 

stochastic variations of explosion characteristics due to aleatory variability of (i) the triggering 

time and (ii) melt release conditions. Considering possible variation of the impulse (e.g. see 

Figure 3-102), the effect of the triggering time on the measurement of steam explosion 

energetics may exceed the effect of the other experimental parameters. Thus only statistical 

treatment using data from many repeatability tests can be used to reveal the influence of 

different factors. 

 

 

 

The ill-posedness and resulting chaotic behavior of the explosion impulse can be also addressed 

by considering statistical distributions of the impulses obtained at all the same conditions except 

for the triggering time. For example, evolution of the explosion impulse in Figure 3-102a can 

be characterized by a cumulative density function (CDF) of the predicted impulses as shown in 

Figure 3-102b. According to the data in the Figure 3-102b the percentile of explosion impulses 

that do not exceed, say, 80 kPaKs is 99.75%. 

 

In order to make model output well-posed and independent from the choice of the triggering 

time we introduced statistical treatment of explosion impulse. For every melt release scenario, 

we estimate the values of the impulses that correspond to 50, 75, 95, 99 and 100 percentiles of 

the CDF. For example, for the cumulative distribution function (CDF) reported in Figure 3-

102b, we can infer that for 95% of all possible triggering times the explosion impulse at the 

pedestal wall (plotted in Figure 3-102a) will not exceed 50 kPaKs.  

 

 

 
a b 

Figure 3-102: Evolution of the explosion pressure impulse at pedestal wall as a function of 

triggering time (a) and resulting distribution of the explosion pressure impulse (b). 
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3.8.2.4 Choice of important input parameters 

Out of about 160 TEXAS-V input parameters 23 were selected for further analysis. The 

complete list is provided in Table 3-13. Ranges of parameters used in the sensitivity study were 

defined for typical scenario of oxidic melt release in Nordic BWR [93], [92]. Parameters not 

mentioned in the Table 3-13 were set in accord with default values defined in the TEXAS-V 

manual [44].  

 

Table 3-13: Selected TEXAS-V parameters and their ranges  

Parameter Units Range Description 

PO Bar 1÷4  Initial pressure 

TLO K 288-366 Water temperature 

XPW m 3.2-8.2 Water level in the containment 

TGO K TLO Cover gas temperature 

TWO K TLO Wall temperature 

RPARN m 0.07 Fuel injection radius 

0.15 

CP J/kg·K 400÷570 Fuel capacity 

RHOP kg/m3 7600-8600 Fuel density 

PHEAT kJ/kg 260÷360  Fuel latent heat 

TMELT K 2850 Fuel melting temperature 

TPIN K 2850÷3150 Fuel injection temperature 

UPIN m/sec 1.5÷2.5 Fuel injection velocity 

KFUEL W/m·K 2÷11 Fuel thermal conductivity 

C(32) J/m2 0.4÷0.6 Fuel surface tension 

C(18) - 0.6÷0.9 Fuel emissivity 

DXI m 0.5 Cell height 

ARIY m2 0.7÷1.8 Cell cross-section area 

3.8÷8 

TMAX sec - Premixing time 

CFR - 2.0÷2.7 E-03 Proportionality constant for the rate of fuel 

fine fragmentation 

RFRAG m 8÷1.2 E-05 Initial size of fragmented particles  

POLD Pa 2×PO Threshold pressure for film collapse 

TFRAGLIMT s 0.0005÷0.0030 Fuel fragmentation time interval 

PTRIG Bar 3 Trigger pressure 

 

The sensitivity study used extended Morris method [235], [1], [32] and addressed 16 

independent input parameters (printed in bold in the Table 3-13). The mean pressure impulse 

(�̅�𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙/𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙, [PaKs]) has been used as the response function. The results in Figure 3-103 are 

provided for the scenario with 140 mm jet diameter. The elements in the legend are sorted in 

descending order of Morris modified mean 𝜇∗ value. The spread of the results established in 
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3 consecutive sensitivity studies that used different number of trajectories is also illustrated in 

the figure. Two input parameters were screened out: RFRAG and C(18).  

 

 
Figure 3-103: Morris diagram for mean pressure impulse. 

 

3.8.3 Database of full model solutions 

3.8.3.1 Database generation approach  

The database consists of 1500 premixing sets and 455,386 explosion calculations. The list of 

input parameters and respective ranges is provided in the Table 3-14. Note that the ranges were 

extended compared to those used in the sensitivity study to include scenarios of metallic melt 

releases.  

 

Table 3-14: Ranges of input parameters used for generation of the database of FM 

solutions  

# Parameter Units Range Explanation 

min max  

1 XPW M 5 9 Water level 

2 PO Bar 1 4 System pressure 

3 TLO K 288 368 Water temperature 

4 RPARN m 0.035 0.3 Initial jet radius 

5 CP J/kgKK 350 650 Fuel heat capacity 

6 RHOP kg/m3 7500 8500 Fuel density 

7 PHEAT J/kg 260 000 400 000 Fuel heat capacity 

8 TMELT K 1600 2800 Fuel melting point 

9 TPIN K 1620 3150 Melt superheat 

10 UPIN m/s -8 -1 Melt release velocity 

11 KFUEL W/mKK 2 42 Fuel thermal conductivity 

12 CFR - 0.002 0.0027 Proportionality constant for the rate of 

fuel fine fragmentation 

13 TFRAGLIMT ms 0.5 2.5 Fragmentation time 
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Parameters were considered as independent, except for TPIN > TMELT. Halton method [101] 

was used for the generation of the input. Explosion calculations were performed with 4 ms time 

step starting from melt contact with water and till melt contact with the bottom of the water 

pool.  

 

3.8.4 Steam explosion Surrogate Model 

3.8.4.1 Implementation of the Surrogate Model 

The surrogate model has been developed using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). In this work 

a feedforward neural network with Bayesian regularization and backpropagation was 

implemented. The ANN structure obtained after training consists of two hidden layers formed 

by 3 sigmoid neurons and 5 sigmoid neuron respectively, followed by the output layer with 4 

linear neurons (see Figure 3-104).  

 

Figure 3-104: ANN structure. 

 

The network is trained according to Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm, applying 

internally Bayesian regularization. The filtered database (see Chapter 3.8) was used for the 

training of the ANN. The ANN predicts the mean and standard deviation of the impulse 𝐼0̅ at 

the center of the containment floor and at the wall (4 outputs) given 13 TEXAS-V parameters 

in the input: XPW, PO, TLO, RPARN, CP, RHOP, PHEAT, TMELT, TPIN, UPIN, KFUEL, 

CFR, and TFRAGLIMT.  

 

3.8.5 Steam explosion surrogate model uncertainty 

The uncertainty of SM in approximation of the FM can be characterized as a difference between 

FM and SM predictions (𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑖 =  𝑅𝐹𝑀,𝑖 − 𝑅𝑆𝑀,𝑖). The respective error histograms for steam 

explosion SM are plotted in the Figure 3-105a-d for explosion impulse at the containment base 

and at the pedestal wall. While error histograms expressed in terms of explosion pressure 

impulse have bell-like shape, those expressed in percentiles of the explosion impulse show 

increased frequencies at the tails of the distributions. The effect is due to the dependence of the 

error on the value of the impulse. This is further demonstrated in the Figure 3-105e and f. In 

the plots the error is estimated using: 

 

2
𝑅𝐹𝑀,𝑖 − 𝑅𝑆𝑀,𝑖

𝑅𝐹𝑀,𝑖 + 𝑅𝑆𝑀,𝑖
· 100% 

 

At low values of the explosion impulse (~1 kPaKs) the error may exceed ±200%; for large values 

of the explosion impulse (80-200 kPaKs) it stays within ±40%. The expected values of the error 
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are around zero for the most part of the SM output. Exception occurs around small pressure 

impulses for which error exceeds ±100% shifting expected value of the error towards positive 

numbers (FM and SM can only predict positive pressure impulses). 

 

 

  
a b 

  
c d 

  
e f 

Figure 3-105: Histograms of SM error for the explosion pressure impulse at the pedestal 

wall (a,b), containment base (c,d) and error distribution as a function of the SM output (e 

and f). 

, Pa.s , % 

, Pa.s , % 
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3.8.5.1 Quantification of the uncertainty due to SM approximation of FM 
Given single vector value of scenario parameters 𝑠𝑖, modelled input parameters (𝑝𝑘−1,𝑖) and 

intangible and deterministic parameters (𝑑𝑘𝑖, 𝑖𝑘𝑖) , a SM (𝐶𝑅𝑘  – causal relation) predicts a 

single output value (or vector) ( 𝑅𝑆𝑀,𝑖 ), see Figure 3-106a. The solution then should be 

complemented with the appropriate CDF of the SM error. In such case the output of the SM 

becomes a distribution that quantifies the SM uncertainty in approximating the FM output for 

given value of SM prediction, see Figure 3-106b. 

 

  

a b 

Figure 3-106: SM (or CR – causal relation) output without (a) and with error quantification 

 

  
a b 

Figure 3-107: Example binning of the SM output space (a) and 

 respective CDFs of the SM errors (b) 

 

Data in Figure 3-107 suggests that the error is a function of the output. Quantification of the 

error can be done by binning the SM output space (Figure 3-107a) and providing a distribution 

of the SM error for every bin (Figure 3-107b). Alternative approach would be to use the data 

on the SM error (𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑖 =  𝑅𝐹𝑀,𝑖 − 𝑅𝑆𝑀,𝑖) in the vicinity of predicted by SM output and construct 

respective CDF (see Figure 3-108a). Result of complementing a SM solution with a CDF of the 

SM error is demonstrated in Figure 3-108b. 
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a b 

Figure 3-108: CDF of explosion pressure impulse error (a) and SM output with the error (b) 

for selected values of impulses on the pedestal wall and containment base. 

 

3.8.5.2 SM sensitivity study 

The magnitude of the error (40-200%) established during comparison of the FM and SM 

predictions is quite high. Therefore we study the sensitivity of the SM model output to the error 

magnitude (parameter 𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟 ) in comparison with the other model input parameters. Morris 

method was used; the range for the parameter 𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟 was set from -1 to 1. The results provided 

in the Figure 3-109 suggest that 𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟 is among the influential parameters, though it is much 

less important than initial jet diameter. Therefore, further reduction of the SM uncertainty may 

not be beneficial as long as the large uncertainty remains with respect to the initial jet diameter.   

 

Besides SM input parameters, the diagram also includes the model sensitivity to the rate of 

enthalpy supply (dH/dt), which is computed using the following expression: 

 

𝑑𝐻

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜋𝑅2𝜌(𝐶𝑝∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝 + 𝐻𝑓)U 

 

where 𝑅  is initial jet radius; 𝜌  is melt density; 𝐶𝑝  is melt heat capacity ∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑝  is melt 

superheat, 𝐻𝑓  is melt enthalpy and U  is melt initial inlet velocity. High sensitivity of the 

model output to the enthalpy rate (which is a combination of SM input parameters) further 

indicates that uncertainty in the SM output is dominated by the input parameters and not by the 

SM error in approximation of the FM. 

 

The results of the sensitivity study must be taken with caution. The 𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟 is not an epistemic 

parameter that may change depending on the melt release scenario from minimum to the 

maximum of its range as it occurs for other model input parameters. In this sense the sensitivity 

of the SM output to the change in 𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟 is only indicative that a more rigorous treatment is 

necessary.  
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Figure 3-109: Modified Morris diagram for the 95% of the explosion pressure impulse on 

the pedestal wall. Parameters in the legend are sorted in descending order of importance. 

 

3.8.6 Approaches to reduction of SM uncertainty 

The above results indicated somewhat high SM uncertainty with respect to FM: 

 ±66% at low values of impulses 

 ±13% at high values of impulses 

In addition, ANN was found to predict negative explosion impulses at high jet radiuses. Even 

though negative values are very rare < 1/10 000, they could give rise to reduced explosion 

impulses and may affect the risk assessments. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an approach 

that will improve the accuracy of SM. 

 

Three approaches are currently being considered and implemented: 

 Single ANN: 

o Find optimum model of a single ANN including: 

 Training methods. 

 ANN selection criteria. 

 Architecture (number of hidden layers and neurons). 

 Bootstrap ANN: 

o Use selected optimum ANN structure and training 

o Train large number of ANNs by bootstrapping the data. 

o Use ensemble average of the neural networks for prediction 

 BANN was shown to perform better than a single best ANN in 

different applications.  

 Dimensionality reduction of SM input: 

o Combine FM input parameters into groups to reduce  

 SM output variance. 
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 Computational costs. 

 Complexity of interpretation of the results. 

3.8.6.1 Single ANN development 

The main sources of ANN Uncertainty include: 

 Non exhaustive (insufficient or noisy) FM data. 

 ANN architecture. 

 Failure in obtaining global minimum when minimizing the difference between training 

data and ANN predictions.  

The first item can only be resolved by modification or extension of the FM solution database 

and have not been applied. The last two are subject to optimization: a sensitivity analysis has 

been performed on the ANN architecture and training methods, in order to find the best fit to 

the data. The best performance belongs to a 2 hidden layer network with 8 by 11 architecture. 

 

In order to reduce the possibility of negative impulses and in addition to improve the ANN 

selection process several simultaneous selection criteria has been implemented: 

• Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE). 

• Goodness of fit (R2). 

• Validation error. 

• Probability of non-physical (negative impulses) output. 

Their combined application proved to be very beneficial in reducing the uncertainty of a single 

ANN. 

3.8.6.2 Bootstrap ANN development 

A number (B) of bootstrap samples is drawn at random with replacement from the original 

training set of 𝑛𝑝 input/output patterns, 𝐷≡{𝒙, 𝑦}. The generic bth sample is constituted by the 

same number of input/output patterns drawn among those in 𝐷. Each bootstrap sample 𝐷𝑏 is 

then used as data set for training a different ANN. An ensemble of best ANNs is then selected 

from the pool of trained ANNs containing 100 000 bootstrapping. Number of ANNs in the 

ensemble is a subject of statistical analysis (computational performance vs accuracy). 4 Filter 

approach (similar to a single ANN) is used for the selection of each individual ANN. The 

obtained bootstrap ANN have generally higher accuracy then a single ANN, though at the 

expense of the ANN performance. 

3.8.7 SEIM Failure Domain analysis 

Failure domains enable us to investigate the effect of scenario parameters on the confidence in 

estimated containment conditional failure probability. They provide a more comprehensive 

view on the possible outcomes of steam explosion and effect of the SM error. We have 

considered three cases of melt release: one oxidic and two metallic (with low and high melt 

superheat). The ranges of the input parameters for each case are given in Table 4-3.  

 

Following results of the sensitivity study we have chosen jet radius, water pool depth and melt 

release velocity as scenario parameters in terms of which failure domain maps were computed 

and plotted. The results of the calculations are provided in the Figure 3-110. Assessments were 
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done for the failure of the non-reinforced and reinforced hatch door given 𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟=0 and 𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟=[-

1;1], uniform distribution. The maps were estimated taking 95% of the explosion impulse, using 

0.001 as the screening failure probability. The color map used in the failure domain maps is 

explained in the Table 3-16. It is instructive to note that SM error enlarges the failure and 

reduces the safe domains. 

 

 
Table 3-16: Color mapping of failure domains 

Color Definition Comment 
Red 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑃𝑓 > 10−3) > 95% Failure probability is larger than 10−3  for at least 

95% of all distributions of intangible parameters. 
Green 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑃𝑓 > 10−3) < 5% Failure probability is smaller than 10−3 for at least 

95% of distributions of intangible parameters. 
Blue 5 ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑃𝑓 > 10−3) < 50% Failure probability is larger than 10−3 in 5-50% of 

distributions of intangible parameters.  

Purple 50 ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑃𝑓 > 10−3) ≤ 95% Failure probability is larger than 10−3 in 50-95% of 
distributions of intangible parameters. 

 

Results suggest that in case of non-reinforced hatch door (fragility limit 6 kPaKs), the failure of 

the containment is imminent (red domain) in a wide range of scenario parameters (RPARN, 

XPW and UPIN). Comparison of Case 01 vs Case 02 (see Table 4-3), suggests that with increase 

of melt superheat size of the failure domain increases. Failure domain is larger for the oxidic 

melt than for the metallic. This is attributed to the (i) lack of modelling of the effect of crust 

formation on the explosion energetics in TEXAS-V and (ii) higher absolute enthalpy of oxidic 

melt vs metallic due to difference in absolute melt temperatures. 

 

Table 3-15: Classification and ranges of model input parameters used for estimation of 
failure domain maps 

# Parameter Units Oxidic Metallic 
(Case 01 / Case 02) 

Name Meaning  min Max min max 
Scenario parameters 

RPARN Initial jet radius m 0.035 0.150 0.035 0.150 
UPIN Melt release velocity m/s 1 8 1 8 
XPW Water level m 2 9 2 9 

Intangible parameters 
PO System pressure Bar 100000 400000 100000 400000 
CP Fuel heat capacity J/kgKK 490 650 350 490 
RHOP Fuel density kg/m3 7900 8500 7500 7900 
PHEAT Fuel latent heat J/kg 300000 400000 250000 300000 
TMELT Fuel melting point K 2800 2800 1650 1650 
TPIN Melt temperature K 2810 3150 1660 2800/1966 
TLO Water temperature K 288 368 288 368 
KFUEL Fuel therm. conduct. W/mKK 2 6 6 32 
CFR Fuel fragmentation 

rate coefficient of 
proportionality 

- 

0.00200 0.00270 0.00200 0.00270 
TFRAGLIMT Fragmentation time ms 0.00050 0.00250 0.00050 0.00250 

Deterministic parameters 
𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟 SM error - -1 1 -1 1 
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𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟= 0; 6 kPaKs; 

metallic release case #1 

𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟=[-1;1]; 6 kPaKs; 

metallic release case #1 

𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟=[-1;1]; 50 kPaKs; 

metallic release case #1 

   

𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟= 0; 6 kPaKs; 

metallic release case #2 

𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟=[-1;1]; 6 kPaKs; 

metallic release case #2 

𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟=[-1;1]; 50 kPaKs; 

metallic release case #2 

   

𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟= 0; 6 kPaKs;  

oxidic release 

𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟=[-1;1]; 6 kPaKs; 

oxidic release 

𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑟=[-1;1]; 50 kPaKs; 

oxidic release 

Figure 3-110: Failure domain maps for containments with reinforced and non-reinforced 

hatch door. 

 

In the case of reinforced (50 kPaKs) hatch door the risk of containment failure is significantly 

reduced. Only in the case of oxidic melt release and incorporation of the SM error some 

uncertainty on the outcome of the steam explosion reappears. Note that in this analysis the jet 

diameter is limited to Ø300 mm. For larger size jets, the risk of containment failure will be 

larger.    

 

The fact that failure domain reduces as a result of the reinforcement of the hatch is merely an 

indication that such reinforcement could be beneficial. There are two additional aspects to be 

considered. First, it is uncertain whether melt release scenarios that lead to the failure of the 

non-reinforced hatch door can occur in case of a sever accident. Indeed, if the size of the vessel 

breach would be limited to the size of IGT (Ø0.07 m) even in case of deep water pools (>8 m) 

containment will withstand the explosion. Second, once range of relevant scenarios and 

respective frequencies is identified, a decision model is required to justify or reject the 

modification. A criterion must be formulated based on the costs of modification, potential 
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financial losses in case of a SAM failure, frequency of considered scenarios, number of reactors 

in question and modelling results. A simple approach to the formulation of the criterion can be 

made based on the following considerations 

 

Decision / Outcome Failure of SAM Success of SAM Utility 

Not to reinforce 𝑃𝑓1
𝑈𝑓 (1 − 𝑃1) · 0 𝑃𝑓1

𝑈𝑓 

To reinforce 𝑃𝑓2
(𝑈𝑟 + 𝑈𝑓) (1 − 𝑃𝑓2

)𝑈𝑟 𝑃𝑓2
𝑈𝑓 + 𝑈𝑟 

 

where 𝑃𝑓1
 and 𝑃𝑓2

 are conditional containment failure probabilities with non-reinforced and 

reinforced hatch respectively; 𝑈𝑟 = 105 €

𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
· 𝑛𝑟 = 106 €  is cost of hatch door 

reinforcement; 𝑈𝑓 = −1010€ · 𝑛𝑟𝑛𝑦𝑓𝑠 = −1010 · 10 · 40 · 10−5 = 4𝑒7€/reactior − year  is 

the negative utility of a large release; 𝑛𝑟 = 10 is number of reactors in question; 𝑛𝑦 = 40 

remaining years of operation 𝑓𝑠 = 10−5 1

𝑟·𝑦
 is scenario frequency.  

 

Equating the two utility costs one can show that modification can be justified when (𝑃𝑓2
𝑈𝑓 +

𝑈𝑟)/𝑃𝑓1
𝑈𝑓 > 1. Given above numbers the modification is justified if the change in conditional 

failure probability (𝑃𝑓1
− 𝑃𝑓2

 ) exceeds 2.5%. When a number of scenarios is considered, a 

threshold could be set to the desired fraction of scenarios that would justify the modification. 

 

3.8.8 Summary and conclusions 

The goal of this work was development of a fast numerical tool (surrogate model) that can be 

used for the assessment of the risk of containment failure in Nordic type BWR due to steam 

explosion. Three primary tasks have been accomplished: (i) development of the Full Model, 

(ii) generation of the Full Model solution database, and (iii) development of the surrogate model.  

 

We utilized TEXAS-V to build the Full Model (FM) for the assessment of the steam explosion 

energetics in Nordic type BWRs and combine it with a simplified impulse propagation approach.  

 

Extensive simulations using the TEXAS-V revealed that explosion impulse is a chaotic function 

of the triggering time – phenomena that has an important impact on both risk analysis and 

interpretation of experimental results. Specifically, it was found that explosion impulse can 

change 50 times within just a 110 ms time window. It is instructive to note that in the steam 

explosion experiments the aleatory uncertainty due to the influence of the triggering time is also 

expected to be significant. Proper statistical treatment with multiple repletion of the tests at the 

same melt release conditions is necessary in order to measure the effects of the other 

experimental parameters.  

 

We have further, implemented an approach to encompass the chaotic nature of the explosion 

impulse by characterizing its statistical distribution. The objective is double fold, first it imposes 

well-posedness on the response function and second allows characterization of the explosion 
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impulse in terms of confidence intervals and confidence levels – approach highly beneficial for 

risk assessment.  

 

After ensuring model physical well-posedness we proceed with detailed sensitivity study 

followed by parameter screening leaving 13 most important parameters. The model was then 

sampled to generate a large database of solutions (1500 premixing sets comprised of 455K of 

premixing/explosion calculations). Numerically failed calculations were filtered from the 

database. Physical sensibility of the FM model response to variation of the input parameters 

was verified in a statistical sense. The database was used for the development of the surrogate 

model.  The surrogate model was implemented using ANN. SM and FM were then 

systematically compared and results were found to be in a satisfactory agreement. 

 

An approach for quantification of the SM uncertainty is proposed and implemented in the 

ROAAM+ framework. We found that uncertainty in the containment failure is still dominated 

by the enthalpy rate of the jet and jet diameter even if the SM uncertainty can be in the range 

from ~13% to 66% (for small impulses). 

 

Taking into account SM uncertainty leads to increased size of the failure domain. Analysis of 

the failure domains suggest that reinforcement of the hatch-door might be beneficial as it 

significantly reduces the risk of the containment failure. SM uncertainty does not affect the 

conclusion on the benefit of the hatch door reinforcement.  

 

New approaches are currently under development for improved SMs: 

• Reduced error. 

• Faster performance. 

There are several issues that still should be addressed: 

1. Melt releases with multiple jets. 

2. Multiple consecutive steam explosions. 

3. Effect of crust formation around melt particles on the energetics of the steam explosions.  

4. Generation of non-condensable gases during premixing. 

5. Validation of the explosion propagation model.  
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Chapter 4. UNCERTAINTY 

QUANTIFICATION AND RISK ANALYSIS 

RESULTS 
This section presents discussion of the preliminary risk analysis using the surrogate models and 

framework discussed in detail in previous sections. Results are preliminary as they are 

determined by current set of assumptions and simplifications employed in modeling.  

 

ROAAM+ aim is to provide assessment of failure probability to enable robust decision making. 

Decision is robust if it is insensitive to uncertainty, while uncertainty still can be large. 

 

The goal of ROAAM+ preliminary risk analysis is to identify 

– Main contributors to the uncertainty in failure probability Pf. 

– Importance of the dependencies between different accident stages and respective models 

• in different accident progression scenarios. 

– The needs for further refinement of the knowledge and tools. 

• Models / experiments / frameworks. 

 

Thus the main objective is to identify potential importance of the modeling assumptions on the 

risk assessment and pave the way to clarification of identified issues in the remaining part of 

the project following the iterative refinement approach discussed in the previous sections. 

 

The reverse analysis starts with sensitivity analysis of load, capacity and 𝑃𝑓 predicted by the 

framework in order to identify the most influential parameters. Additional knowledge about the 

other uncertain parameters will not reduce significantly uncertainty in 𝑃𝑓. Thus research can 

be focused in the next iteration on clarification of the main sources of uncertainty for the risk 

assessment and decision making. 

 

Next step in the reverse analysis is identification of failure domains. The space of the most 

influential parameters identified in the sensitivity analysis is used for failure domain 

visualization. The ranges of the most important parameters where the influence of the other 

parameters might become important can be also identified as a matter of future research 

necessary to reduce uncertainty and achieve a robust risk assessment. 

4.1 Results using ROAAM+ Framework 

The goal of this section is to illustrate comprehensive uncertainty analysis for identification and 

clarification of (i) main contributors to the uncertainty and risk; (ii) importance of the 

dependencies between different accident stages in different accident progression scenarios; (iii) 

the needs for further refinement of the knowledge and tools (models, experimental data, etc.) 
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We discuss key elements of the reverse analysis with the failure domain (FD) identification and 

forward analysis with estimation of failure probability (FP) for ex-vessel steam explosion and 

coolability. 

 

4.1.1 Description of the framework  

The surrogate models implemented in the framework (see Figure 3-1) and their role is detailed 

in the Table 4-1. Four techniques were used for implementation of the SMs: (i) mapping (based 

on mapping of the FM solution to a grid in the space of the input parameters); (ii) polynomial 

(scaling analysis and data fitting); (iii) physics based uses simplified modelling of the 

phenomena; (iv) Artificial Neural Networks (ANN is based on complex regression analysis). 

Failure criteria are determined for SEIM and DECO.  

 

Table 4-1: Surrogate models of the ROAAM+ framework. 

SM Type Role 

CORE  Mapping Given timings of ADS and ECCS recovery provides time, 

composition and mass of core relocation and conditions 

in the lower drywall: pressure, pool temperature and 

depth 

Vessel 

failure 

Polynomial Given mass and composition of the debris in the lower 

head computes timings of the IGT, CRGT and vessel 

failures and corresponding mass and composition of 

liquid melt available for release 

Melt 

release 

Physics 

based 

Given timings and mode of lower head failure computes 

conditions of melt release, i.e. ablation of the breach, rate 

and duration of the release, thermal properties of the melt 

SEIM ANN Given conditions of melt release and LDW 

characteristics, returns three explosion impulses and three 

values of containment capacity 

DECO Physics 

based 

Given conditions of melt release and LDW 

characteristics, returns dryout heat flux and max debris 

bed heat flux 

 

At given melt release conditions SEIM surrogate model estimates characterizes loads by mean 

and standard deviation of the explosion impulses predicted by TEXAS-V for different 

triggering times. The SEIM failure domain is determined for three fragility limits: 6, 50 and 

80 kPaKs. These roughly correspond to the order of magnitudes of fragility limits for non-

reinforced hatch door, reinforced hatch door and reactor vessel pedestal respectively. 

 

Current implementation of DECO is a combination of two surrogate models: (i) spreading of 

particles during sedimentation in the pool which estimates the slope angle of the formed debris 

bed; (ii) debris bed coolability (returning actual and critical heat flux for given debris bed 

configuration). Forward and reverse analysis (see Figure 3-1) is performed. 
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The failure domain is constructed in the space of the input parameters (input space) partitioned 

into a finite number of cells. Every cell is characterized by a unique combination of the input 

parameters ranges. The output of the SM is sampled in each cell (by varying deterministic and 

intangible parameters). The framework compares loads against capacity and renders every 

computed case to a failure or success. The number of “fail” and “success” cases is counted in 

each cell, weighted by corresponding probability density functions of deterministic and 

intangible parameters and normalized to provide conditional failure probability which is 

compared to the screening probability. The cells where conditional failure probability exceed 

screening level are grouped into a “failure domain” indicating conditions at which the 

mitigation strategy fails. For visualization we introduce four-colored failure domain map (see 

Figure 4-1) where color-code is defined as in Table 4-2 

 

Table 4-2: Definition of failure domains. 

Failure 

domain 

Definition Comments 

Red 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑃𝑓 > 10−3) > 95% Failure probability is larger than 10−3 for 95% of 

possible distributions of the intangible parameters. 

Green 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑃𝑓 > 10−3) < 5% Failure probability is larger than 10−3 for only 5% 

of possible distributions of the intangible 

parameters. 

Blue 5 ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑃𝑓 > 10−3) < 50% Failure probability is larger than 10−3 in 5-50% of 

possible distributions of the intangible parameters.  

Purple 50 ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹(𝑃𝑓 > 10−3) ≤ 95% Failure probability is larger than 10−3  in 50-95% 

of possible distributions of the intangible 

parameters. 

 

  

a b 

Figure 4-1: Example of the CCDFs of failure probability (a) taken from the first vertical 

line in failure domain map (b). 
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The green domain represent the area where SAM is successful and containment failure (due to 

ex-vessel steam explosion or ex-vessel debris coolability) is physically unreasonable [270] with 

95% confidence level, the red domain represents the area where within 95% confidence level 

the failure imminent (i.e. failure probability exceed physically unreasonable threshold). The 

domains colored purple and blue represent the area of scenario space where the outcome 

depends on uncertainty coming from model deterministic and intangible parameters and their 

distributions. 

 

4.2 Reverse Analysis for Steam Explosion using SEIM Surrogate 

Model 

Different scenarios of melt release have been considered in the analysis. The failure domain is 

determined in the space of the SEIM input parameters: XPW – water pool depth, UPIN – melt 

jet release velocity; RPARN – Jet radius.  

Results suggest that in case of non-reinforced hatch door (fragility limit 6 kPaKs), the failure of 

the containment is imminent (red domain) for most of possible combinations of scenario 

parameters (RPARN, XPW and UPIN). If the hatch door is reinforced (50 kPaKs) there is no 

risk of containment failure (see Figure 4-2b,d,e and Figure 4-3b,d,e). Note that the jet diameter 

is limited to Ø300 mm in this analysis. For larger size jets, the risk of containment failure will 

be larger.  

For assessment of the risk of containment failure in Swedish type BWRs we employ failure 

domains approach. Two scenarios of melt release are considered: release of oxidic or metallic 

melt. Release of metallic melt was further split into two subcases: Case 01 with up to 1150 K 

melt superheat and Case 02 with maximum melt superheat of 300 K (the same as for oxidic 

melt). 

 

Classification of the parameters and their ranges are provided in the Table 4-3. Estimated failure 

domain maps are given in the Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3. The maps were estimated taking 95% 

of the explosion impulse, 0.001 as the screening probability. The color map used in the failure 

domain maps is explained in the Figure 4-1. 
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Table 4-3: Classification and ranges of model input parameters used for estimation of 

failure domain maps. 

# Parameter Units Oxidic Metallic 

(Case 01 / Case 02) 

Name Meaning  min Max min max 

Scenario parameters 

RPARN Initial jet radius m 0.035 0.150 0.035 0.150 

UPIN Melt release 

velocity 

m/s 

-8 -1 -8 -1 

XPW Water level m 5 9 5 9 

Deterministic and intangible parameters 

PO System pressure Bar 100000 400000 100000 400000 

CP Fuel heat 

capacity 

J/kgKK 

490 650 350 490 

RHOP Fuel density kg/m3 7900 8500 7500 7900 

PHEAT Fuel heat 

capacity 

J/kg 

300000 400000 250000 300000 

TMELT Fuel melting 

point 

K 

2800 2800 1650 1650 

TPIN Melt temperature K 2810 3150 1660 2800 / 1966 

TLO Water 

temperature 

K 

288 368 288 368 

KFUEL Fuel thermal 

conductivity 

W/mKK 

2 6 6 32 

CFR Proportionality 

constant for the 

rate of fuel fine 

fragmentation 

- 

0.00200 0.00270 0.00200 0.00270 

TFRAGLIMT Fragmentation 

time 

ms 

0.00050 0.00250 0.00050 0.00250 
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a b 

  

c d 

  

e f 

Figure 4-2: Failure domain maps in terms of melt release velocity and jet radius.  

(a and b – scenario of oxidic melt release for 6 kPa·s and 50 kPa·s fragility limit;  

c and d – scenario of metallic melt release Case 01 for 6 kPa·s and 50 kPa·s fragility limit;  

e and f – scenario of metallic melt release Case 02 for 6 kPa·s and 50 kPa·s fragility limit)  
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a b 

  

c d 

  

e f 

Figure 4-3: Failure domain maps in terms of water level and jet radius  

(a and b – scenario of oxidic melt release for 6 kPa·s and 50 kPa·s fragility limit;  

c and d – scenario of metallic melt release Case 01 for 6 kPa·s and 50 kPa·s fragility limit;  

e and f – scenario of metallic melt release Case 02 for 6 kPa·s and 50 kPa·s fragility limit) 
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Comparison of Case 01 vs Case 02 (see Table 4-3), i.e. Figure 4-2c vs Figure 4-2d and Figure 

4-3c vs Figure 4-3d, suggests as expected that with increase of melt superheat failure domain 

increases. Current version of the TEXAS-V SM predicts larger failure domain for the oxidic 

melt than for the metallic one (compare Figure 4-2a vs Figure 4-2c and Figure 4-3a vs Figure 

4-3c). It is instructive to note that there is no modelling of crust formation effect on the 

explosion energetics in TEXAS-V, and melt emissivity was not considered in development of 

the current SM (because it was identified as less important parameter in the preliminary 

sensitivity analysis [93]). 

 

4.3 Results of Analysis for Debris Bed Coolability 

4.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis for Debris Coolability and Spreading in the Pool 

According to the general approach for reverse analysis in ROAAM+ framework, failure domain 

identification starts with model sensitivity analysis to identify the most influential parameters 

for both standalone and coupled through the framework models. 

 

Figure 4-4: Morris diagram for Debris bed coolability input parameters (Base Case) 

 

In this section we discuss sensitivity analysis for Debris Bed Coolability SM that has been 

carried out in order to evaluate the importance of the DECO SM input parameters and their 

ranges on the output. Figure 4-4 represents the results of sensitivity analysis using Morris 

method for the DECO SM output HF-DHF (MW/m2) (the difference between heat flux and 

dryout heat flux) for the “Base Case” scenario and ranges (see Table 4-4). The results indicate 

the dominant effect of DPAR and porosity (particle diameter and porosity) together with tsub 
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(water subcooling) on the results. Initial water subcooling affects time delay for onset of the 

debris bed spreading and thus height of the debris bed. 

4.3.2 Failure Domain Analysis for Debris Coolability and Spreading in the Pool 

 

Figure 4-5 presents the results of failure domain analysis for DECO SM. The figure illustrates 

the effect of the screening probability in the space of water subcooling and debris porosity. Note 

that only spreading in the pool is considered in this model currently. 

 

 

Figure 4-5: Failure domain analysis for DECO SM with different values of screening 

probability Ps, a. Ps = 10−3; b. Ps = 0.5; c. Ps = 0.99 

 

Figure 4-6: Failure domain analysis for DECO SM with different values of screening 

probability Ps, a. Ps = 10−3; b. Ps = 0.5; c. Ps = 0.99 
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The Figure 4-5a can be interpreted as follows: the failure (HF>DHF) probability 𝑃𝑓 does not 

exceed screening frequency 𝑃𝑓 ≤ 𝑃𝑠 = 10−3 only for scenarios high debris porosity (>40%) 

and low water pool subcooling (<5-10 K) for more than 95% possible combinations of 

distributions of uncertain parameters. In other words, green domain in Figure 4-5a can be 

considered as “safe” where “possibility” of failure is extremely small. The necessity of failure 

is illustrated in Figure 4-5c. With small debris porosity (<38%) and high water subcooling 

(>30K) probability of failure exceed 𝑃𝑠 = 0.99  in approximately 5-50% of possible 

combinations of the distributions of the uncertain parameters. 

 

Figure 4-6 presents similar results but in the space of particle size and porosity. Formation of a 

non-coolable debris bed is of low possibility for porosity >0.4 and effective particle 

size >2.5 mm (Figure 4-6a). High necessity of failure is observed for smaller particles and 

porosity Figure 4-6b,c. 

 

Table 4-4: DECO SM ranges for the “Base Case” 

Name Description Range Units 

Time Time after SCRAM [2-5] Hours 

coriummass Debris mass in LP [100-256] Tons 

DPAR Particle diameter [1.5-4] Mm 

Porosity Debris porosity [0.35-0.45] - 

PO System pressure [1-4.5] Bar 

XPW LDW water pool depth [5-9] M 

Tsub Water pool subcooling [0-80] K 

CP Fuel heat capacity [270-650] J/kgKK 

PHEAT Fuel latent heat [1.9e5-4.23e5] J/kg 

TLIQSOL Temperature of Liquidus\Solidus [1600-2800] K 

TSH  [10-1000] K 

tRel Duration of melt release  [3600-10000] sec 

 

Better knowledge about particle size and porosity would be the most effective means for 

reduction of the uncertainty in coolability. Further experimental studies can be carried out using 

corium simulant materials in DEFOR-S type experiments to assess the ranges of porosity for 

debris of prototypic morphology. 

 

Uncertainty in water subcooling depends on the accident scenario and its ranges can be 

quantified through modeling of different possible sequences. The effect of water subcooling on 

debris bed height is an epistemic uncertainty that can be reduced through  

- further development of DCOSIM models and extensive validation and against PDS-P 

experiments; 

- analysis of the accident sequences and possible ranges of water subcooling. 
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Combining the modeling of particle spreading in the pool and particulate debris bed spreading 

after debris settling due to self-leveling phenomenon might be the most effective approach to 

reduction of the uncertainty in the assessment of the risks associated with porous debris bed 

coolability. 

 

Among the other parameters only system pressure, mass of debris and time after SCRAM can 

noticeably affect selected failure criteria. Uncertainty in mass of debris and time after SCRAM 

can be reduced through improved modeling of the melt release mode in MEM. Employment of 

less conservative failure criteria (e.g. post dryout temperature stabilization) can further help to 

clarify the safety margins. 

 

4.3.3 Reverse and Failure Domain Analysis using Combined SM on Debris Bed 

Coolability and Particulate Debris Spreading 

4.3.3.1 Main results 

The developed ANN-based SM of the coolability of debris bed with taking into account effect 

of bed self-leveling (particulate debris spreading) has been has been used in reverse analysis to 

identify the failure domain. The input parameters and their varied ranges used in both, 

sensitivity study and FD identification, are provided in Table 4-5. The final results, namely the 

Morris diagram and identified FDs are shown respectively in Figure 4-4 and set of plots from 

Figure 4-8 till Figure 4-10. 

 

There is an easily observable link between the Morris diagram and FD plots. Three most 

influencing input parameters identified from Morris diagram are (in the order of most influential 

first): 

 Particle diameter (DPAR) 

 Bed porosity (porosity) 

 Initial bed heat-up rate (trat) 

The failure domains are shown for any two combinations of the above listed parameters: 

porosity-DPAR (Figure 4-8); TRAT-DPAR (Figure 4-9) and TRAT-porosity (Figure 4-10). It is 

natural that highly porous debris bed composed of large particles should have higher probability 

to be coolable. Indeed, Figure 4-8 demonstrate this.  
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Figure 4-7: Morris diagram for coolability and self-leveling. 

 

 

Table 4-5: SM ranges for the input parameters 

  Name Range Description Units 

1 coriummass 1e5 2.5e5 Debris mass Kg 

2 RHOP 7500 8500 Fuel density JKg/m3 

3 DPAR 1e-3 6e-3 Particle diameter m 

4 porosity 0.3 0.6 Porosity - 

5 PO 1 4 LDW Pressure bar 

6 RPOW 1.4 3.9 Reactor Thermal 

Power 

GW 

7 angle 22 35 Critical angle or 

repose 

degrees 

8 ai 0.1 1.0 Initial angle factor - 

9 tini 400 1700 Initial temperature 

of settled particles 

K 

10 trat 0.1 2.0 Initial heat up rate K 
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Figure 4-8: Failure domain analysis for PDS SM with different values of screening 

probability Ps, a. Ps = 10−3; b. Ps = 0.5; c. Ps = 0.99 

 

 
Figure 4-9: Failure domain analysis for PDS SM with different values of screening 

probability Ps, a. Ps = 10−3; b. Ps = 0.5; c. Ps = 0.99 

 

 

Figure 4-10: Failure domain analysis for PDS SM with different values of screening 

probability Ps, a. Ps = 10−3; b. Ps = 0.5; c. Ps = 0.99 
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4.3.4 Debris Agglomeration Failure Domain Analysis 

In order to understand better how influential factors affect the risks we employ failure domain 

approach. Failure domain is a domain in the space of the input parameters where probability of 

“failure” can exceed a certain limit (screening probability 𝑃𝑠). The failure can be considered, 

for instance, as an exceedance of safety important parameter over a critical threshold. It is 

instructive to note that failure probability can be calculated for a given set of probability 

distributions of the uncertain input parameters. However, the information about the distributions 

is rarely available. In this work we use second order probability analysis where uncertain 

distributions are also varied. As a result, a set of possible failure probability values are obtained 

and characterized by cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the failure probability (𝑃𝐹). 

 

Results of failure domain analysis performed for Debris Agglomeration SM are presented in 

Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 . Different colors correspond to the different values of the 

𝑪𝑫𝑭(𝑷𝑭). The value of 𝑪𝑫𝑭(𝑷𝑭) correspond to the percentile of possible combinations of 

the distributions of uncertain parameters that result in 𝑷𝑭 > 𝑷𝒔. Different safety thresholds (5 

and 10%) were used for the fraction of agglomerated debris. In Figure 4-11 the results for 

screening probability 𝑷𝒔 = 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 are presented. Apparently a green domain which correspond 

to 𝑪𝑫𝑭(𝑷𝑭 > 𝟏𝟎−𝟑) < 𝟓% occupies only a small part that correspond to deep pool, small jet 

diameters and small velocities of melt release. Figure 4-12 show that the exceedance of the 

safety threshold for the fraction of agglomerates is practically imminent with 𝑷𝒔 = 𝟎. 𝟗𝟗 in 

case of relatively shallow pools, large jets and large melt release velocities. 

 

  

a)                                     b) 

Figure 4-11: Failure domain analysis for Debris Agglomeration SM (Ps=0.001) in terms of Jet 

Diameter (m), Melt release velocity(m/s) and LWD water level (m), with different values of 

debris agglomeration fraction threshold a) 5%; b) 10%. 
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a)                                  b) 

Figure 4-12: Failure domain analysis for Debris Agglomeration SM (Ps=0.99) in terms of Jet 

Diameter (m), Melt release velocity(m/s) and LDW water level (m), with different values of 

debris agglomeration fraction threshold a) 5%; b) 10%. Only domain with CDF(Pf > Ps) >

50% are shown. 

 

Figure 4-13 illustrate failure domain analysis results for Debris Agglomeration as a function of 

Jet Diameter, LDW Pool Temperature and Pool depth. The results show that debris 

agglomeration is currently one of the major contributor to the uncertainty in debris bed 

coolability. Current model suggest that agglomeration can be avoided only in dripping mode of 

melt release (very small jet, deep pool). Yet, it is believed that there is significant degree of 

conservatism in current modeling of agglomeration, especially jet breakup length; Modeling of 

the effect of agglomeration on coolability (see results obtained with DECOSIM). Thus possible 

ways to reduce the uncertainty in prediction of coolability are: 

 Significant reduction of the uncertainty in the melt release. 

 Reduction of uncertainty in  

• Effect of jet breakup on agglomeration modeling 

• Coolability analysis. 
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a.  b.  

c. d.  

Figure 4-13: Failure domain analysis for Debris Agglomeration SM (Ps=0.001) in terms of Jet 

Diameter (m), Melt release velocity(m/s) and LDW water level (m), with different values of 

debris agglomeration fraction threshold a) 20%; b) 50% c) 70%. d) 90%. 

 

4.3.5 Failure Domain Analysis for the Whole ROAAM+ Framework 

In this section we show the results of failure domain analysis for the whole ROAAM+ 

framework, considering different severe accident scenarios. In-vessel accident progression and 

melt release conditions are predicted by Core Relocation SM (see section 3.3), ex-vessel 

accident progression, debris agglomeration and steam-explosion loads are evaluated using 

debris agglomeration and ex-vessel steam explosion surrogated models. In the analysis we 

considered a metallic release (see sections 3.8), since the temperature of ejected debris was 

predicted below 2900K and the mass of stailess steel oxide is small, according to MELCOR 

predictions.  

 

Failure domain analysis was performed for melt release conditions, predicted by Core 

relocation SM, with penetration failure modelling and solid debris ejection mode ON and OFF 

(IDEJ0 and 1). Furthermore, we considered median values of the distribution of prediction of 

melt release conditions by core relocation SM (see section 3.3.6 for details). 
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4.3.5.1 Failure Domain Analysis with Core relocation SM Predictions for Penetration 

Failure without Solid Debris Ejection. 

 

a. b.  

c.  

Figure 4-14: Failure domain analysis for SEIM SM (Ps=0.001) in terms of severe accident 

scenario (ADS and ECCS Timings) with different fragility limits for a) LDW hatch door; b) 

Reinforced LDW hatch door. c) LDW floor. 

a. b.  
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c.  

Figure 4-15: Failure domain analysis for Debris Agglomeration SM (Ps=0.001) in terms of 

severe accident scenario (ADS and ECCS Timings) with different debris agglomeration 

fraction threshold a) 20%; b) 50% c) 90%. 

 

4.3.5.2 Failure Domain Analysis with Core relocation SM Predictions for Penetration 

Failure with Solid Debris Ejection. 

a. b.  

c.  

Figure 4-16: Failure domain analysis for SEIM SM (Ps=0.001) in terms of severe accident 

scenario (ADS and ECCS Timings) with different fragility limits for a) LDW hatch door; b) 

Reinforced LDW hatch door. c) LDW floor. 
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a. b.  

c.  

 

Figure 4-17: Failure domain analysis for Debris Agglomeration SM (Ps=0.001) in terms of 

severe accident scenario (ADS and ECCS Timings) with different debris agglomeration 

fraction threshold a) 20%; b) 50% c) 90%. 

4.3.5.3 Discussion 

 

The results presented in the sections 4.3.5.1 and 4.3.5.2 illustrate the effect of the accident 

scenario (in terms of ADS and ECCS timings) on the risk of containment failure due to ex-

vessel steam explosion and debris coolability (formation of non-coolable debris configuration). 

The results show that the containment failure due to containment phenomena in Nordic BWR 

can be avoided in scenarios with early ADS and ECCS activation. Delay in depressurization, 

up to 5000sec, followed by the water injection within approximately 1000sec can results in in-

core/in-vessel accident termination, and no threat to containment integrity (see Figure 4-18 and 

4-19). 
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a. b.  

Figure 4-18: Failure domain analysis with (Ps=0.001) for a) Ex-vessel steam explosion load 

on the hatch door (6kPa*s); b) Debris Agglomeration with agglomeration fraction threshold 

of 20%. 

 

Figure 4-19: The time of vessel lower head breach due to penetration failure, as a function of 

severe accidentscenario (ADS and ECCS Timing). 

 

Severe accident scenarios with vessel breach in most of the cases result in high loads on the 

containment hatch door due to ex-vessel steam explosion, and formation of non-coolable debris 

configuration. 

Reinforcement of the containment hatch door to 50kPa*s can significantly reduce the risk of 

containement failure due to ex-vessel steam explosion, as shown in Figure 4-14a vs. 4-14b and 

Figure 4-16a vs. 4-16b. 

Furhtermore, the results show that there is significant effect of the modelling of debris behavior 

and melt release option used in MELCOR (Core relocation SM). It is assumed in MELCOR 

code that in case of penetration failure, all debris can be ejeted regardless of its state (solid 

debris ejection ON – IDEJ0), only molten debris plus some fraction of solid debris can be 

ejected, based on the solid material transport model (solid debris ejection OFF- IDEJ1). This 

results in larger debris ejection rates predicted by MELCOR code in case of solid debris ejection 
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on (IDEJ0) compared to solid debris ejection off (IDEJ1), but on the other hand it results in 

smaller values of the temperature of the ejected debris (TPIN). 

a. b.  

Figure 4-20: The median value of the temperature (K) of the debris ejected from the vessel at 

max. debris ejection rate, as a function of severe accident scenario (ADS, ECCS Timing) for 

a) Solid debris ejection ON (IDEJ0) b) Solid debris ejection OFF (IDEJ1). 

a. b.  

Figure 4-21: The median value of the jet speed (m/s) at max. debris ejection rate, as a function 

of severe accident scenario (ADS, ECCS Timing) for a) Solid debris ejection ON (IDEJ0) b) 

Solid debris ejection OFF (IDEJ1). 

 

Additionally, it is assumed in MELCOR that particulate debris will sink into a molten pool, 

displacing the molten pool volume. Once solid debris components with lower melting point 

(such as stainless steel) start to melt, the volume occupied by solid debris decreases, the molten 

materials will occupy empty volume within the solid debris (reducing solid debris porosity). 

The remaining part will form a molten pool on top of the particulate debris, which will be 

displaced by the particulate debris from the cell located above, which eventually can result in 

stainless steel-rich layer on top of the solid debris, and, on the other hand it results in limited 

availability of molten materials to be released from the vessel. This behavior can result in 

formation of significant amounts of molten materials with significant superheat on the top of 

the solid particulate debris, which results in large debris ejection rates, ablation of the failure 

opening later in time. 
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4.4 Decision Support and Connection to PSA with ROAAM+ 

Results 

Top layer of ROAAM+ framework for Nordic BWR is comprised of a set of coupled modular 

frameworks connecting initial plant damage states with respective containment failure modes. 

The results of ROAAM+ framework are presented as failure domain maps constructed in the 

space of the input/scenario parameters (input space) partitioned into a finite number of cells. 

Every cell is characterized by a unique combination of the input parameters ranges. The output 

of the SM is sampled in each cell (by varying deterministic and intangible parameters). The 

framework compares loads against capacity and renders every computed case to a failure or 

success. The number of “fail” and “success” cases is counted in each cell, weighted by 

corresponding probability density functions of deterministic and intangible parameters and 

normalized to provide conditional failure probability which is compared to the screening 

probability. The cells where conditional failure probability exceed screening level are grouped 

into a “failure domain” indicating conditions at which the mitigation strategy fails. 

 

Information about severe accident scenario 𝑠𝑖  and its frequency 𝑓𝑖  - is necessary input to 

ROAAM+ framework and it can be provided from the PSA-L1. 

 

4.4.1 Decision Support 

The aim of the ROAAM+ framework is to provide an assessment in support of the decision 

whether or not the risk associated with current SAM strategy is acceptable. The risk in each 

scenarios is presented as a triplet 𝑅𝑖 = {𝑠𝑖, 𝑓𝑖 , 𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑃𝐹𝑖)}, where scenario 𝑠𝑖 has frequency 𝑓𝑖 

and uncertainty in the failure is characterized by distribution probability of failure probability 

𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑃𝐹𝑖) . Such approach keeps separation between frequencies of scenarios ( 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑓𝑖 ) that 

characterize statistical data about frequencies of failures of systems and components etc. that 

can be obtained from PSA-L1, and confidence in prediction of the phenomena determining 

containment failure ( 𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑃𝐹𝑖) ) that is obtained from the uncertainty analysis using 

deterministic models. As we will demonstrate, this separation is important for an adequate 

approach to interpretation of the risk and respective decision making process. 

 

Scenario frequencies are the inputs to ROAAM+ framework provided from PSA L1 analysis 

results, i.e. frequencies of correspondent plant damage states (PDSs). Conditional containment 

failure probability (or probability distribution of conditional containment failure probability) 

for each scenario is a main outcome of ROAAM+ framework analysis. Figure 4-22a presents 

decision criteria as a function of accident scenario frequency (CDF) and Conditional 

Containment Failure Probability (CCFP) or Conditional Probability of Unacceptable Release 

(CPUR), and Figure 4-22b illustrates ROAAM+ results of 𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑃𝐹𝑖) as box and whiskers plots 

for scenario 𝑠𝑖, with frequency 𝑓𝑖). Based on the results it is possible to judge, whether or not 

current SAM strategy is effective for a given severe accident scenario 𝑠𝑖, and the likelihood 

that there are some combinations of modelling parameters (i.e. deterministic, intangible 

parameters and correspondent probability distributions) that can cause failure for the given 

scenario. 
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a.  

b.  

Figure 4-22: Decision support with ROAAM+. 

 

4.4.2 Improvement of Sequence Modelling with ROAAM+ Data 

From the initial sequences in the PSA Level 1, all events that are leading to a certain PDS are 

then treated in the same manner in the continued sequence (however, dependencies are treated 

logically correct if the failure should affect systems in PSA Level 2). It is however obvious that 

it will be different scenarios from a deterministic stand point if there is an initial loss of offsite 

power and no start of the diesels, compared to a scenario where the diesels would stop after 

some hours.  

 

The purpose with the improved integrated link between the PSA and deterministic analyses is 

hence to be able to judge if, for example, these scenarios need to be treated differently in the 

PSA context.  
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The approach chosen in this report was to identify some sequences from the PSA Level 1 and 

to use ROAAM+ framework to evaluate the progress of these sequences and correspondent 

conditional containment failure probability for different severe accident scenario.  

To illustrate an approach for improvement of sequence modelling in PSA L1 (L1+) let’s assume 

the following failure domain maps obtained with ROAAM+ framework for ex-vessel steam 

explosion as a function of lower drywell water pool depth and release size (jet diameter), see 

Figure 4-23. 

 

 

Figure 4-23: SEIM Failure Domain Maps. 

 

Taking the lowest fragility limit (which roughly corresponds to the non-reinforced hatch door) 

and assuming the following: 

 Lower Drywell Pool Depth: 

o “Deep” if pool depth > 4m 

o “Shallow” otherwise. 

 Release Size (Jet diameter (Djet)) 

o Djet <75.e-3m – Dripping Mode (corresponds to IGT failure) 
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o 75.e-3m <= Djet <150.e-3m – Medium release (ablated IGT) 

o Djet >= 150.e-3m – CRGT failure + ablated CRGT. 

The failure domain map can be represented by 6 modes: 

 

Figure 4-24: Refined Containment Event Tree Example. 

 

a)                                  b) 

Figure 4-25: Complimentary Cumulative Distribution Function of Conditional Containment 

Failure Probability due to Ex-Vessel Steam Explosion with Non-reinforced Hatch Door: (a) 

for Deep Pool (b) Shallow Pool. 

 

In Mode 1 (“Shallow Pool” and “Dripping Mode”), based on ROAAM+ results (see Figure 4-

23), maximum conditional containment failure probability is 0 for all fragility limits, meaning 

that whatever uncertainty is in modelling of ex-vessel steam explosion (SEIM), containment 

failure due to ex-vessel steam explosion is physically unreasonable, and SAM strategy is 

effective even with non-reinforced LDW hatch door. 
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On the other hand, in case of “deep pool” (i.e. LDW pool depth > 4m), probability of failure in 

case of non-reinforced door ranges from [0,0.729] (see Figure 4-25), depending on water pool 

depth within this range and deterministic, intangible parameters used in modelling of ex-vessel 

steam explosion. 

 

Figure 4-25a,b show the CCDF of conditional containment failure probability due to ex-vessel 

steam explosion in case of medium release and shallow (Figure 4-25a) / deep (Figure 4-25b) 

pool. These results clearly indicate that there’s significant difference in CCFP depending on the 

LDW water pool depth. 

Presented results of ROAAM+ framework analysis clearly shows that there are sequences that 

affect the phenomena that can occur, e.g. in presented example, depending on the water pool 

depth, the conditional containment failure probability due to ex-vessel steam explosion can 

change significantly and result in consequences of risk significance. Moreover, reverse analysis 

with ROAAM+ can provide insights regarding under what conditions each phenomenon is 

relevant. Thus, based on ROAAM+ results we can judge if these sequences need to be treated 

differently in PSA context, and result in refinement of plant damage states in PSA L1. 

 

This example is studied further in section 5.3, where its results are integrated with the PSA 

model. 
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Chapter 5. Improvements in PSA modelling to 

integrate dynamic features. 
Section 5.1 provides a general introduction to a common approach for modelling of severe 

accident progression sequences in Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) developed in [155]. 

Section 5.2-5.4 discusses possible methodological enhancements of PSA using a dynamic 

approach as well as a feasibility study performed for a large scale PSA model, which continues 

the example discussed in section 4.4.2. 

5.1 Sequence Modelling in PSA Level 2 

5.1.1 Assumptions and Limitations in PSA 

PSA is used to systematically identify, evaluate and rank the sequence of events that can lead 

to core damage and radioactive release to the environment. Identification and hence 

opportunities for improvement in risk dominant feature of the facility is one of the overall 

objectives. The analysis is probabilistic, i.e. it is based on probability and reliability calculations 

and the result is an estimate of the frequency of detected events. 

 

Some key assumptions and limitations in PSA level 1 (L1) analysis are: 

 Implemented deterministic analyses are correct. 

 Blow-down paths and building structures can withstand emerging loads at rupture. 

 Studied transient time is normally 1 day, i.e., objective function is required during this 

time (Level 1 analysis includes 20-24 hours from initiating event, sequences that have 

not led to the core overheating within this time are not considered as core damage 

sequences and excluded from Level 2 analysis). 

 Aggravating manual interventions are not considered. 

 Restricted modeling of manual interventions during transients (only when clear 

instructions are provided and there is sufficient time available). 

 System requirements should be established either via thermal-hydraulic calculations or 

through references in the SAR. 

 Timing within sequences is represented simplified (conservative). 

5.1.2 Phases during severe accidents 

The first phase of an accident is studied in PSA L1 and the result is a number of sequences 

ending with either success or core damage. 

 

For those sequences ending with core damage the following accident progression is studied in 

PSA level 2 (L2). The accident progression is often divided in the following parts: 

 In-vessel – Describes the heat up and meltdown of the core. 

 Vessel melt through– Describes the phenomena occurring at vessel melt through. 

 Ex-vessel – Describes the long term progression of the plant after melt through. 
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Related phenomena suitable for further study with deterministic methods can be found both in 

PSA L1 and in the different phases of PSA L2. 

5.1.2.1 Core Damage States in PSA L1 

The basic set of core damage states in PSA L1 is generated by simply differing between core 

damage and success. Usually, the core damage states are also separated into generic categories 

with respect to the cause of the core damage. A possible grouping of such generic reasons of 

damage is given by: 

 HS1: Failure to shut down the reactor. 

 HS2: Failure to make up water to the reactor. 

 HS3: Failure to remove residual heat from the reactor. 

 HS4: Overpressure of the primary system. 

  

Typically, failure of core cooling or residual heat removal gives the major contributions to core 

damage, but this varies from plant to plant. 

 

Failure to shut down the reactor usually gives a low contribution to the total core damage 

frequency. Reactivity control is however a very complex process to model since an incomplete 

or delayed shutdown puts higher demands on the other functions such as core cooling, pressure 

relief of the primary system etc. It may therefore be interesting to study this in more detail since 

the core damage frequency due to failure of shutdown may be underestimated in the existing 

PSA studies. 

5.1.2.2 Plant Damage States Classification in PSA L2 

In PSA L1 for the Nordic BWR reference plant design, the core damage states are grouped into 

4 categories: HS1 (ATWS), HS2 (Loss of core cooling), HS3 (Failure to remove decay heat) 

and HS4 (Primary system overpressure). The categories (HS1, HS2, and HS4) correspond to 

early core damage scenarios, HS3 – corresponds to late core damage. 

 

In addressing ex-vessel behavior and consequences, the following physical phenomena can 

challenge containment integrity: direct containment heating (DCH), ex-vessel steam explosions 

(EVE) and insufficient ex-vessel debris coolability (DECO). 

 

A quantitative perspective on these phenomena should be derived from the PSA L1. Direct 

containment heating (DCH) correspond to high pressure (HP) melt-through processes, steam 

explosion (EVE) corresponds to low pressure (LP) melt-through and, finally, both 

consequences will lead to large amounts of core debris relocated to the lower drywell which 

can challenge its’ floor and penetrations integrity, i.e. ex-vessel debris bed coolability is an all-

pervasive issue.  

 

Initial conditions and correspondenting frequencies for the sequences that will lead to the 

different core degradation, in-vessel debris bed formation and vessel failure scenarios can be 

identified from PSA L1 data. 
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In conclusion, the core damage sequencescan be grouped based on the aforementioned 

challenges to containment integrity as shown in Figure 5-1. 

 

CDF
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HS2
High 

Contribution

HS3
High 
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HS4
Negligible

Early CD
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due to failure to 
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auxiliary feed water 
system
HS3 – Core damage 
due to failure of 
residual heat removal

HS4 – Core damage 
due to failure of 
pressure relief of 
reactor  

Figure 5-1: Core Damage States Classification. 

5.1.2.3 Level 2 PSA 

In a standard PSA, the output of PSA Level 1 is typically core damage (possibly separated in a 

few sub-categories). These core damage sequences are then divided into a number of sub-

categories representing the important features for Level 2 progression.  

 

The link between PSA L1 and L2 is the plant damage states. The plant damage states describe 

not only the core damage state but also the conditions of the primary system and the 

containment. There are normally around 20-40 Plant Damage States (PDS) defined in the 

interface between Level 1 and 2. 

 

For the generic Nordic BWR studied here, there are 27 PDSs for power operation and low 

power operating modes. The attributes that are considered relevant for modelling of the 

continued process are: 

 Core damage state (failure of shutdown, core cooling or residual heat 

removal). 

 Initiating event (transient or LOCA). 

 Time of core melt (early, late). 

 Reactor pressure (low, high). 
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 Containment atmosphere (inert, air). 

 Containment spray system status. 

 Containment pressure relief status. 

 Filtered containment venting status (activated, not yet activated, failed). 

 Bypass of containment (bypass, intact). 

 Suppression pool temperature (warm if pool cooling fails, else cool). 

The events that are represented in a PSA Level 2 are those tha tmay change the conditions for 

retaining of releases within the RPV or the containment. Hence, if the coolability in the RPV is 

different in different scenarios – then this is vital information. If the sequences are affecting the 

phenomena that can occur, then this is also vital information. For each of the PDS, a subsequent 

containment event tree (CET) is defined, modelling the continued accident progression. 

 

The accident progression sequences are influenced by various physical phenomena. The types 

of phenomena that are usually accounted for in a PSA are: 

 Re-criticality (in the core, in lower plenum, in containment). 

 Hydrogen burn (deflagration and detonation). 

 In-vessel steam explosion. 

 Ex-vessel steam explosion. 

 Direct containment heating. 

 Rocket mode. 

 Melt concrete interaction (basemat penetration). 

 Steam generator tube rupture (only for PWR). 

The effect of the phenomena can be: 

 Containment rupture. 

 Different types of containment bypass. 

 Activation of filtered containment venting. 

The effect most focused on in the following is containment rupture. 

The sequences in the CET end at the release categories (RC) and there are normally around 15-

40 of such. The RCs can be defined in different ways, for example by release size or type of 

sequence. The normal approach is to use the sequence type, because then only a limited amount 

of verifying deterministic calculations are considered to be required. For the sequence type 

approach, the characterization is for example based on;  

 Release path (containment bypass, containment rupture, filtered release, 

leakage). 

 Timing of release (early, late). 

 Initiator (pipe rupture, transient). 

 Sprinkling of containment established (yes/no). 
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5.2 Methodological enhancement – DSA and PSA integration 

All possible failure combinations should be covered by the PSA and the PSA model therefore 

includes a large number of possible failures and possible severe accident progression sequences. 

Current PSA models are static and grouping of sequences (failure combinations that have 

similar effect) as well as simplified treatment of timing of failure combinations are needed. 

 

Ideally, a risk analysis would, at all points, consider all challenges that can occur at that 

particular point in time. The process could be thought of like a dynamic event tree covering all 

possible failures (aleatory) and uncertainties associated with the lack of knowledge about 

system response (epistemic uncertainty). As muchas this is an appealing approach, the state 

space that would need to be analyzed to cover all possible scenarios and epistemic uncertainties 

is enormous and it will not be feasible to perform this analysis with a brute force approach. 

 

A limited dynamic approach to PSA would give enhanced information about which scenarios 

that should be studied separately and information about timing of events of importance. One 

important aim of a dynamic approach to PSA is to quantify and eventually reduce epistemic 

uncertainties. The deterministic analysis can provide important insights to which parameters 

that are of relevance and should be included in the definition of the sequences and the modelling 

of physical phenomena. 

 

One major advantage with a dynamic approach to PSA is the possibility to address different 

types of parameters, dependencies and uncertainties that are not taken into account in a static 

PSA. It is important to distinguish between different types of parameters influencing the severe 

accident progression: 

 Scenario parameters: Parameters describing various aspects of systems response. 

 Physical parameters: Parameters describing well-posed physical problems or “causal 

relations”. 

 Intangible parameters: Other aspects which uncertainty can only be bounded. 

The static PSA is built on choosing the correct scenario parameters to describe the accident 

progression and typically uses a pre-set choice of physical parameters in the underlying 

deterministic analysis. It is however difficult to handle both intangible parameters and physical 

parameters influencing more than one sequence of events. Such parameters may for example 

influence more than one phenomenaon. The benefit of the dynamic approach within the 

ROAAM+ framework is the possibility to address all of the three types of parameters listed 

above. 

 

As it will be practically impossible to consider all possible combinations, there is still a need to 

find which of these parameters, and in which combination (scenario, physical and intangible), 

that may have a large influence on the risk analysis. 

 

The enhanced information from a dynamic approach can be used in the PSA in several ways. 

Examples of possible gains are: 
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 Improved sequence definitions when phenomena can be relevant (improved PDS 

definitions and sequences in the containment event tree), see section 5.2.1. This 

corresponds to improvement in the definition of scenario parameters. 

 Estimation of probabilities for phenomena, see section 5.2.2. This follows from the 

improved definition of scenario parameters which also results in improved 

understanding of how the physical and intangible parameters affect phenomena. 

 Improved knowledge of timing in sequences (see also bullet 1 above) which can be 

another base for improved realism in PSA quantification. Improvements in PSA 

quantification methods would for example enable correct consideration of repair and 

mission time during the sequence. See section 5.2.3. This corresponds to better 

definition of scenario parameters. 

It shall be mentioned that a dynamic approach to PSA is expected to be especially relevant 

regarding PSA-L2 since physical phenomena and grouping of events here have higher influence 

on the analyzed scenarios. The improvement of dynamic behavior of especially timing in 

sequences may also be relevant for increased realism when a PSA is developed to reach “safe 

state” – as the transient time studied will be long and hence would call for better treatment of 

repair. 

5.2.1 Improved Sequence Definitions 

The binning of accident sequences from PSA level 1 into plant damage states, as well as the 

modelling of accident progression scenarios in PSA level 2 are based on factors such as type of 

initiating event, time from initiating event and pressure in the reactor. These factors, scenario 

parameters and physical parameters, are normally based on a finite amount of analyses, where 

engineering judgements are necessary.  

 

An IDPSA approach can provide valuable information regarding these scenario parameters and 

influence the definition of sequences in PSA, since the IDPSA approach is informed by a 

significantly larger number of calculations. Several key elements in the level 2 sequences and 

phenomena handling and their boundaries can be analyzed at each stage of the modelling of 

accident progression via for example a reverse analysis in the ROAAM+ methodology. 

 

The scenario parameters can be considered in the PSA by improveding the definition of the 

attributes of the sequence from PSA L1. The definition of the scenario parameters should not 

be limited to definition of the plant state at onset of core damage, but reflect the plant state (with 

regard to system availability) for the complete sequence also including systems relevant for the 

containment event trees. This leads to a significant increase of plant damage states, compared 

to normal practice. 

 

The analysis of the phenomena will then include all relevant information about scenario 

parameters, and the quantification of the phenomena can then focus on a correct and consistent 

quantification (considering the dependency between phenomenona as well as how the physical 
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and intangible parameters affect them in the specific scenario). This is further discussed in 

section 4.4.2. 

 

Example of improved sequence definition 

One example that have been studied with reverse analysis in the ROAAM+ approach is how 

recovery of emergency cooling system (ECCS) and ADS should inform the scenario parameters 

(and therefore the definition of plant damage states). These safety systems are, for some reason, 

assumed to fail during PSA level 1 and a possibility of system recovery to avoid more severe 

consequences is modelled in PSA level 2. A successful recovery early in the sequence would 

allow the core to be arrested in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and hence provide the best 

possibility to limit the releases. 

 

Aarresting the core in the RPV is based on the assumption that coolability is possible given 

successful recovery of the ECCS and ADS. Low pressure scenarios can for example be 

considered successful if reflooding is activated within three hours after core melt. This 

modelling is supported by a few MAAP analyses. 

 

The human reliability analysis regarding recovery actions is based on the available time for 

operator action. It can be noted that the dominating sequences for loss of feed water from PSA 

level 1 are due to loss of external power supply and failure of back-up power systems. The time 

for possibility of manual recovery of back-up power systems and the time for possibility of 

return of off-site power are therefore very important for the quantitative results. 

 

The result of the reverse analysis using the ROAAM+ approach is graphically shown in the 

decision tree indicates the “safe” timespans, i.e. when recovery of ECCS and ADS leads to 

coolability of the debris, and the “failed” timespans, i.e. when there is a possibility, even with 

recovery, that the debris may not be coolable. The reverse analysis using the ROAAM+ 

approach indicates that the current assumptions regarding available time for recovery needs to 

be updated, since the successful states in the IDPSA indicates that the systems needs to be 

activated earlier to ensure a successful cooling.  

 

It can be noticed that the “safe” state in the decision tree is given by a threshold. The word 

“Safe” means, in the ROAAM+ approach, that the conditional containment failure probability 

for debris coolability is lower than 1E-3, which indicates, in the arbitrary scale of probability, 

a “physically unreasonable” level of likelihood.  

 

When likelihoods used in ROAAM+ are translated into PSA probabilities, the arbitrary scale 

of probability should be applied in reverse in order to achieve the same meaning between 

“physically unreasonable” level in ROAAM and screening frequency in PSA. The reason is 

that a threshold should preferably be set so that the conditional probability would be 

insignificant with regard to the target value (frequency of <1E-7) for releases. The target value 

for PSA Level 1 is often set to 1E-5. A conditional failure probability for level 2 less than 1E-

4 would hence fulfil the condition to be insignificant (two orders of magnitude below the 
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acceptable threshold). This means that all “safe” scenarios can be disregarded in the PSA if 1E-

4 is used as a threshold value in the analysis.  

 

The studied example provides a possibility to identify how the scenario parameter “timing of 

recoveriesy” affects the possibility to obtain coolability. The results can be used to improve 

sequence definition by: 

 Giveing more accurate and refined definition of available times for different operating 

actions and thus provide a better basis material for the HRA. 

 Identifying the sequences where the debris may not be coolable after re-flooding.  

 Provideing failure probabilities for the identified sequences. Coolability may need to be 

modelled with a failure probability that is dependent on the timing of the sequence. 

Time dependent failure probabilities can be considered since the plant damage states 

are binned with time after initiating event as one factor. The binning of the plant damage 

states may therefore be updated with regards to the findings from the deterministic 

analysis. 

The dynamic approach used in this project has provided interesting information regarding 

scenario parameters that can be used to improve the sequence definitions and to reduce the 

epistemic uncertainty. The inverse ROAAM+ approach has also provided very interesting 

results for the treatment of phenomena in the sequence following melt through. An example of 

how this information can be used to improve sequence definition is shown in the feasibility 

study in section 5.3. 

5.2.2 Estimation of Probabilities of Phenomena and Consequences 

In addition to a better understanding of the sequences and their causes, it has to be recognized 

that we will neither have full understanding nor the possibility to represent all possible realistic 

situations in a risk analysis. Hence it will also be of vital importance that, in addition to a better 

representation of the sequences, we improve our ability to estimate the probability that a certain 

phenomenon with risk significant consequences can occur. 

 

The analysis of physical phenomena requires extensive understanding of complex interactions 

and feedbacks between scenarios of accident progression and phenomenological processes. 

Physical phenomena are of high importance for the PSA level 2 results since they influence the 

severity of the consequences. 

 

The analysis includes identification of relevant phenomena, identification of relevant sequences 

where phenomena can occur as well as estimating the probability on of iries. The available data 

for phenomena is often based on scarce data, which typically leads to conservative assumptions. 

Better support and basis material for the analysis of probabilities for phenomena, given scenario 

conditions, would therefore substantially increase the level of accuracy and credibility.  

 

The phenomena are often seen as independent in the PSA. The physical and intangible 

parameters influencing the phenomena are therefore not taken fully into account. A dynamic 
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approach to PSA can therefore provide valuable insights influencing the modeling of 

phenomena. 

 

The analysis with ROAAM+ provides insights regarding the conditions for which each 

phenomenon is relevant. The backward analysis regarding steam explosion, for instance, 

provides information regarding at what conditions a steam explosion can give consequences of 

risk significance. The analysis provides a possibility to handle scenario, physical and intangible 

parameters and identify the parameters of high importance. The scenario parameters can 

thereby be improved and the epistemic uncertainty can be reduced. There are however still 

epistemic uncertainty remaining through the physical parameters (which cannot be addressed 

by improved scenario definition) and the intangible parameters. The dynamic analysis should 

properly consider how the intangible and physical parameters affect the different phenomena. 

Since the phenomena share parameters, the phenomena are dependent and thereby it is not 

correct to estimate them separately. 

 

An example of how a dynamic approach, considering both improvements in scenario 

parameters and also considering the most important dependencies in physical and intangible 

parameters, can influence the modelling of phenomena and the estimation of probabilities are 

shown in the feasibility study of section 5.3. 

5.2.3 Improved Knowledge of Timing in Sequences 

From the PSA, cut set lists are produced (or rather minimal cut set (MCS) lists). Improvements 

in timing in sequences could be implemented in different ways. Here we discuss two ways: 

 Improved definition of scenario parameters including timing of systems. 

 Improvements in mathematical models for inclusion of dynamic features into the cut set 

list calculation. 

These two ways are discussed below. 

 

Improved definition of scenario parameters including timing of systems 

Let us assume that we have an MCS list. This list will include basic events representing 

phenomena (as well as component failures and human actions – but these are not of interest in 

this context). These phenomena are treated as individual events – and there is no information 

on timing. Now, let us assume that we have a decision tree describing the success and failure 

cases (the scenario parameters). 

 

The combination of the MCS list and the information in the decision tree could be merged. 

Conceptually, this could be done in an automated way, but currently the information is needed 

to inform the sequence definition – and allow for a refined set up of the sequence. 
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Figure 5-2: The conceptual idea of having the decision tree as input for the quantification of 

an MCS list. The figure is intended to illustrate that one event may have different failure 

probability in different cases. 

 

In [152] an example is given, presenting a decision tree where the ROAAM+ approach is used 

to develop the timing information that should be considered when the failure domains for debris 

coolability (with regard to restart of ECCS and activation of ADS) in a high pressure core 

damage sequence is studied. 

 

Improvements in mathematical models for inclusion of dynamic features into the cut set 

list calculation 

Large PSA studies analyze failure combinations or failure scenarios leading to failures in a 

static way. Timed dependencies between systems are either disregarded or approximated by 

discretization of time and convolution. The static character of PSA models offers no natural 

way of modelling repairs either. 

 

Certain scenarios in Level 2 (and Level 3) analyses for nuclear power plants require longer time 

horizon, e.g., reaching a cooled and stable situation in a scenario with the core melt arrested in 

the reactor pressure vessel, The Fukushima accident gives analyses of longer scenarios 

additional importance.  

 

As an example, the probability of each individual pump system failing in operation grows with 

growing mission time for each pump. However, one does not need each pump to operate over 

the entire time horizon. 

 

For very small systems, it is possible to build Markov Chains to better represent timing. 

However, for the problem size of PSA models of nuclear stations – it will not be feasible to 

build a model as a Markov Chain. 
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A recently developed formalism, Static and Dynamic FT, is presented in [348]. The method 

improves the calculation of large PSA models, using the cut set list and using Continuous Time 

Markov Chains (CTMCs) to include time into the calculation. The dependency between basic 

events is defined by triggers, see figure below. 

 

 
Figure 5-3: Pump 2 mission time event is dependent on a trigger – failure of pump 1. This 

allows for more realistic consideration of time in operation for pump 2. 

 

The approach described in [348] develops a set of Markov Chains, using the MCS list and the 

information about triggers from the PSA model.  

 

This way of including time into a dynamic calculation is not addressing exactly the same type 

of dynamic behavior as discussed in previous section – even though the approach definitely can 

be used to improve the accuracy in the frequency of the scenarios. The improvement in this 

algorithm is focusing on improved accuracy in the reliability calculation itself (and not the 

appropriate setup of the scenario parameter). 

5.3 Example of a Dynamic Approach in a Large Scale PSA Model 

The dynamic approach to PSA can, as described in section 5.2, be used to enhance the PSA in 

several aspects. A feasibility study is presented here as an example of how a dynamic approach 

can be used in a large scale PSA. The feasibility study is aiming at studying, at a higher level 

of detail, the attributes that are of interest for the core relocation, melt through of the reactor 

pressure vessel (RPV) and the following effects on phenomena. 

 

A generic PSA for Nordic BWR is used as reference case. In the reference model, each 

phenomenon, for example steam explosion or debris bed coolability, is modelled with fixed 

probabilities independent of the accident progression sequence in which they are used. The 

reference case provides information to the deterministic analysis about which phenomena and 

parameters that are currently analyzed and is used in the binning of sequences and consequences.    

 

Two important phenomena occurring at or after reactor vessel melt-through are steam explosion 

and debris bed coolability. To be able to study how these phenomena depend on different 

parameters, a dynamic approach is used. The parameters that may influence the phenomena are 
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physical parameters such as pressure, temperature and water depth in different parts of the plant, 

scenario specific parameters such as size of the melt-through as well as intangible parameters. 

5.3.1 Dynamic Approach 

The ROAAM+ framework has been used to study the containment phenomena steam explosion 

and debris bed coolability. The deterministic study has analyzed a large number of parameters 

and the analysis shows that the probabilities for the studied phenomena are highly dependent 

of the following parameters: 

 The mass flow of core melt at reactor vessel melt through. 

 The depth of the water pool under the reactor vessel. 

 The temperature of the water pool. 

In this feasibility study, a reference large scale PSA model is modified to consider the depth of 

the water pool and the mass flow of corium at vessel melt through.  

 

The information from the deterministic analysis is used to improve the sequence definition and 

the estimation of probabilities of phenomena, thereby creating an enhanced PSA model with 

updated containment event trees (CET) and scenario specific phenomena probabilities. The 

study aims at indicating the effect of taking the enhanced information about phenomena into 

account when calculating the large release frequency for transients and CCI for a selection of 

PDS. 

 

The analysis is performed for a few selected plant damage states (PDS) named HS2-TH1 and 

HS2-TL4, see Chapter 5.3.2 for description. The motivation for this selection is that these PDS 

together contribute with around 70 % of the large releases in PSA level 2. 

5.3.2 Description of Reference Case PSA model 

The reference PSA model is a generic full scale PSA for a Nordic BWR. 

 

In the reference PSA model the accident progression for PSA level 2 is modeled in a 

containment event tree, CET. In the CET there is no explicit modeling of phenomena. Instead, 

there is a function event where all the phenomena are treated in a common fault tree. 

The probabilities for steam explosion resulting in containment failure are: 

 1E-3 for low pressure melt through. 

 3E-3  for high pressure melt through. 

These values are always applied even if the lower drywell (LDW) flooding system fails. The 

rationale for this modeling is that no positive credit should be taken for system failures. 

Furthermore, there may be enough water for a steam explosion to occur but not enough to avoid 

melt through of the penetrations in the LDW floor. The probabilities for melt through of the 

penetrations in the LDW floor are: 

 1E-3 for successful LDW flooding. 

 1.0  for failure of the LDW flooding system. 
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The studied PDS in this feasibility study are: 

 HS2-TH1. This is a plant damage state where the initiating event is a transient or a 

CCI, core cooling has failed and the reactor vessel pressure is still high (the automatic 

depressurization system, ADS, has failed). 

 HS2-TL4. This is a plant damage state where the initiating event is a transient or a 

CCI, core cooling has failed and the reactor vessel pressure is low. 

5.3.3 Description of Enhanced PSA Model 

5.3.3.1 Containment Event Tree 

The containment event trees for the plant damage states HS2-TH1 and HS2-TL4 are here 

modified to consider the depth of the water pool in lower drywell (LDW) and the mass flow of 

corium at vessel melt through. 

 

The water depth alternatives are: 

 Deep water pool in LDW. 

 Shallow water pool in LDW. 

 No water in LDW. 

The melt flow alternatives are: 

 Dripping. 

 Medium. 

 Large. 

For each combination of water depth and melt flow there are unique probabilities for steam 

explosion and not coolable debris bed in LDW. This is explicitly modeled in the CET.  

 

The water temperature in lower drywell is scenario specific and set to constant for the modelled 

plant damage states. This has therefore no influence on the improvement of sequence definitions 

in the CET. 

 

Figure 5-4 shows the part of the CET influenced by the updated modelling. In the complete 

CET there are also function events and sequences for isolation, long term residual heat removal 

etc. As seen in Figure 5-4 there is one common function event for steam explosion and one 

common function event for coolability. For each sequence, however there is a unique basic 

event used for each phenomenon depending on the sequence (i.e. the combination of depth and 

melt flow). 
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Figure 5-4: Containment Event Tree with explicit modeling of steam explosion and 

coolability. 

5.3.3.2 Deterministic input 

The deterministic analysis described in section 0 yields probability distributions for steam 

explosion and coolability given a certain combination of temperature, water depth and melt 

flow.  

 

The melt flow is expressed as the corresponding diameter of the melt jet. The parameters vary 

from: 

 LDW water temperature 290 - 366 K,   20 different values 

 LDW water depth  2,21 - 8,8 m,   20 different values 

 Melt jet diameter  0,07575 - 0,2945 m, 20 different values 

For each phenomenon there are 4 different sets of data as described above. 

For steam explosion there are data for containment fragility of: 

 6 kPa*s 

 20 kPa*s 

 50 kPa*s 

 80 kPa*s 

For debris bed coolability there are data for different fractions of agglomeration: 

 20% agglomeration. 

 50% agglomeration. 

 70% agglomeration. 

 90% agglomeration. 
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5.3.3.3 Assumptions and limitations 

Temperature in LDW 

The temperature is assumed to be 322 K for all cases. This is according to MAAP calculations 

of HS2-TH1 and HS2-TL4 sequences. The LDW water temperature has been observed to 

have only a minor effect on the phenomena studied here. 

 

Fragility  

 For steam explosion, the non-reinforced door (6 kPa*s) probabilities are used. This 

gives the highest probabilities for the steam explosion damage of the containment 

structures. 

 For coolability, the debris is -assumed to be non-coolable if the agglomeration 

fraction reaches 90 %. This gives the lowest probabilities for non-coolable debris bed. 

Deep pool – 7.8 m 

After successful automatic opening of the LDW flooding system it is assumed that the LDW 

water level will be 7.8 m at reactor vessel melt through. This is according to MAAP calculations 

of HS2-TH1 and HS2-TL4 sequences. 

 

The probability for opening of LDW flooding is modelled in Risk Spectrum. 

 

Shallow pool – 3.9 m 

If automatic opening of LDW flooding fails, it is assumed that the operators can manually 

take actions to fill the LDW. Possible actions are: 

 Manual opening of LDW flooding. 

 Manual start of the drywell spray system. 

 Manual start of the independent spray system. 

Successful manual start of LDW flooding is assumed to lead to shallow pool in LDW at reactor 

vessel melt through. The level for shallow pool is assumed to be 3.9 m. The probability for 

failure of manual flooding is assumed to be 0.1. 

 

Failure of LDW flooding 

If LDW flooding fails completely, the following probabilities are assumed: 

 Steam explosion   0.0. 

 Debris bed not coolable  1.0. 

Melt flow at reactor vessel melt through 

The melt flow at reactor vessel melt through is divided in dripping, medium and large. These 

melt flow sizes are defined by the following diameters of the melt jet: 

 djet < 0.075 m  Dripping flow. 

 0,075 < djet < 0.150 m Medium Flow. 

 djet > 0.150 m  Large Flow. 
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In the deterministic input data, there are individual probability distributions for steam explosion 

and coolability for 20 different melt flows ranging from 0.07575 m to 0.2945 m. In this case it 

is assumed that djet = 0.7575 gives dripping flow. (Otherwise, there are no data for dripping 

flow.) 

 Dripping flow Based on djet = 0.7575. 

 Medium flow Based on 6 different djet between 0.08725 and 0.14475. 

 Large flow Based on 13 different djet between 0.15625 and 0.29425. 

At present there are no probability distributions for the different melt flow sizes. Furthermore, 

the correlation between steam explosion and non-coolable debris bed has not been taken into 

account using the current data compilation from ROAAM+. This is due to the fact that the 

output from ROAAM+ and the current test case model built in RiskSpectrum has not fully taken 

all the data (the correlation) in consideration when the unacceptable release frequency is 

estimated. When performing an uncertainty analysis, samples will be taken from the individual 

probability distributions for steam explosion and coolability, disregarding any correlation 

between the two. In order to correctly account for this effect, it is therefore necessary that the 

data compilation from ROAAM+ is extended to include these correlation data. The possible 

treatment of such data in RiskSpectrum is described further in section 5.3.3.5. 

 

In the analyses presented earlier, the probabilities for dripping, medium and large melt flows 

were set to 1/3 each with uniform distributions and the uncertainty analysis was performed 

without taking the correlations described above into account. In the current analysis, the 

uncertainty analysis is instead replaced by a study covering the following three cases: 

 Bounding pessimistic, with probabilities for dripping/medium/large flow set to 

0/0/100 %. 

 Bounding optimistic, with probabilities for dripping /medium/large flow set to 

100/0/0 %. 

 A sensitivity study, with probabilities for dripping /medium/large flow set to 

0/100/0 %. 

5.3.3.4 -Probabilities of phenomena 

The individual probabilities for steam explosion and non-coolability are calculated as the 

average value of different melt flows in each size respectively, given the depth and the 

temperature described above. This results in the following probabilities for steam explosion and 

non coolable debris bed in LDW: 

      Steam explosion Non-coolable 

 Deep pool, dripping flow  0   3.61E-02 

 Deep pool, medium flow  1.55E-02  2.83E-01 

 Deep pool, large flow   6.36E-01  8.52E-01 

 Shallow pool, dripping flow 0   1.0 

 Shallow pool, medium flow  3.60E-04  1.0 

 Shallow pool, large flow  3.78E-01  1.0 
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5.3.3.5 Uncertainties of phenomena 

In the deterministic analysis of the physical phenomena described in section 0, a set of 

simulations are performed depending on a number of parameters. The output of the analysis is 

probabilities for physical phenomena with associated uncertainty distributions. These 

uncertainty distributions for the different phenomena are therefore not independent since the 

underlying calculations are based on variations of the same deterministic and intangible 

parameters. To be able to use this information correctly, a non-standard interface, allowing use 

of externally developed simulation data, should be used in RiskSpectrum to enable the 

uncertainty distribution for the phenomena to be consistently treated. Furthermore, the 

simulations should not use a Monte-Carlo approach on the probabilistic distributions for each 

phenomenon independently, but simulate on the deterministic and intangible parameters. 

5.3.4 --Analysis and Comparison between Reference Case Model and Enhanced 

Model 

All transients and CCIs leading to the plant damage states HS2-TH1 and HS2-TL4 are analyzed 

for all analyzed level 2 release categories. Release categories leading to release frequencies 

over 0.1% of the core inventory of an 1800 MW BWR are grouped as non-acceptable. 

Furthermore, Iin the analyses presented in earlier phases of the SPARC project, the release 

category “basemat meltthrough” was, according to industry standard, presented individually, 

i.e. excluded from the group of non-acceptable releases. It can however be argued that basemat 

meltthrough cases could represent large releases e.g. after the standard analysis period of 72 h. 

To account for this possibility, the former non-acceptable release group is, in the current 

analysis, merged with the basemat meltthrough group to form a group named “non-contained 

release”. 

 

The normalized results for non-contained release per type of initiating event are shown in 

Figures 7-5 to 7-7 and Tables 7-1 to 7-3. The normalization is done with respect to the frequency 

for non-contained release due to Loss of offsite power. 

 

The analysis shows that the non-contained release frequency increases significantly in the 

enhanced model, partly due to the inclusion of basemat meltthrough in the grouping, partly due 

to the ROAAM+ methodology itself. 

 

It can be noted that the initiating event group spurious M isolation is much more affected by 

the enhanced modelling than the other initating event types studied. To explain the reason for 

this, it can first be noted that the group of non-acceptable releases, for a BWR, to a relatively 

large extent contains so-called bypass sequences, in which closure (isolation) of the 

containment fails and the release path occurs through e.g. through open steamlines. Such 

sequences will not be affected by the ROAAM+ approach since they are not created by the 

studied containment rupture phenomena. M isolation, or IM isolation, refers to a specific 

function of the reactor protection system, which initiates closing of isolation valves in the 

feedwater lines. The effect of the initiating event is thereby at first sight similar to that of the 

loss of feedwater transient. However, in the generic Nordic BWR plant design represented by 

the PSA model used in this study, M isolation automatically activates another isolation function 
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that initiates closure of the steam lines. This implies that for sequences starting with spurious 

M isolation, bypass sequences through open steam lines are directly excluded (apart from cases 

with mechanical errors in the MSIVs) and this category of initiating events becomes the only 

category where the ROAAM+ methodology will influence all the resulting accident sequences. 

In contrast, e.g. the loss of feedwater initiating event category has a relatively low frequency, 

which implies that together with the event probabilities prescribed by the ROAAM+ 

methodology, sequences affected by ROAAM+ to a large extent end up below the cut-off 

frequency of the PSA analysis, leaving almost only bypass sequences above it. In summary, 

loss of feedwater sequences will in this model be minimally affected by ROAAM+ while the 

inverse is true for spurious M-isolation sequences, thereby creating a large difference between 

these seemingly similar initiating event families. When the results are adjusted for bypass cases, 

the impact of the ROAAM+ approach increases and the differences between e.g. loss of 

feedwater and spurious M isolation are reduced, even reversed as seen in Figures 7-8 and 7-9 

and Tables 7-4 and 7-5. 

 

It is clear from these results that the sensitivity of the non-contained release frequency to the 

size of the vessel melt jet, and thereby to correlation between steam explosion and debris 

coolability, is very large. The sensitivity analysis however shows identical results for 100 % 

medium flow and 100 % dripping flow. 

---

 

Figure 5-5: Comparison of normalized frequencies for non-contained release between the 

reference case and the enhanced model -using large flow at melt-through.  
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Figure 5-6: Comparison of normalized non-contained release frequencies between the 

reference case and the enhanced model using medium flow at melt-through.  

 

Figure 5-7: Comparison of normalized non-contained release frequencies between the 

reference case and the enhanced model using dripping flow at melt-through.  
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Table 5-1: Comparison of normalized frequencies for non-contained release between the 

reference case and the enhanced model -using large flow at melt-through. 

Initiating event 
Reference 
Case 

Enhanced 
Model 

Difference 

CCI - Loss of sea water cooling 5.9E-03- 1.2E-01- 1947% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div A 8.4E-02- 1.7E-01- 104% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div B 8.2E-02- 1.6E-01- 99% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div C 8.6E-03- 1.5E-02- 79% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div D 5.0E-03- 6.3E-03- 25%- 
CCI - Loss of busbar 400 V AC - Div B 6.9E-02- 2.5E-01- 261% 
Loss of Offsite Power 1.0E+00 1.8E+00 80% 
Loss of Feed Water 1.7E-01- 3.5E-01- 107% 
Spurious I Isolation 9.1E-04- 1.6E-02- 1615% 
Spurious M Isolation 1.9E-01- 7.5E+00 3768% 
Spurious Scram 3.4E-01- 5.8E-01- 73% 
Turbine Trip 5.5E-02- 5.4E-01- 878% 

Total result 2.0E+00 1.1E+01 471% 

 

Table 5-2: Comparison of normalized frequencies for non-contained release between the 

reference case and the enhanced model using medium flow at melt-through. 

Initiating event Reference Case 
Enhanced 
Model 

Difference 

CCI - Loss of sea water cooling 5.9E-03 3.0E-02 410% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div A 8.4E-02 9.7E-02 16% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div B 8.2E-02 9.6E-02 17% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div C 8.6E-03 4.4E-03 -49% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div D 5.0E-03 1.1E-03 -78% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 400 V AC - Div B 6.9E-02 9.7E-02 42% 
Loss of Offsite Power 1.0E+00 1.1E+00 9% 
Loss of Feed Water 1.7E-01 1.9E-01 11% 
Spurious I Isolation 9.1E-04 1.6E-03 78% 
Spurious M Isolation 1.9E-01 1.7E+00 762% 
Spurious Scram 3.4E-01 3.4E-01 1% 
Turbine Trip 5.5E-02 1.2E-01 116% 

Total result 2.0E+00 3.7E+00 86% 

 

Table 5-3: Comparison of normalized frequencies for non-contained release between the 

reference case and the enhanced model using dripping flow at melt-through. 

Initiating event Reference Case 
Enhanced 
Model 

Difference 

CCI - Loss of sea water cooling 5.9E-03 3.0E-02 410% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div A 8.4E-02 9.7E-02 16% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div B 8.2E-02 9.6E-02 17% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div C 8.6E-03 4.4E-03 -49% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div D 5.0E-03 1.1E-03 -78% 
CCI - Loss of busbar 400 V AC - Div B 6.9E-02 9.7E-02 42% 
Loss of Offsite Power 1.0E+00 1.1E+00 9% 
Loss of Feed Water 1.7E-01 1.9E-01 11% 
Spurious I Isolation 9.1E-04 1.6E-03 78% 
Spurious M Isolation 1.9E-01 1.7E+00 762% 
Spurious Scram 3.4E-01 3.4E-01 1% 
Turbine Trip 5.5E-02 1.2E-01 116% 

Total result 2.0E+00 3.7E+00 86% 
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Figure 5-8: Comparison of normalized non-contained release frequencies excluding bypass 

between the reference case and the enhanced model using large flow at melt-through. 

 

 

Figure 5-9: Comparison of normalized non-contained release frequencies excluding bypass 

between the reference case and the enhanced model using medium flow at melt-through.  
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Table 5-4: Comparison of normalized frequencies for non-contained release excluding bypass 

between the reference case and the enhanced model using large flow at melt-through. 

Initiating event 
Reference 

Case 

Enhanced 

Model 
Difference 

CCI - Loss of sea water cooling 2.0E-02 4.4E-01 2055% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div A 2.7E-02 3.3E-01 1158% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div B 1.0E-02 3.0E-01 2926% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div C 2.2E-02 3.8E-02 70% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div D 1.8E-03 6.3E-03 245% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 400 V AC - Div B 1.0E-02 6.6E-01 6346% 

Loss of Offsite Power 1.0E+00 3.9E+00 290% 

Loss of Feed Water 1.2E-02 6.7E-01 5243% 

Spurious I Isolation 3.7E-03 5.6E-02 1445% 

Spurious M Isolation 8.3E-01 2.7E+01 3141% 

Spurious Scram 2.5E-01 1.1E+00 350% 

Turbine Trip 2.2E-01 2.0E+00 774% 

 Total result 2.4E+00 3.6E+01 1412% 

 

Table 5-5: Comparison of normalized frequencies for non-contained release excluding bypass 

between the reference case and the enhanced model using medium flow at melt-through. 

Initiating event Reference Case 
Enhanced 

Model 
Difference 

CCI - Loss of sea water cooling 2.0E-02 1.1E-01 439% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div A 2.7E-02 7.0E-02 164% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div B 1.0E-02 6.0E-02 497% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div C 2.2E-02 1.1E-02 -50% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div D 1.8E-03 2.4E-04 -113% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 400 V AC - Div B 1.0E-02 1.2E-01 1056% 

Loss of Offsite Power 1.0E+00 1.4E+00 42% 

Loss of Feed Water 1.2E-02 1.1E-01 766% 

Spurious I Isolation 3.7E-03 5.7E-03 55% 

Spurious M Isolation 8.3E-01 6.0E+00 622% 

Spurious Scram 2.5E-01 3.1E-01 24% 

Turbine Trip 2.2E-01 4.3E-01 93% 

 Total result 2.4E+00 8.7E+00 259% 
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5.3.5 Uncertainty analysis 

Due to the reasons explained in section 5.3.3.3, no new uncertainty analysis of PSA level 2 

results has been performed in the current phase of the SPARC project. The uncertainty analysis 

performed in the previous project phase (i.e. not taking correlation between phenomena into 

account) is repeated below for easy reference. 

 

The -results of the uncertainty analysis for non-acceptable release (excluding basemat 

meltthrough) are shown in Table 5-6. The results show that the uncertainty ranges from roughly 

half the point estimate frequency up to about 1.5 of the point estimate frequency. This is a 

reasonably narrow interval, which is positive – as the uncertainty is an important factor in PSA-

L2. It could be relevant to further study the cases where the uncertainty range is greater – to 

understand if the uncertainty can be reduced.  

 

Table 5-6: Uncertainty analysis for non-acceptable release (All the median values are 

normalized.) 

Initiating event 5% median 95% 

CCI - Loss of sea water cooling 56% 100% 158% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div A 91% 100% 112% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div B 91% 100% 112% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div C 95% 100% 107% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 110 V DC - Div D 100% 100% 100% 

CCI - Loss of busbar 400 V AC - Div B 84% 100% 123% 

Loss of Offsite Power 93% 100% 109% 

Loss of Feed Water 91% 100% 112% 

Spurious I Isolation 58% 100% 163% 

Spurious M Isolation 54% 100% 161% 

Spurious Scram 95% 100% 107% 

Turbine Trip 66% 100% 147% 

 

5.3.6 Influence of Limitations in Enhanced PSA model 

There are a number of assumptions and limitations in the implementation in the enhance PSA 

model that influence the result. Some comments regarding the importance of different 

parameters and modeling aspects are: 

 Melt jet diameter - dripping, medium, large: This parameter is crucial for the results 

since steam explosion at dripping melt flow has a probability of zero. A more realistic 

modeling needs to take physical properties into account when determining the 

probabilities of the melt jet diameter. 

 Failure criteria: The data from ROAAM+ for steam explosion and debris bed non-

coolability are obtained according to different failure criteria. For both parameters the 

criteria yielding the highest phenomena probabilities were chosen. For steam explosion 

this is realistic since the doors are not yet reinforced. For debris bed non-coolability it 
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is optimistic since we assume that debris is non-coolable when agglomeration fraction 

reaches 0.9.  

 Water depth for deep/shallow pool: The water depth at “deep pool” is related to system 

functionality and can be calculated with MAAP or even with simple hand calculations. 

If the LDW flooding system works, there will always be about 8 m of water in LDW. 

The water depth for shallow pool is much more uncertain since this completely depends 

on the sequence. A more realistic modeling could take different water depth for shallow 

pool in different sequences. 

 Water temp in LDW at vessel melt through: This parameter is not very uncertain. The 

temperature is assumed to be 322 K for all cases (This is according to MAAP 

calculations of HS2-TH1 and HS2-TL4 sequences.) It is also seen in the data from 

ROAAM+ that the LDW water temperature has a small effect on the phenomena studied 

here. 

There is a need to make the feasibility study more realistic regarding some of the related 

parameters discussed above. The quantitative results should therefore be seen as indicative. 

5.4 Discussion - Dynamic Approach to PSA 

A dynamic approach to PSA can, as discussed in section 5.2 and shown in section 5.3, influence 

the analysis is several ways.  The feasibility study has shown an example of a dynamic 

approach where the PSA is used as a basis to select important initiating events and sequences 

in the severe accident progression. These scenarios are then analyzed with a dynamic 

deterministic model yielding information about which parameters that are of high importance 

for the development of the accident progression. The results from the deterministic analysis are 

used in the PSA to improve sequence definition as well as improve the estimation of phenomena 

depending on the sequence and the varied parameters. 

 

The dynamic approach used in the project requires extensive work regarding building the 

deterministic model. Once built, this model can however be modified to evaluate different 

initiating events and sequences. The changes in the enhanced PSA-model on the other hand are 

limited and easy to implement. 

 

The integrated approach requires improvement in especially scenario definition, which 

practically leads to more plant damage states. The PDS should consider all necessary scenario 

parameters, that may affect the calculation of phenomena and hence consider also the system 

availability normally represented within CETs. 

 

The implementation of the dynamic approach in the feasibility study in a large scale PSA model 

shows that the integration of the ROAAM+ results and the PSA model is not only feasible, but 

could potentially lead to a considerable change of the frequency for non-acceptable release. The 

results show that the parameters indicated by the dynamic approach as being of high importance 

to the results are indeed of high importance to the quantitative results. It also emphasizes the 
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need to distinguish between different probabilities of phenomena depending on different 

scenario, physical and intangible parameters. 

 

The integrated approach will also have the ability to give a more comprehensive estimation of 

the uncertainty compared to the standard approach. The uncertainty related to phenomena will 

consider the interdependency between phenomena (all the way back to relevant intangible and 

physical parameters, and of course scenario parameters).  
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Suggestions 
This report presents research progress towards development of risk oriented accident analysis 

frameworks for quantifying conditional threats to containment integrity for a reference plant 

design of Nordic type BWRs. Further extension of the Risk Oriented Accident Analysis 

Methodology (ROAAM+) has been proposed and implemented in order to address the 

challenges presented by the Nordic BWR severe accident management strategy for risk analysis. 

Namely, the importance of uncertainty in both scenarios and phenomena and the complex 

multistage accident progression.  

 

The key element of ROAAM+ is a two-level coarse-fine adaptive iterative refinement process 

of the development of risk assessment framework and necessary knowledge. The top level of 

the risk assessment framework is based on computationally efficient surrogate models (SMs) 

that can be used for extensive sensitivity and uncertainty analysis in order to guide identification 

of the main sources of uncertainty, failure domains in the space of uncertain scenarios and 

modeling parameters, and ultimate risk assessment. The bottom layer of the framework consists 

of detailed computationally expensive full models (FMs) and databases of their solutions as 

well as experimental data and evidences, which are used in the development of the SMs. 

 

In this project detailed mechanistic full models (FM) have been further developed for 

deterministic analysis of steam explosion and coolability phenomena. When necessary and 

feasible, new experimental data was produced in order to create new models or reduce 

uncertainty in existing models. Databases of the full model solutions were obtained. A set of 

computationally efficient surrogate models (SM) has been developed using the databases of FM 

solutions. The SMs were used in extensive sensitivity and uncertainty analysis implemented in 

the ROAAM+ framework. The reverse analysis in the ROAAM+ helped to identify failure 

domains in the space of the accident scenario parameters. Uncertainty in the containment failure 

probability has been quantified according to the state-of-the-art knowledge using the forward 

analysis. An approach has been developed and demonstrated for using obtained in ROPAAM+ 

data on the failure probability for different combinations of scenario parameters in a large scale 

PSA model. Results of the pilot study show clear benefits for PSA improvement in more 

realistic understanding and modeling of the risks. 

 

Main highlights and findings from the development of ROAAM+ methodology, full and 

surrogate models for different stages of the accident progression and phenomena are 

summarized below. 

 

ROAAM+ methodology: Methodological guidelines and approaches to development of the full 

surrogate models, supporting experiments and risk assessment frameworks have been 

developed, implemented and demonstrated. Advanced methods for quantification of 

uncertainty in the assessment of the overall failure probability and identification of failure 

domains in the space of scenario parameters have been proven crucial for adequate 

representation of uncertainty. A framework has been implemented as a set of customizable tools 

and interfaces using MATLAB. Approaches to consideration of the FM and SM uncertainty in 
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the risk assessment have been implemented. Connection of the ROAAM+ data to different 

decision making approaches and tools including PSA have been suggested. ROAAM+ provides 

a variety of techniques, including expensive sensitivity analysis, that enable identification of 

the major contributors to uncertainty bot for risk assessment and for guiding research programs 

that aim to reduce the uncertainty in assessment of effectiveness of a severe accident 

management strategy. Extensive analysis for quantification of risks of steam explosion and 

formation of non-coolable debris has been carried out. It has been shown that the major source 

of uncertainty is the melt release conditions. Results suggest that the failure of containment due 

to steam explosion or formation of non-coolable debris can be considered as physically 

unreasonable only if the melt is released in a dripping mode by a small size (<100 mm) jet. It 

has been also demonstrated that system resilience with respect to steam explosion threat can be 

significantly improved by reinforcing the week elements of the containment (e.g. hatch doors) 

by increasing their fragility levels up to ~50 kPa*s. The major negative factor for formation of 

non-coolable debris bed is agglomeration, which can be mitigated by decreasing melt jet size 

below 100 mm. 

 

Core degradation and relocation to the lower head: Extensive study of the scenarios of core 

degradation and relocation to the reactor vessel lower head has been undertaken. The goals were 

to quantify the properties of debris in the lower head and characteristics of the vessel failure 

and melt release as an input to analysis of the ex-vessel accident progression. Different version 

of the MELCOR code (1,.86, 2.1, 2.2) were employed. Sensitivity analysis suggests importance 

of the modeling uncertainty (between different codes that use different models and in the same 

code using different values for the model closure parameters). An effort to quantify the 

uncertainty due to modeling and scenario factors has been made and a large database of 

MELCOR simulations (~thousands scenarios) has been generated. Two major modes of core 

degradation were observed depending on the timing of recovery of the core cooling system: (i) 

retention of debris in the damaged core region with only small (up to ~20 tons) relocation of 

mostly metallic debris to the lower head; (ii) relocation of large faction of the core (>150 tons). 

Significant effect of delay of vessel depressurization on the properties of the debris in the lower 

plenum was identified. Vessel failure and melt release analysis was carried out using different 

assumptions (e.g. about possibility of ejection of solid/liquid debris upon vessel failure).  The 

results suggest that neither dripping nor massive release conditions cannot be positively 

excluded. A possibility of release of highly superheated metallic melt (up to ~1200 K) was 

observed in significant fraction of scenarios. Failure of penetrations was observed on average 

earlier than vessel wall.  

 

In Vessel Debris Coolability and Vessel Failure: DECOSIM code was further developed in order 

to address in-vessel coolability phenomena in case when debris bed is porous. Extensive 

parametric studies suggested that it is not possible to exclude neither formation of a large melt 

pool (when water present in the vessel can temporary protect vessel wall and penetration, in 

scenarios with relatively large (> 2mm) debris size) neither early failure of the penetrations and 

melt release in the dripping mode (in case when a dry hot zone is located near the vessel wall, 

in scenarios with relatively small size of debris <1.5 mm). 
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Melt release: A set of models has been developed to study potential limiting mechanisms in the 

melt release, breach ablation and plugging phenomena. Importance of the multicomponent 

debris remelting phenomena and respective possibility of melt accumulation have been 

demonstrated. Domains of melt release parameter were plugging and ablation are expected have 

been quantified. It is demonstrated that neither plugging (leading to formation of a melt pool) 

nor ablation (leading to increase of the jet diameter and melt mass flow rate) cannot be 

positively excluded. Release of the melt in the dripping mode (without plugging or significant 

ablation) cannot be excluded either according to the analysis results, however the range of melt 

release parameters where whole core can be released in a dripping mode is relatively narrow. 

 

Ex-vessel debris bed formation and coolability: A comprehensive research program has been 

carried out to address major phenomena that can affect formation of a non-coolable debris bed. 

Full (SDECOSIM) and surrogate model have been developed for prediction of dryout and pot-

dryout debris bed behavior. Particulate debris spreading and bed self-leveling phenomena have 

been studied experimental and a set of analytical models have been developed and validated. It 

has been shown that the debris bed spreading mechanisms are quite effective in prevention of 

formation of a tall non-coolable debris bed. Further validation of the codes and models would 

be necessary on order to reduce uncertainty on predictions and extend the domain of model 

applicability. 

 

Debris agglomeration is currently the major factor that can lead to formation of non-coolable 

debris bed. Full and surrogate models have been developed in order to quantify the phenomena 

of agglomeration and the impact of these phenomena on the coolability. DECOSIM model was 

further developed in order to adequately represent domains in the bed with variable mass 

fraction of agglomerated debris. The DECOSIM simulations were carried out using data on 

spatial distribution of agglomerates using the surrogate model for agglomeration. Results 

suggest that coolability can be significantly impaired when fraction of agglomerated 

reaches >20~50% (depending on the particle size). This corresponds top jet diameters 

of >100 mm. Further model development and validation would be necessary in order to reduce 

and quantify associated phenomenological uncertainty. 

 

Steam explosion: A surrogate model has been developed using the database of TEXAS-V code 

(FM) simulations (in total 455000 cases of premixing/explosion calculations) for Nordic type 

BWRs. A statistical treatment for the chaotic response of the explosion impulse to small 

variations in the triggering time has been proposed. Most important parameters where identified 

using sensitivity analysis. The surrogate model was implemented using different artificial 

neural network (ANN) approaches. An approach for quantification of the SM uncertainty was 

implemented. We found that uncertainty in the containment failure is still dominated by the 

enthalpy rate of the jet and jet diameter even if the SM uncertainty can be relatively large for 

single comparisons of SM vs FM predictions. Consideration of SM uncertainty lead to 

increased size of the failure domain. New approaches are currently under development for 

improved SM for reduced error and faster performance. For more comprehensive risk 

assessment there are several issues that can be addressed in the future such as melt releases with 

multiple jets; multiple consecutive steam explosions; effect of crust formation around melt 
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particles on the energetics of the steam explosions; generation of non-condensable gases during 

premixing etc. 

 

Pilot application of the ROAAM+ generated data for improvement of a large scale PSA model 

provided following insights. The feasibility study has shown an example of coupling PSA with 

ROAAM+. The results from the deterministic analysis are used in the PSA to improve sequence 

definition as well as improve the estimation of frequency of unacceptable release due to 

phenomena depending on the sequence. The changes in the enhanced PSA-model are limited 

and easy to implement.  

 

ROAAM+ results can be used to refine and improve the PSA in several ways. The integrated 

approach requires improvement in scenario definition, which practically leads to larger number 

of plant damage states (PDS). The PDS should consider all necessary scenario parameters, that 

may affect the calculation of phenomena and hence consider also the system availability 

normally represented within containment event trees (CETs). One example is the analysis of 

recovery of core cooling, where ROAAM+ has provided usable information regarding the 

timing and possibility of core coolability (re-flooding). This information can be used as a basis 

material for the HRA, to re-define the binning of plant damage states as well as provide 

probabilities for failure of coolability. 

 

The implementation in a large scale PSA model shows that the integration of the ROAAM+ 

results and the PSA model is not only feasible, but could potentially lead to a considerable 

change of the frequency for non-acceptable release. The results show that the parameters 

indicated by the ROAAM+ approach as being of high importance to the quantitative results. It 

also emphasizes the need to distinguish between different probabilities of phenomena 

depending on different scenario, physical and intangible parameters. 

 

The approach has demonstrated that the vision, to develop the sequence from core melting, and 

to understand what are the important factors, is possible to meet. The integrated approach will 

have the ability to give a more comprehensive estimation of the uncertainty compared to the 

standard approach. The uncertainty related to phenomena will consider the interdependency 

between phenomena (all the way back to relevant intangible and physical parameters, and of 

course scenario parameters).  
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